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IMPORTANT -- CONTRARY TO DISCUSSION AT OUR MEETING, THERE WILL BE A MEETING NEXT MONDAY THE 
16th -- SEE BELOW. - - -

KAREN ROBERTSON, our DURHAM HIGH EXCHANGE STUDENT is home from· AUSTRALIA .. o. 

ERIC NORLIE, son of BRUCE & PEG, will be going t~ the FRENCH RIVERIA (skiing} and. to other 
points of interest on the continent by EURORALEo•<• The club is sending ERIC the cash gift 
usually presented at the time of departure.('.. We decided (in consult'ation with the family) 
that the gift would be more helpful now •••• 

E. G, & MABEL ENGLAND CELEBRATED AN ANNIVERSARY 12-iB. CONGRATULATIONS to this fine Rotary 
Coup·ie. 

TWO (2) BIRTHDAYS on DEC. 31-- BOB DRULEY & JIM MITCHELL~ Happy Butte Days, Fellows-- READ 
CAREFULLY, ALICE, for a play on words just above.oe• 

MEL BETHARD, the club poet, has a birthday JANo l2ee• HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MEL. 

TWO DISTRICT GOVERNORS were missing at our first 1984 meeti.ng, GARRIE & GENE, we might 
eventually do something on G.G. or GIGI, OR Gee Gee, or on the1r last names seaJence w·ith 
:-:. & S, but then let us not do Ridicul Stuff e I 

WINNIE & HUGH sent the club a nice thank you note for their Christmas gifts •... PUTNEY STREET 
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT PLANS BY MYLES PUSTEOVSKY ARE NEARLY COMPLETE ••.•.. 

·~LECTIONS were held-- here are the results. our offi cers-·elect for 84-85--

PRES. : 
v. p.: 
SEC.: 
TREAS: 

JIM PATTERSON 
DAN DAVIS. 
BRUCE NORLIE 
DALE DAIGH 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS: BOB GASSIN, BILL SMITH, DON BOWLBY ••..•• 
With this PRESIDENT-ELECT, no one can say that our club hasn't got a prayer.~ Ttte BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS (ELECT) insures our future. 

BIG BOB BIRDSEYE, with a borrowed CHRISTMAS BELL, presided at the podium. PRES. GREG was.~ome 
tending ROTARY ANN DARLENE, who is suffering from the flu-- get we 11 quickly DARLENE-- and· ..... 
hurry back GREG... by the. way BOB, what happened to my bel 1? 

IMPORTANT NOTICE~o•• PROGRAM-NEXT MONDAY, JANUARY 16-- GEO~GE WACKER, (MIKE's FATHER) will 
speak on "The State of Jeffers't:m 11

• GEORGE WACKER is a charter member of Y.REKA CLUB, a fortner 
S!SKIYOUCOUNTJ ~U~ERV~S~R, .WR~TER of SMITHSONIAN IN-~tIT~TE'7artiC-les/ etc: Come and· .bring 

fri e:ids ... i'nterested ·in Cali.forn~a hi story t-0 hear an. expe.rt ·on· the subject. · · · · 

SMALL TALK,.* SOPHIA SMALL ERRINGTON, JIM~S ROTARY-ANN is selling her store-- SMALL'S JEWELRY-
drop in for your bargain items ... and thanks SOPHIA, for all the courtesies to DURHAM ROTARY 
through the years, your service to the club has been SUPERB. 

RECOGNITIONS BY RAPID ROBERT.oto 

Never one to let the till go unturned, BIG BOB did his usual (bee) sting operation on the 
c 1 ub wa 11 ets H •• 

$5 from JERRY WALTERS, for finking on GIL MOSS, who was wea~.ing BOB DRULEY'S BADGE.°' .. 
$3 from BILL DEMPSEY for TERI'S,4pcoming completion of COSMEiOLOGY SCHOOL .. ~····· 
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$10 from DAVE ERICKSON who is doing a lot.of work at DURHAM HARDWARE-- remodel~ng the ~ntire 
b 1 ock, I hear. e • , . 

$20 LEROY WOOD admitted to being in SAN DIEGO for two weeks, and acknowledged that people are 
st1ll escaping from the JAIL, and some even seem to be breaking 7 entering ... wow, didn't 
know the food over there was._.that -good ... o 

· $1 BILL CROWSTON, for cancelfingtli$ trip to TAMPA, along with the SF 49ers. 
$10 JIM MOORE-- confessed to a trip to HAWAII, and was remarkably ambiguous in his comments 

about the kind of economic year 84 will beo 
$5 BOB GASSIN paid another time for DAUGHTER LISA'S stat work with the DHS BB team .• and 

challe.nged PP RICK LANDESS to new pride in the team, BOB will pay $1 for every win of the 
te~m this .season, & RICK wi 11 pay .$5 for each loss. 

$10 DAN DAVIS, for fabulous ·bu~iness ·af. IN & OUT PHOTO on MANGROVE AVE •••• 
$12 RICK LANDESS-- $2 for a joke, $10 for DHS BASKETBALL'S tournament victories at FALL RIVER, 

And our own DURHAM TOURNAMENT__ RICK jumped up and paid with the encouragement from two or 
three at his table who really are· his. BUDDIES ... o. 

BILL SMITH wasn't going to pay again on that NATIONAL TV AO, but just to encourage RICK, BILL 
kicked in $10, thanks BILL, that really helped .••. 

JIM PATTERSON paid $10 for ANNIVERSARY 19 celebrat~d DEC. 19 (at the DURHAM ROTARY CHRISTMAS 
PARTY) with his ROTARY-NAN, and another $10 because son JOHN got to start in two of the 
recent OHS BB games ... noting as he handed in hi's $20 how proud he was of RICK for not 
being cheap--

DON BOWLBY also got into the act, but before he could get any money down, RIC~ was so shamed 9 

he jumped up and put $10 in the pot-- and thanks again RICK for saying how much you 
appreciate my always telling the truth. 

BO.B BIRDSEYE kicked in $10 in the pot-- 'for rlis .. DEC. 22 .. BIRTHDAY., and·: for. advert:i.s.i'ng lO .. · · 
REGlSTERED-GERMAN SHORTHA'IR PUPS for sale-- {phone: 343-6288) 

THE RAFFLE was won $5 each) by BILL CARLSONo DEL BIRDSEYE, a~d ANDY GRIECO ... , 

PROGRAM---
J IM MOLL; Sales Manager of OORV and KE/WE FM RADIO, OROVILLE, reported on his seven week trip 
to INDIA as part of an EDUCATIONAL TEAM. The team visited ROTARY DISTRICT 317 in central and 
western India, (slightly south of center). JIM presented an excellent program. Severa] early 
l~avers missed a wealth of Rotary information, superior slides, and a well spoken presenta~ 
tion. ITEM: ROTARY FOUNDATION contributes more than the FORD, ROCKEFELLER, CARNEGIE, and 
NOBEL PRIZE FOUNDATIONS, COMBINED. That's pretty impressive, isn't it? In India, that 
service includes badly needed fresh water wells, educational help,. blood banks, clinics to 
he1p with birth control and immunization, and many other vital services. LIFE EXPECTANCY has 
increased in INDIA from age 32 in 1960 to 52 in 1984. In 1960, one in 100 villages had elec
tricity, in 1984, one in five villages has electricity {there are 650,000 villages in INDIA. 
That's a lot of progress. One more tidbit-- ancient ruins include stone colYmns that were 
played musically-- that is, when struck, these columns produced nrusica1 sounds, and there were 
a lot of columns-- which were struck systematically to produce ancient day concerts which 
could be heard for a long distancee GET READY ALICE. THIS AN EDITORIAL COMMENT: THAT MAY 
WELL HAVE BEEN THE FIRST ROCK CONCERT. (Ah shucks, ALICED you don't have to brag on me, I 
know I'm great)~ Here•s more: 22,000 craftsmen worked 20 years to build the TAJ MAHAL. 
Movies in INDIA are b·ig business, three billion tickets are sold yearly at 5 (ffve) cents 
each. 

There was much moreo Many thanks to JIM MOLL for expanding our ROTARY HORIZONS~ and to RAY 
MEIGHAN, our resident ROTA::v EVANGELIST, for scheduling a great program. 

OUR NOMINATING COMMITTEE, RICK LANDESS, GEORGE BOGGS, & JIM MOORE, worked hard and came up 
with dependable officers-elect. Now we need volunteers (1) to do the weekly invocation, 
and (2) to write the ROWEL weekly, beginning July 1. MOORE appointed the last editor and 
it supposed'y either (1) drove him to drink (2) sobered him up, and/or (3) both of the 
above. Applications for these and other jobs are now being received. 

PROGRAM: 23rd -- MIKE GUTTMAN 
Bythell Computer Systems 
Bob Gassin, Introduction 
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The January 23rd meeting of Durham Rotary was called to order by Greg Scott right at 7:00 
followed by Lindy Robinson with the flag salute. Invocation was given by Greg Scott. The 
meeting was under way without benefit of the bell. The raffle at five bucks per ticket was 
half a lamb at Durham Lockers. 

THOSE PRESENT: Ron Johnson, Rick Landess, Lloyd Abshier, Hank Marsh, Marv Hasty, Bill 
Crowston, Jerry Walters, Greg Scott, Lindy Robinson, Emmett Coon, Bill 
Smith, Jim Mitchell, Al Lotspeich, Dale Daigh, George Boggs, Bruce Norlie, 
Nels Andersen, Gil Moss, Clint Goss, Bill Dempsey, Roy Ellis Dan Davis, 
Bob Edmiston, Del Birdseye, Stan Anderson, Mike Wacker. 

VISITORS: Chuck Priddy, Bill Snow, Andre Grieco, Robert Ponath, Bill Carlson, Oave 
Morgan, Joe Handel, John Smale, Dwayne Powers, Jerry Council, Dick Brock 

RECOGNITIONS: 
Edmiston, admitting that Anderson had a new car, paid $20000 for his trip to Hawaii and 

Southern California. 
Stan Anderson paid $5.00 for his Christmas trip to Santa Rosa. 
Rick Landess got clipped for smoking a cigar - $2.00 
Bob Edmiston auctioned off the grinder to Roy Ellis_ for $30.00 .. 
Hank Marsh paid $80.00 for a cruise to Mexico and $70.00 for the grind in April for up-

coming marriage. 
Nels Andersen paid $10.00 for trip to Southern California with Edmiston. 
Mike Wacker paid $10.00 for bringing his father for last week's program. 
La'fecomer darts and fines: Charles Priddy $2, Gil Moss $5, Jerry Council $1, Joe Handle $1, 

Bill Crowston $1, Bill Carlson $5, and Roy Ellis $1 from all club members. 
Jim Mitchell paid $5.00 for trip to Arizona. 
Greg Scott missed Bruce Norlie's and Nels Andersen's birthdays and paid $5.00. 
Nels admitted to his birthday and paid another $10.00 
Bruce paid $20.00 for his birthday and the whole club sang the song. 

NEXT WEEK: 
Paula Smith, our new exchange student from New Zealand, will be here at our next meeting. 

She is staying with the Norlies now and will be staying with Jim Mead's family and 
the Karen Robertson family. Come and meet with Paula and welcome her to Durham 
Rotary. 

After the regular meeting next week, there will be a board meeting. Chairmen are reminded 
that reports are due at that time. 

THE PROGRAM: Introduced by Bob Gassin. 

Bob introduced Mike Guttman, Vice President and Software Engineer in Research and 
Development of Bythell Computer Systems. Mike's firm is based in Chico and is enjoying a 
boom in sales of everyday in-home and business computers. Computer uses are rapidly 
changing as most everyone has the opportunity to own one and are getting more and more 
affordable for home office or small businesseso When ready to purchase or use a computer, 
Mike suggests you should have a consultant to help you make the right choice and set up 
for your home or business. Thanks Bob and Mike for a very timely and informative program. 

The raffle was won by Bruce Norlie. 

Bob Birdseye was not at Rotary because he attended the Durham Parade and Picnic Committee's ·\~.~ 
first meeting where Bob represented Durham Rotaryo 

Will Cain was reported to be in intensive care at Enloe. Those cards and flowers would be 
greatly appreciated. Get well soon Will!! Will had a pacemaker installed. 
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Birdseye's Views: 

Worry is paid interest on Faith before it is dueo 

My son's my son til he takes a wife, but my daughter's my daughter for the rest of 
her 1 i fe. 

In this world we possess nothing but the passing moment. Polish it as you would a 
jewel. It is the only wealth to which you have any right. All your other moments belong 
to God alone. 

Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday. 

Without now there is no before, just as there can be no after. 

Rumor is halfway around the world before Truth can get it's boots on. 

Patience is the ability to "idle your motor" when you feel like "stripping your 
gears". 

People pass through the stillness of the night. An Acquaintance forms from the 
daily contact of nearness. 

A Friend is someone who stops a moment and shares a minute of love. 

Submitted by Rick Landess as Rowel editor pro-tern. 
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FAT FELLOWS FAST WITHOUT WINNIE WELLS 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT PLANS PENNED BY PUSTEJOVSKY 

DUES ARE DUE 

WACKER WOWS WITH WITTY WORDS 

1. FAT FELLOWS FAST WITHOUT WINNIE WELLS 

Secretary: Dan Davis 
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich 

You see ALICE, things got screwed up last week when GREG'S ROTARY ANN DARLENE had the FLU-
GREG stayed home to help with the kids, and the gang that did turn out voted to observe 
MARTIN LUTHER KING HOLIDAY ..• cancelling the meeting of the 16th. MEANWHILE, back at the 
ranch, PRES. GREG & PROGRAM CHAIRMAN MIKE WACKER had solemnly concurred that HOLIDAY or 
NO, the meeting of the 16th was DEFINITELY ON -- the speaker being no other than MIKE'S 
FATHER, GEORGE WACKER-- CHARTER MEMBER of YREKA ROTARY, PAST PRESIDENT, and CALIFORNIA 
HISTORY BUFF. 50000 .... your hard working EDITOR duly notified a few by PHONE, and all 
by ROWEL ....•. EXCEPT .... WINNIE .... and therein lies the RUB ... THE ROWEL reached WINNIE 
Monday evening--- and then the GOULASH hit the FAN, so to speak. NO EXCUSES, ALICE, I 
JUST FORGOT TO PHONE WINNIE, and because in getting the message to WINNIE, WE (WERE) SLOW: 
WE FAST. THAT'S RIGHT ALICE, no food. 

2. PUTNEY STREET PROJECT PENNED BY PUSTEJOVSKY 

The official plans for PUTNEY STREET IMPROVEMENT PROJECT have been completed by NORTH STAR 
ENGINEERING (MYLES PUSTEJOVSKY) and we hope to have a COST ANALYSIS of MATERIALS INVOLVED 
soon. In the meantime, take a walk down the block to the school--- slosh in the mud 
puddles, watch the cars spin out onto DURHAM DAYTON RD. after school-- (from the water 
standing across the intersection--), and catch the increasing ENTHUSIASM for a PROJECT 
that would dramatically improve DURHAM ... and one which would be worthy of our ROTARY 
COMMUNITY PROJECT TRADITION Here in DURHAM .... MYLES will be taking the plans to BUTTE 
COUNTY'S BILL CHEFF for approval this week. When you see MYLES, be sure to commend him for 
a lot of work to complete these plan~ for us ..... THERE IS ENOUGH WORK in this project 
for GREG'S TERM, the EDITOR'S TERM, AND probably DAN DAVIS' TERM ..... FIRST, we need to 
procure and install, 193 feet of twelve inch reinforced concrete pipe, with drops on 
both sides of the street. THIRD, pour a five foot sidewalk on the EASTERN side of the 
street~ FINALLY, pour a five foot sidewalk on the WESTERN side of Putney. There you 
have it ALICE, some CONCRETE suggestions .... 

3. DUES ARE DUE ... 

DANDY DAN DAVIS reminds us all that dues are due. If you have any question about whether 
you are current or not, phone DAN at IN & OUT PHOTO 894-1961. 

4. WACKER WOWS WITH WITTY WORDS 
"JEFFERSON STATE" -- it turns out-- was a SCAM of historical proportions-- the citizens 
of YREKA and surrounds wanted to call attention to inadequate roads and the mortifying 
neglect of the state legislature to other concerns close to their hearts. The citizens 
of Southern Oregon, feeling likewise about their officials in Salem, joined the YREKA 
effort in 1941-- getting NATIONAL PUBLICITY on a sustained basis for this kinky movement 
often previously started, but just as frequently aborted. THE GIST OF IT-- the area was 
to secede from CALIFORNIA and OREGON, forming the 49th state (they called themselves the 
49ers). They erected a barricade, stopped motorists on the poorly maintained highway 
coming into YREKA fit was no interstate 5 in 1941 ALICE) and handed out handbi 11 s prates t
ing all kinds of real and/or imagined INDIGNITIES. A governor was elected, an inaugural 
ball held, and there were to be NO TAXES of anykind. Financing the new state was to be 
facilitated by a printing press donated to PRINT MONEY (that's just like our federal 
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government now, ALICE-- those dudes were fairly modern in their thinking for 1941!) Another 
suggestion: A red light district to finance the STATE-- my GAWD ALICE-- and as you might 
guess, as the party proceeded-- the BOOZE POURED .... MIKE WACKER'S DAD-- much younger then 
was in the middle of all this malarky •.. STAN DELAPLANE of SAN FRANCISCO FAME, came to nip 
on RUM and report on it all to the big (then not so big) city .•.. SACRAMENTO people res
ponsible for CALIFORNIA ROADS sent letters denying it all. OTHER CALIFORNIA counties applied 
to join the new state------ BUTTE COUNTY applied, but insisted CHICO had to be the new 
STATE CAPITAL.o .. the 49ers, with YREKA the SELF-PROCLAIMED CAPITAL, sent the BUTTE CO. 
SUPERVISORS a bottle of CASTOR OIL and told them to start their own MOVEMENT~··· LASSEN COUNTY 
offered to join, and were being volunteered by ANYONE and EVERYONE-- wooden nickels were 
offered for money •.• and so it went.~. right up to DEC. 7, 1941 ••• when PEARL HARBOR shoved 
the "JEFFERSON STATE" off the front pages and out of existence ••. now .... 42 years later, 
beautiful highways give easy access to the YREKA area, and the descendants of the early day 
jokesters and the survivors of that era, have probably joined the SIERRA CLUB and other 
environmentalists to protest that the good roads are giving access to their area to all the 
RAGTAGS FROM THE CITIES ...... You can't win for losing ... . 

GEORGE WACKER, thanks for making that ~ hour drive to be with us, for bringing along your 
lovely ROTARY ANN FRANCESc••· and MIKE .... thanks for scheduling your DAD and for bringing 
along son RAND·~·· THE CLUB OWES YOUR DAD & MOTHER a dinner ... and we again give all the 
WACKERS hearty thanks for a very enjoyable glimpse of a unique slice of CALIFORNIA HISTORY .•.•• 

NEXT WEEK: FOODeoeHONEST! and the PROGRAM~ MIKE GUTTMAN, Bythell Computer Systems, Bob 

AND SPECIAL BONUS RAFFLE PRIZE: TWO 1/2 LAMB(S) 

CORRECTION: 

Gassin, Introduction 

SOPHIE SMALL Is not selling SMALL'S JEWELRY STORE, she is CLOSING IL Secondly, her name is 
spelled SOPHIE, and not the way I did it in the Januar.,y 9 Rowel. Thirdly, Sophie has once 
again provided the engraving of our PAST PRESIDENT'S PLAQUE NAMES •. o free of charge •• e. 

THANKS, SOPHIE, and we hope a lot of people will come to your store for the great BARGAINS 
available in the close out sale. 
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JIM MOORE Led the salute to the flag, JIM PATTERSON gave the INVOCATION, praying for the 
full recovery of WIL CAIN, and giving thanks for the SCHOLARSHIP provided DURHAM HIGH 
SCHOOL by HOWARD & JOANNA SOHNREYoeoeo 

PRESIDENT GREG, still operating without his BELL & GAVEL was advised by JIM MOORE to write 
to CHUCK BARRIS c/o GONG SHOW regarding those missing items-- and JIM also suggested GREG 
send along the videotape of his CHACON BOUT--- GREG took $5 from JIM for his advice and 
tabbed BRUCE NORLIE & GEORGE BOGGS $2 each for adlibbingo 

BOB BIRDSEYE offered $100 for the GRINDER in AUGUST." .• be assured ROBERT that yt>ur offer 
has been duly recorded for appropriate attention in the approaching new termo 

PAULA SMITH, our exchange student from NEW ZEALAND, attended the meeting with PEGGY NORLIE 
& BRUCE, with whom she is now staying ... We welcome PAULA to DURHAM, and wish her the best 
with our brand of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE.co• DURHAM ROTARIANS are encouraged to invite PAULA 
to their homes for dinner in order to become acquainted with hero 

DON BOWLBY paid $7 fpr the ER picture of him in his CARD role .... later big DON won the 
RAFFLE for $10-- and he introduced the SPEAKER-- keep up the good work DON-- by the way 
fellows that is BBD INSURANCE-- NOT BVD-- you can't give the shorts to DON even if GREG gives 
him the business, so to speak ••.. 

LLOYD ABSHIER had a birthday JANUARY 24-- the club sang "HAPPY BIRTHDAY" to LLOYD, and then 
GREG had LLOYD for $10.00 ...... o•• 

RICHARD HOTHEM, ditto, JANUARY 21-- also $10, thanks RICHARD •••• ~ 

DAVID ERICKSON, new owner of DURHAM HARDWARE, is an honest fellow----- he confessed to: 
1. joining TRUE VALUE hardware 
2. starting a nursery 
3. starting a lumber yard 
4. opening his rental yard 
5. BUYING A HOUSE 
6. missing a meeting and not making up ..... 

all for $1400•• see fellows, HONESTY PAYS, and it PAYS TO ADVERTISE ......•• 

LATE ARRIVERS-- DICE THROWERS, -- FINE PAYERS 

GIL MOSS $1 
BILL SMITH $2 and $5 for a boat cleverly concealed, but revealed by BILL DEMPSEY 
JIM EDWARDS $6 
DON METZGER $3 
BILL DEMPSEY $1 for squealing on BILL SMITH 

FOUR (4) CHICO ROTARIANS escaped late arrival fines~··· 

MARIAN BRAMBLE GAGE presented the program "TRENDS ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE" with shocking statis
tics on how many young people are using alcohol, 11 uppers 11

-- marijuana, hallucinating drugs-
etc., etc. Looks like the whole world is trying to escape via bottles & pills. And yes, 
we do have these problems in Durham. We are living in a world in which pain of any kind 
is shunned-- even the right kind of pain-- which is associated with discipline-- and 
multitudes seek escape hatches. MARIAN asks her listeners to think about RESPONSIBLE USE 
of beverages, and RESPONSIBLE MODELING to young people in this area. Maybe we can get her 
to come and talk to us before the DURHAM PARADE & PICNIC-- at the PARK to the KEGGERS, and 
finally to the people at the DANCE. Just kidding gang, the shock might be too great for 
the community to handle. MARIAN also came to speak to our concerned parents group in 
DURHAM-- we appreciate her good work. RICK LANDESS spoke words of appreciation to MARIAN 
from his position as school administrator. We thank MARIAN for the program, DON BOWLBY 
for scheduling theprogram, and MIKE WACKER for enlisting DON. 
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PUTNEY STREET PROJECT NEWS~ •A~O 

Cost analysis is proceedin~ on plans provided by MYLES PUSTEJOVSKY--- HYDRO CONDUIT and 
DAVE JEFFRIES (DRAKE HOMES) are providing expert cost statisticsocoo BUTTE CO. SUPERVISORS 
will be contacted for possible county helpo,c, 1ots of good people getting involved ooo 
DAN DAVIS, of IN & OUT PHOTO is wo~king on a slide presentation of BEFORE & AFTERo.eo PTS 
COMMUNICATOR published an article for us .. co GREG SCOTT has volunteered the BRUSIE BACKHOE 
to do the digging-- but for some reason VOLUNTEER LABOR seems to be shying away from "DIGGER" 
SCOTT and the BACKHOE-- suspecting he likes to bury more than the drainage pipeoo•o once 
again, here's how the project is expected to unfold: 

lo Top the trees along Putney 
2o Install the drainage pipe to the intersection 
3o Curbs 7 gutters installed 
4o East side sidewalk pouredooo 
So Sidewalk on the west side of Putney pourede~oo 

PRESIDENTIAL CITATION AWARDo•o~ We hope to achieve the honor of receiving this award for 
the clubo~~o greatest need to achieve same: NEW MEMBERSoo~o let's concentrate on attract
ing some good new members to our clubocoo 

DISTRICT CONFERENCEo.oo registration brochures, etc~ will be handed outo•• several members 
plan to attend at least one day-- to give us attendance credit-- check with the club for 
transportation possibilities, etc~oo Letps make a GREAT SHOWING for DURHAM.~~o 

SPECIAL THANKS to RICK LANDESS for writing the ROWEL last week.o.oo 

PROGRAMS UPCOMING: 

FEB 6: STEVE GILMORE & RICK BOLINO, Theme: HUNGER PROJECT, ROTARY INTERNATIONAL arranged 
by BOB GASSINo 

FEB. 13: VALENTINE PROGRAMo ROTARY ANN'S INVITED, LADIES NIGHT - SPECIAL MUSIC. Please 
phone GREG or DARLENE SCOTT at 891-1951 if we do not have you in the count at 
the February 6th meetingo 

FEBo 20: HOLIDAY, NO MEETING 

FEB. 27: RON VOLPATO, INSURANCE CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT, arranged by DON BOWLBYo 
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COCONUT CREAM PIE AFTER A TURKEY DINNER 

THE BEATITUDES: HAPPINESS IS MUSIC FROM THE HEART 

GREG GETS 'EM 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT UNDERWAY 

"VALENTINE NIGHT" diners totaled about 50 -- including DG GARRIE & ALICE, PDG GENE, PRES. 
GREG & DARLENE, VP JIM, SEC. DAN, HARVEY & ANITA, HANK & BARBARA, GIL, BILL SMITH, LOUIE, 
DALE & EVA MAE, DON & BETH, BILL & VIRGINIA, GEORGE & ANN, RAY & BOBBI, BOB & SYLVIA, 
NELS & DOROTHY, DAVID & LOIS, DEL & PAULA, CLINT & JACKIE, BILL & daughter TERI, RON & 
daughter STACEY, EMMETT & MARGE, LLOYD & BERNICE. 

HATTIE MORGUE was one of our guest, visiting Rotarians included TOM BRITTON, TIM THOMAS, & 
WALT MAZEN OF CHICO -- (WALT was the doctor presiding at PRES. GREG'S birth, and he 
apologized for dropping GREG on his HEAD at that time .... ) GREG FALSCOU, SEATTLE, DAR 
MYER, WILLOWS. 

Those absent missed a good TURKEY DINNER, and WINNIE'S COCONUT CREAM PIE. Special thanks 
to WINNIE for table decorations. 

PRES. GREG invited THE BEATITUDES to share VALENTINE'S DAY EVE with us-- and they demon
strated why they have endeared themselves to a wide circle of friends. 14 of the 19 
member group were on hand-- including a 93 year old violinist and an 87 year old pianist. 
Their music was the toe tapping sing-along kind, and HAPPY. These good people spend a lot 
of time in convalescent homes blessing people who receive them gladly. PRES. GREG 
mentioned the help the group have been to members of his family. Although the group 
averages 72.6 years in age, you could never think of them as OLD. Like some of our MATURE 
ROTARIANS in their 80 1 s, these folks have practiced SERVICE ABOVE SELF so much that they 
pull others right into their POSITIVE MOOD. A timely VALENTINE DAY'S PROGRAM-- and many 
thanks to GREG for inviting them ..... 

PRESIDENT'S HALF HOUR ... (GREG GETS 'EM) 

"DIGGER" SCOTT had his shovel out .... and DON METZGER $5 for the nice comments about BETH 
in a recent ER letter to the Editor •... BETH reported on a BUBBLE BATH at the SCOTT'S .•.• 
but we couldn't get GREG out of the SUDS ... he just wouldn't come clean ... soft soaped 
again, huh ALICE? 

NELS ANDERSEN paid $5 for a picture, but we never did hear whether NELS has some kind of 
new truck? 

CLINT & JACKIE celebrated ANNIV 26 FEB 1-- CLINT rolled the Dice for $4-- but volunteered 
$10 ... thanks, CLINT 

BILL SMITH is on TV again, starring in MONY commercial-- paid $5 

DAN DAVIS, of IN & OUT PHOTO, 956 MANGROVE, where you get your film processed in ONE HOUR-
with the highest quality materials 7 workmanship-- paid $10 for ADVERTISING ... 

RON JOHNSON, commended by PRES. GREG for his good work as GREETER, paid $10 for a picture 
in the paper .... 
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BOB EXCUSED was back between trips, and for some reason wasn't talking much. HANK MARSH 
mentioned he was on a trip, SYLVIA added that he was fishing, and BILL SMITH told how many: 
19 (NINETEEN). We never did find out how many over the limit that was •.. BOB paid $5. 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT UNDERWAY ..... LINDY ROBINSON sent a crew that trims trees for PG&E 
last FRIDAY to begin trirrming the big WALNUT TREES along PUTNEY ..• TWO DAYS more of 
trimming will complete this first phase of the street improvement project ••• FIRE WOOD from 
the trees is now being stacked on the ADOBE CHURCH parking lot-- for sale at $60 per cord-
proceeds to be applied to the project .•• we need some volunteers with CHAIN SAWS to finish 
cutting the wood to appropriate lengths •.. we expect to have 4 or 5 cords for sale ..•. DAN 
DAVIS sent a photographer to record the tree trimming-- and to capture on film the standing 
water at the corner of PUTNEY & DURHAM-DAYTON HWY •..• IN & OUT PHOTO with another out
standing job ..•. we'll show the pictures at our next meeting or see the EDITOR anytime 
before .... YOUR EDITOR visited the DURHAM EXCHANGE CLUB last Thursday to make a pitch for 
the project .... IVAN SOHNREY of that organization loaned us his truck to haul the firewood .... 
JOHN NOCK of FUTURE FARMERS volunteered his labor to move the wood, as did JOHN PATTERSON. 
When the trees are finished, we need to finalize our plans to drain the water from the 
intersection ... then begin that part. 

MANY THANKS TO all who are helping with this project-- with special thanks to LINDY 
ROBINSON and P.G.&E. for their outstanding work on the trees .•..• (estimated cost of the 
tree trimming to P.G.&E - $2,500). 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

DISTRICT 516 CONFERENCE -- RENO -- MGM GRAND -- APRIL 26, 27, 28, & 29. SEC. DAN DAVIS 
now has application forms-- due to delay in getting the forms-- the EARLY BIRD RATE is 
still available .... We want a good representation from DURHAM to help celebrate the event 
with DG GARRIE ..... . 

NO MEETING NEXT WEEK-- FEBRUARY 20 (Washington's Birthday, Holiday) 

FEBRUARY 27 PROGRAM: RON VOLPATO, INSURANCE CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT, arranged by DON BOWLBY .••.• 
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FOUR TABLES (about 32) ROTARIANS gathered to help celebrate the birthday of RICK LANDESS-
FEB. 29--- RICK is either 10 or 40 depending on whether you want to celebrate LEAP YEARS or 
EACH YEAR .... We had a CAKE, CANDLES, SONG, and everybody saying-- WHERE'S RICK--- WHERE'S 
RICK .... BUT ALAS, RICK, who is at PUBERTY, ADOLESCENCE, or MENOPAUSE, depending on which 
calendar he is going by--- was ABSENT, along with a bunch of other ROTARIANS ..•. RICK ran 
the ALMOND BLOSSOM run right here in DURHAM FEB. 18 in less than 42 minutes-- his best 
previous time in this particular event-- he owes money on a basketball game lost by OHS •.• so 
don 1 t forget your CHECKBOOK next meeting RICK, GREG is really looking ·forward to sharing this 
STALE CAKE..... . 

EXPANSION CLUB in AREA? RAY MEIGHAN has men acting on behalf of the district to sound out 
the possibility of another ROTARY CLUB in this area, and after the committee ruled out other 
locations, is asking the CHICO CLUB to consider the PROS & CONS of another club in the CHICO 
AREA .. ·~·with a program considering the question, hearing arguments both ways. It has been 
suggested that a SECRET BALLOT (of CHICO ROTARY) be taken-- and the project be continued if 
the vote is favorable, or dropped, if the VOTE IS UNFAVORABLE ...• DISCUSSION included concern 
that DURHAM ROTARY might be adversely affected by an EXODUS of DURHAM ROTARIANS who are . 
residents of CHICO, and by the loss of FUTURE MEMBERS who might join a CHICO CLUB rather than 
the DURHAM ROTARY CLUB ..•. HAVE NO FEAR .FELLOWS, the leadership of DURHAM ROTARY favors 
having another club in the area-- the future of our club and any other club depends on 
MOTIVATED MEMBERS-- and the kind of emphasis that promotes that motivation ... We have pretty 
well concluded that another club would remove any excuses we have FOR NOT BEING INVOLVED 
and should be a blessing to all concerned •... If we do not have another CLUB to achieve this 
REALITY for us, then we are going to be EVALUATING this situation CANDIDLY, ANYWAY .... So 
pack up your worries in your old KIT BAG, and SMILE, SMILE, SMILE •...... 

GREG'S HALF HOUR .... PRES. GREG was unusually kind-- DON BOWLBY paid $50 for a trip to 
MEXICO, and with that kind of CASH in HAND, GREG could afford to be kind ••.• DON didn't get 
batteries for his JAPANESE CAMERA at IN & OUT PHOTO .... and therefore didn't get full use of 
his camera in MEXICO ... (they only sell AMERICAN 'in MEXICO) ... DON also conned GREG into 
including under the $50 an upcoming trip to HONG KONG and points EAST ... where he should be 
able to get batteries for his JAPANESE CAMERA ..... . 
GEO. BOGGS had a picture in the DG NEWSLETTER---- for FREE!!!! GEO. is DISTRICT SECRETARY & 
ADMINISTRATIVE CHAIRMAN of the District Assembly June 24. 

ROY ELLIS & DAUGHTER Malinda were also pictured in the DG newsletter -- ROY IS THE new chair
man of the ROTERACT Committee, also FREE! 

BILL DEMPSEY'S JEEP tried to breed an OLDSMOBILE, according to the E-R. TWO SURPRISING 
RESULTS-- no damage to the JEEP, and it didn't cost BILL at ROTARY, BUT we'll get you later, 
BILL. .•.. 

JERRY WALTERS went to IDAHO and had a BIRTHDAY--- only $10. 

PRES. GREG announced that a program on SUBSTANCE ABUSE (BOOZE DRUGS, etc.) will be held at the 
ELKS CLUB THURSDAY at 7-- and that the BAR WILL BE OPEN. GREG always was ecumenical. 
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LINDY ROBINSON reported that the CARIBOU CANYON POWER PLANT disaster is in the price range of 
200 million dollars loss ••.. OUCH.o•• Then his predecessor STAN ANDERSON claimed LINDY had 
been bragging how well things were going at PG&E since LINDY had replaced STAN (which peeved 
STAN) and GREG nailed LINDY for $5-- guess it is a case of WHOSE CARIBOU is being GORED (pay 
attention ALICE) · 

RICHARD HOTHEM threw the dice and paid $10 for being late, then advertised the ENLOE FOLLIES 
and paid total of $15-- RICHARD can give you a good deal on tickets for the FOLLIES-- MARCH 7-
8-9, and for a consideration you can have outstanding advertising-- with your RESERVED SEAT. 
PHONE RICH .at 891-7538 or ROTARY ANN NANCY·at 895-3647~·•e• 

LEROY WOOD may be running for sheriff again--- the ENTERPRISE RECORD is putting his picture 
in the paper regularly-- guess they may realize they (the ER) made a mistake by not backing 
him in the last election •••• anyway-- no fine from GREG .•• o The ROWEL continues to endorse 
LEROY for office ••.• 

JIM MOORE also didn't get fined, altho he was on his feet ... he along with several other mem
bers did get popped $1 or $2 for not having VISITING ROTARIANS to introduce. 

HANK MARSH brought along a guest •••. MIKE STOCKWELL •••• 

MARV HASTY tossed the late dice for $2 

THE RAFFLE----

A CASE OF WINE---- was refused first by JIM MOORE--(who said the influence of the club preacher 
doesn't work-- that CHIVAS REGAL had some kind of reverse effect) •. then by HANK MARSH, then 
by LLOYD ABSHIER •••.. when ffiEG saw he couldn't give it away-- he finally offered $10-- and 
it was won by MIKE STOCKWELL ••.••• 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT •.. as reported previously-- the first part of the project-- trimming 
the trees along1 the street is completed-- CREDIT is due the ASPLUNDH TREE EXPERT COMPANY which 
with PG&E did the project as a JOINT DONATION. TREE WATCHERS tell us that the crew did a 
beautiful job of shaping the trees, {all BLACK WALNUT) especially the huge one just across 
from the school property. LOOK at the trees, and thank LINDY ROBINSON who arranged for .the 
work-- thanks again, LINDY ..• FUNDING THE PROJECT is now underway •.. we are hoping that ROTARY 
will lead the way. We are exploring the possibility of major help from the county, and we 
will have help from the property owners on the street. DAN DAVIS sent a photographer (TIM 
INOUYE) who has beautifully documented the tree project-- and the water around which school 
children go-- to cross the intersection-- in rainy weather. We also have slides for promotion 
of the project in the conununity. We are also lining up equipment and volunteer operators for 
various phases of the project. EVERYONE is cooperating beautifully-- makes one proud to be 
a part of ROTARY and to be a part of the DURHAM LARGER COMMUNITY. 

NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM (MARCH 6) JUDGE LUCIAN VANDERGRIFF-- speaking on CHINA'S JUDICIAL 
SYSTEM •..• 

MARCH 13-- SPEAKER FROM CSU .••.. 

MARCH 27-- OLD HUTCH 

Programs are being scheduled by STAN ANDERSON ... GOOD JOB, STAN ..•.• 
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JUNE 25 is rolling up.more rapidJy th~n we might think-- when we KICK GREG OUT, and KICK IN 
the PRESIDENT-ELECT, HIS HOLINESS~ JAMES D •..... As PAST SECRETARY, PAST TREASURER, PAST BOARD 
MEMBER, and soon-to-be PAST ROWEL EDITOR, and PAST VICE-PRESIDENT, I also want to note that 
BILL NYSTROM, former DISTRICT GOVERNOR (during JERRY WALTERS' term), (a CPA who still turns 
livid when he thinks of the paper work JERRY & I didn't do ..•• o) anyway BILL attended the 
TRAINING CONFERENCE for incoming PRESIDENTS last weekend, and I PASSED him on INTERSTATE 80---
so he is a PASSED DISTRICT GOVERNOR---- then on the way home-- he PASSED ME--- so I'M ·now 
also a PASSED PRESIDENT ELECT, PAST PERFECT? PAST HELP? A PASSING PRESIDENT ELECT-- that's· 
it, ALICE! 

ANYWAY, with next year rolling up, I thought I'd skip reporting our MArch 6 meeting, and 
comment on the upcoming year-- It looks like such a great year, and with so much success- that 
I have a suggestion for the 1985 demotion. Let's get the cream pie routine out of our system 
in 1984 with GREG-- he needs it and deserves it-- but the 1984-85 year is going to be so 
great, that I'M suggesting an ENOCH NIGHT for my last meeting --- NOT A DEMOTION-- but a 
TRANSLATION. ENOCH was so GOOD, he didn't even die-- he just went right on to be with GOD. 
Since EDMISTON is kind of religious (a METHODIST of sorts), you guys might .get him tnvolved~ 
and he could help plan the event. If you guys will treat me right, and remember I'm a 
clergyman, I might take it easy on you while I'm PRESIDENT. But if you aren't interested in 
this offer, I just may take this cpportunity to act like POPE during the inquisition, so just 
remember I'm giving you a chance. 

We need TWO (2) key workers during 1984-85, A CLUB HISTORIAN and the ROWEL EDITOR--- speak 
right up fellows, the competition for these jobs will be intense .•.... 

AT THE PRESIDENT'S TRAINING conference, DURHAM provided THE LONGEST and the SHORTEST ..... 
DISTRICT GOVE GARRIE gave the LONGEST PRAYER, and I as PRESIDENT-ELECT claim the SHORTEST 
ATTENTION SPAN. They gave us fabulous information on how-to-be-PRESIDENT, and if I can 
remember where I put my notes, we really are in business. One of the SAN JOSE CLUBS 
produced 50 (FIFTY) PAUL HARRIS FELLOWS ($50,000) LAST YEAR, and will add another 60 (SIXTY) 
$60,000 this ROTARY YEAR. The SPEAKERS were FABULOUS-- even better than the preaching you 
might hear-In DURHAM. HOWEVER, if we come home from CONFERENCES comparing ourselves to others, 
we could stay eternally DEPRESSED. SO, we concentrate on STARTING WHERE WE ARE, and with 
our MORTICIAN, the situation is GRAVE, and we kave (he has) dug ourselves a HOLE, but with 
the CLERGYMAN, we will go on to HEAVENLY PLACES •....... ROTARIANS SERVE where they are, 
striving to be BETTER than they were, and NEVER compare themselves with OTHER INDIVIDUAL 
ROTARIANS OR OTHER CLUBS--- except for ENCOURAGEMENT, BUT NEVER to be PUT DOWN. If you 
don't understand what I'm saying-- let's take· two or three minutes some time, and I'll tell 
you all I know. 

FINAL SQUIBS----

JUDGE LUCIEN VANDERGRIFF gave an outstanding program on his travels in CHINA, with slides, 
and has been invited back for additional sessions to share more. Thanks LINDY ROBINSON for 
scheduling the program. 

NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM: 
DR. HENRY WALLACE, CSU -- "About the School of Agriculture 11 

MARCH 19th-- LINDY ROBINSON, 11 PG&E Distribution Facilities to Durham" 

MARCH 26th-- LADIES' NIGHT -- William 11 Hutch 11 Hutchinson 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT-- has been presented to the BUTTE COUNTY SUPERVISORS, with a request 
for FUNDING of major portions of the PROJECT. Keep reading the ROWEL for future developments. 
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For some reason, JERRY WALTERS insists that I begin this ROWEL with the dictionary definition 
of the word short. 
So here it is: 
1: Not long from end to end; of brief length. 2. Not tall. 3. Of a compass or range having 
little extent. 4. Not great in distance. 5. Not extended in time; brief. 6. Not retentive 
for more than a brief period; -- of memory. 7. -- 8. Concise; succinct, as, a short poem. 
9. Curt; abrupt, as a short answer. 10. Not coming up to a measure, standard, etc.; as, the 
money in the cashier's hands was short, that is, less than what the accounts call for. etc. 

JERRY made up at OROVILLE, and apparently someone read the above for PRES. ROGER RECK'S 
benefit. Can't see how JERRY could apply this to our PRES. GREG-- WEBSTER'S dictionary 
doesn't even mention GREG-- and it goes on and on even after the above ... 

WINNIE served us some good chicken .... 
LOUIE & IMOGENE are feel in.~ better after some weekend hea 1th problems •••. 
PUTNEY STREET PROJECT Pick1ng up steam 
PRES. GREG puts his foot down 

MONDAY NIGHT at MEMORIAL HALL-- about 36 saluted the flag and gave the pledge of allegiance-
prayer preceded a fine chicken dinner, with biscuits and gravy-- RON JOHNSON served as 
greeter, CLINT GOSS carried the microphone, GENE RIDEOUT collected the fines .... LLOYD 
ABSHIER sold the RAFFLE tickets, DALE DAIGH sold the meal tickets, DAN DAVIS (who arrived 
in a new MERCEDES BENZ) did the SECRETARIAL DUTIES .•. and of course ... BIG GREG did his usual 
great job at the PODIUM ... and he has the BELL & GAVEL back •... we appreciate the guys who 
faithfully do the CLUB SERVICE work at the meetings-- they make MONDAY NIGHT special in 
DURHAM ..... 

LOUIE EDWARDS \\ent to ENLOE HOSPITAL FRIDAY evening, and was suffering from non-contagious 
menengitis. At last report, LOUIE is recovering nicely. IMOGENE had the FLU, and she too, 
is on the mend. Best wishes for a speedy recovery, LOUIE & IMOGENE. 

PUTNEY STREET Project-- we had a good writeup in the ENTERPRISE RECORD February 18, the PTS 
COMMUNICATOR had a nice article, and JOHN NOCK wrote_up-the project in the -DURHAM HIGH 
TROJAN TRIBUNE. I'm happy to report that BUTTE COUNTY SUPERVISOR BERTHA MOSELEY and PUBLIC 
WORKS DIRECTOR BILL CHEFF visited at the PARSONAGE last week, then looked over PUTNEY 
STREET, and have promised to try to get us needed financial support from the COUNTY. Our 
first contribution has come in from the community, a $100 check from FARRELL HAMILTON. We 
need to recruit and organize a lot of volunteer labor-- but it looks like we will aim to 
install the drainage pipe and the drop inlets the weekend school is out, to pour the curb 
and gutters the first weekend in JULY, and to get the sidewalks in the second weekend in 
July. Of course, we will need to raise about $3,000 above the $2,200 from the BIKE PATH 
FUND, and our ROTARY donation, but things are moving well, and we anticipate continuing 
good response from everyone in the community. We have pictures, will promote ••... , etc. 

PRES. GREG charged JIM MOORE $10 for a BUCK'S LAKE snap shot-- also acknowledge that JIM 
paid $100 to get his BELL & GAVEL back •..• ·chi co Rotary ..•. JIM a 1 so won the RAFFLE PRIZE-
$20 .... 
BILL CARLSON of CHICO paid $6 for arriving late .... 
DAN DAVIS paid $5 for advertising IN & OUT PHOTO 
BOB BIRDSEYE announced the JUNE 2 Wedding of daughter PATTI to JEFF BUSKIRK-- and paid $10 
NELS & BOB EXCUSED claimed they worked in the KITCHEN, really weren't LATE, WINNIE was 
called out, she said they stuck their finger in the SALAD, and BOB got to fanticizing about 
some other things, so GREG collected $8 and shushed them up ...• probably just in time, too. 
$5 was also assessed for the SMART ALECK remarks in last week's ROWEL about our PRESIDENT •..• 
and we're sure glad our PRESIDENT is setting the tone for the PODIUM, because after JULY 1 
you can bet we are going to get our fingers out of the salad, and other places we won't 
mention, and get this outfit on the MOVE, after all, we are not supposed to be giving an 



..... 
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IMITATION of a MORGUE.o•o the MORGUE we had in the CLUB (HENRY) was a pretty lively guy~···· 
just remember GREG, WALTERS makes me write all that stuff, so you better get him next week ••. 8. 
LINDY ROBINSON had the FLUoo• but his speaker, HANK WALLACE, of the CSU AG DEPT .•. gave us an 
interesting talk on AG EDUCATION at CSU .••. Lots of outside pressures impact agriculture 
these days--- such as WATER SUPPLY {L.A. 1s contract with COLORADO for water terminates in 
85-- get ready for the PERIPHERAL CANAL), EMERGY COST-- {LEBANON, ISRAEL, IRAN,) The middle 
east situation ·affects us mightily-- ECONOMIC MARKETING SYSTEMS-- impacts CALIFORNIA-- when 
rice production increases in the countries which we formerly supplied-- or when 10,000 acre 
almond ranches begin production in central California •• e. AGRICULTURE is consolidating com
puterizing, diversifying, responding to the demand for health foods, meat analogs and 
processed foods-- which require less cooking (energy cost) than fresh meat and fresh fruits 
& vegetables .•. FRENCH FRIES.o. value added product .•• university lingo for foods which have 
been modified for preparation .•• FEWER students are completing UNIVERSITY TRAINING for jobs 
in AGRICULTURE than are NEEDED .•. Although only a small percentage of our population is 
engaged in FOOD PRODUCTION .•. a greater percentage are occupied in allied industries, proces
sing, transportation fast food chains, etc. etc. We will be seeing all our ALMOND TREES 
phased out by 2000--- replaced by DWARF VARIETIES-- 300 per acre-- not the present 75 trees--
4,000 lbs of meat per acre, not the present 1,000 •.•• most of our other foodstuffs, vegetables, 
etc. will be an improved variety, RICE, too .•. HENS will lay 340 eggs a year, not the 250 
average of today-- and they will all be in structUYes like the CANFIELD operation out on the 
road to the dump ••.. 

And there was a good deal more ••• the kind of program which challenges one to think-- and 
aren't you glad you're not one of those HENS-- never getting to see the sunshine-- and after 
a time-- being processed by CAMPBELL soup---

GET WELL LINDV ••.. thanks for scheduling the program.o. and thanks to HANK for 50 minutes •.•• 
next time we'll get it down to 30 •.• e. 

NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM: Our own LINDY ROBINSON-- "PG&E Distribution Facilities to Durham" 

MARCH 26th LADIES NIGHT-- WILLIAM 11 HUTCH 11 HUTCHINSON-
(we need a count for WINNIE) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * DISTRICT CONFERENCE - MGM RENO - APRIL 26-29 - REGISTER NOW! 
* * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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LINDY ROBINSON, Electric Services, Durham, was introduced by MIKE WACKER, and did a bang-up job 
with the program-- he provided all kinds of P~G~& L "favors"-- bottle caps, magnets-- and 
three nice RAFFLE PRIZES-- a light, a cap, and scratch pads. We even had a VISUAL AID, a 
POWER POLE set up at Memorial Hall. LINDY'S talk was well received, we learned about power 
outages, and PCB, and all those kind of things~ Seems like the Japanese ingested a lot of 
PCB via fish, and it isn't a recommended substance for kidneys. However, P.G. & E. workers 
have used it for years, and according to JIM EDWARDS, a lot of other people used it for 
lubricating all kinds of items, and EXTERNAL to the body~ it has never harmed anyone. JUST 
DON'T DRINK IT ALICE, (and stay away from people who do). There was more, the metal aids to 
climbing on power poles had to be put up 15 feet to preclude climbing of same by unauthorized 
personnel. You really have to be stupid to be climbing up power poles, but apparently quite a 
few (non P.G. & E. workers) fit that description.,.~. We all understand a little better 
"POWER DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES TO DURHAM" o o.. Thanks LINDY for the slides, the fine program, 
for the RAFFLE PRIZES, and once again; for having those TREES TRIMMED on PUTNEY STREET •.... 
& THANKS Ml KE WACKER, for your work on programs .. ,, •. ~ 

PRES. GREG is on vacation-- at last report was "burying flies"-- actually he is painting his 
house, but you can bet he is rolling under some flies in the paint ... Someone needs to share 
with DG GARRIE those big articles in the CHICO NEWS & REVIEW on GREG'S BAND .... for 
recognition •.... 

Speaking of money, AL LOTSPEICH provided us with a financial report--- GREG is doing a good job 
up front raising money-- he had $3,806.80 on hand July 1-- he shows a NET INCREASE of $2,057.83 ... 
that's without collecting RENT on ABSHIER'S chair, or recognizing AL LOTSPEICH for getting off 
the PLANNING COMMISSION and by raistng the conflict' of interest issue ... and for. all the . 
p~blicity.about this we will want to give AL some ROTARY RECOGNITIO~. 

Speaking of attendance statistics ..• here are the 100% attenders in FEB: ABSHIER*, ANDERSON, 
BIRDSEYE, BOGGS*, BOWLBY, COON*, CROWSTON, DAIGH*, DAVIS*, DEMPSEY*, EDWARDS, ELLIS, 
ERICKSON*, GOSS, HASTY, HOTHEM, JOHNSON, LANDESS, MARSH, MEIGHAN*, METZGER, MITCHELL, MOSS, 
NORLIE, PATTERSON*, ROBINSON, SCOTT*, SMITH*, STARMER*, WALTERS, and RIDEOUT. (astericks 
denotes 100% attendance at DURHAM) Hats off to our members who are making the 100% effort, 
and a special thank you to our members who attended all DURHAM meetings in FEB. 

STAN ANDERSON gave a thoughtful INVOCATION, and later brought the club up-to-date on THURMAN 
MCHANN who is moving to the WOODLAND AREA with DORIS in the near future. You might want to 
stop by to say goodbye to MAC before they leave. 

BOB EDMISTON (BOB EXCUSED) gave appropriate recognition to JOE MEAD, our CHARTER PRESIDENT; 
who passed away last week in ARIZONA. We paused for a prayer for his family. 

RAY MEIGHAN 1 ed us in the s·a lute to the flag-- We missed having RON JOHNSON as greeter, and 
GENE RIDEOUT with his cigar-- but CLINT GOSS handled the MIKE, DALE DAIGH was selling tickets, 
LLOYD ABSHIER sold the RAFFLE TICKETS, and DAN DAVIS was doing yeoman service as SECRETARY. 
Good teamwork helps make a good meeting. WINNIE'S pork chops were enjoyed by about 50 .•.. 

Several VISITING ROTARIANS were introduced, and GUESTS, and the APPLAUSE included an expression 
of appreciation to MYLES PUSTEJOVSKY for his PLANS for our PUTNEY STREET PROJECT .•.•. 
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RECOGNITIONS: (Whi le the MORTICIAN'S away , t he PREACHER will PLAY . •• ) JIM EDWARDS reported 
that LOUIE Has been seriously i ll, but is now doing much better, and IMOGENE is doing fine 
after a bout with the flu . We also got caught up on KELLY and KIM-- KELLY is in NURSE'S 
TRAINING at CSU, and KIM is yearbook ed i tor at OHS-- There are other specifics we could men -
tion about these bright and talented gir ls, but we let JIM off for $10 . Thanks, JIM .... We 
also promised not to mention this to GREG . (He never reads the ROWEL, so we're safe . .. ) 
BRUCE NORLIE & PEG did a ter r ific routi ne i n t he ENLOE FOLLIES, and we took $5 just before 
they get lined up for a VEGAS act . , .. Seems l ike LORETTA ROB INSON was also very much a part 
of the FOLLIES, so LINDY contri buted $5 , BILL CROWSTON is planti ng PETUNIAS & LANDSCAPING his 
MIDWAY SHELL distributorship-- looking good BILL, and t hanks for the $5 .... We had hoped to 
celebrate GIL MOSS' BO and the ann iversary of BILL & MYRNA SMITH-- both 3-20 . . •. absence makes 
the heart grow fonde r & the r·ecog . higher? 

SPOTLIGHT ON ROTARY: J IM BETT, presently a ROSSMOOR ROTARIAN, and father-in-law of JIM 
PATTERSON , had 20 years pe rfect attendance in OAKLAND ROTARY, the THIRD ROTARY CLUB. JIM 
shared some ROTARY HISTORY with us . In 1907, much of SAN FRANCISCO had moved to OAKLAND 
after the QUAKE of 1906 . This included ROTARIANS from SAN FRANCISCO CLUB #2. BILLY POOLE, 
a young METHODIST MINISTER, was the SECOND PRESIDENT of OAKLAND ROTARY . Under his leadership, 
OAKLAND began havi ng (1) weekly meetings (2) meals at the meetings (3) and calling everyone 
by thei r FIRST NAME . CLASSIFICATION and ATTENDANCE requirements also came from OAKLAND-- in 
order to live up to the high i deal s PAUL HAR RIS set for th as founder . The business climate 
after the SPANISH AMERICAN WAR was cut throat and unethical, PAUL HARRIS wanted to promote 
a different level of eth ics in BUSINESS . ROTARY was t he result. OAKLAND ROTARY contributed t o 
the development of what ROTARY is today. Every ROTARY CLUB benefi ts from PAST EXPERIENCE 
and PRESENT ADHERENCE to the IDEALS which make ROTARY SPECI AL , 

A NOTE FROM ALBERTINE CAIN : 
Dear Rotarians: 

Thank you for the beauti f ul red Cyc laman plant that you sent fo r Will . Your kindness 
was deeply felt by all of us . 

Sincerely, Albertine Cain 

N E E D E D! ! Someone to RIGHT (wri te) t he ROWEL begi nning July 1, also, 1 Historian. 

' DON 1 T FORGET--NEXT MONDAY-- MARCH 26-- LADIES NIGHT-- OLD HUTCH (WILLIAM) HUTCHINSON- - if 
we haven't phoned you-- (we need a count for WINNIE--) please phone us-- WINNIE at 895-0196 
or GREG SCOTT at 891-1951, wi th the number that wi11 be attending .. . . . 

D I S T R l C T C 0 N F E R E N C E 

M G M RENO 

APRIL 26-29 

REGISTER NOW ! 

The V.WtJUc:t Con6eJtenc.e. 
.W going to be. INCREVIB.L E 

th-W yeM ! ! 
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OLD HUTCH & LADIES NIGHT, 60 attend 

WINNIE'S COCONUT CREAM PIE 

OUR STANDING IN DISTRICT 516 ATTENDANCE 

ANNOUNCEMENTS, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC ... 
' 

Secretary: Dan Davis 
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich 

WILLIAM 11 HUTCH 11 HUTCHINSON demonstrated again why he is one of .the area's FAVORITE SPEAKERS, 
holding forth on "HOW CHICO STOLE THE COLLEGE" ..•..• (now CSU}. Using newspaper articles 
from 1881-- HUTCH gave a blow by blow account of how the various communities of the NORTHSTATE 
vied to get the NORMAL SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS, extolling the virtues of their own locales and 
putting down hard the liabilities of their competitors •..• $16,000 was to be the SALARY TOTAL 
{YEARLY) {entire faculty) for the new school-- those teachers would be buying homes for · 
$2,000-- and students would be spending $150 a year-- such were the economics of that day. 
I picked up a few one liners---- "we still have the advantages economically of .having the 
school ..•. " "and some disadvantages, such as the present city council," "and some of the 
faculty with their heads in their armpits .... " The 1880's was before everybody's time .... 
except EDMISTON .••. " "the state legislature met every other year (in the 1880's) and no 
person's property or pocket book was safe" •••.• "as the legislature met more frequently the 
hazard increased proportionately •.• " There was a comment about our former state governor, 
"MOONBEAM MEDFLY BROWN" ....• didn't quite get it all. ... but even in part, you get the 
drift .•... "The blind man at the burlesq\,le-- could hear what was going on, but couldn't see 
what was coming off •... " What the REDDING & RED BLUFF newspapers of 1881 said after the 
NORMAL SCHOOL was voted to CHICO was libelous-- basically those writers wrote that only 
"prostitutes and scum" would attend the new school-- and that the men who succeeded in 
getting the school for CHICO were'tRIMINALS~ ...• Likely those newspapers were read by only 
a select few in the communities in which they were publish~d •••. after the first 100 years, 
the SCHOOL is still not THAT BAD ... although in some instances it seems to be trying hard 
to live up to those early negative expectations •.•.. 

THERE WAS MUCH MORE ... but I couldn't write that fast •••• besides, you need to attend to get 
it all •••.. THANKS HUTCH, for the fine program, THANKS LINDY for scheduling HUTCH, and 
thanks MIKE WACKER, PROGRAM CHAIRMAN ••. you're all AOK. 

WINNIE'S COCONUT CREAM PIE was so good, it had to be tasted to be believed ••.• and the turkey 
dinner preceding it did nothing to diminish DURHAM ROTARY'S REPUTATION for GOOD FOOD ••.••. 

OUR STANDING IN DISTRICT 516 ATTENDANCE ••.. 

FIRST, the GOOD news .... we had our HIGHEST attendance average (this Rotary year} in FEB.: 
92.00 •••.. NOW, the BAD news .••• that wasn't good enough to crack the top ten •. and •.• even 
worse .... CHICO ROTARY at 92.78 was llth--and ahead of us AGAIN ••• as they have been all 
year ..•. in the old days, the CHICO club never came.close to matching our ATTENDANCE STATS •••• 
we were tied with SAN RAMON for 12th place in the district •••.. LET'S GO DURHAM .•• we can 
do better .•••• 

ANNOUNCEMENTS & CORRESPONDENCE ••.•. · 

1. PRES. GREG announced CAREER DAY at BUTTE COLLEGE April 12 ... 9AM-~2PM 

2. DONOVAN SCOTT is starring in a movie: "POLICE ACADEMY" 
3. DWIGHT BRINSON, our resident LEPRECHAUN, announced that the LEGION ST. PAT'S DINNER 

was a BIG SUCCESS ..•• and thanked all who attended & or helped •.•.• 
4. BOARD MEETING after our meeting next MONDAY, Apr. 2. 
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5. DINN ER MEETING for NEW OFFICERS, BOARD MEMBERS, and other WORKERS, Tues., Apr. 3, at OAK 
TREE RESTAURANT, OHS, 7 PM Confirm your reservation with JIM PATTERSON, 342-2287 . 

6. DG GARRIE STARMER is recovering from the FLU, and his ROTARY ALICE is home again after FOOT 
SURGERY . . . We wish you two WELL ..... 

.' . 
7. RANDY THOMPSON, PARADISE ROTARY SECRETARY, was one of our VISITING ROTARIANS ..... 
8. GUESTS included DEL & RITA HASTAIN, owners of DURHAM'S newest business, 11 DELRITA 1 S Old 

Durham Town's Antique's and Collectibles 11 across from DURHAM HARDWARE . ... Also Carl & 
Janice Hermes . Carl is in computer sales .. .. . 

9. BOB EXCUSED reported that his BADGE Is missing, and confessed to wearing badges other than 
hi s mm for some time now . Watch the Rowel for fu t ure developments. 

10. A BALLOON for COON??????? MAYBE . 
11. AL LOTSPEICH paid $5 for publicity about 11 conflict of interest 11 ATTABOY AL. ..... . 
12 . OUR ROTARYANNS sure looked nice. 
13. SPECIAL THANKS to WINNIE & HUGH for decorat ing our tables ... .. 
14 . MARSHA MOSS is home again after sometime in the hospital. Get well, MARSHA, and tell GIL 

we haven't forgotten his 45th, March 20th. 
15 . FOR SALE: Black Walnut FIREWOOD - $60 cord - pick it up at the ADOBE church parking lot . 

Proceeds go to the PUTNEY STREET PROJEC~ .. . . 
16 . NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM: 

Author LOUISE HENDRICKS: Sutter Buttes, Land of Histum Yani 

Apr il 9 

Apr il 16 

April 23 

April 30 

KAREN ROBERTSON (YES) Australia 

DICK PUELICHER on BUTTE TAX DOLLARS 

JAMES BLAC KWOOD - (Paul Harris Fellow of Red Bluff) Another Look At America . 

KING FISHER RIVER RAFTING 

M G M RENO 
APRIL 26-29 

REGISTER NOW! 

I thought 
Reno 
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·-rhe -April 9th meetin~i~ the Durham Rotary Club was brought to order by Vice Presi
d nt, Jim Patterson at 7:0 I .M. in the absence of President Greg Scott. The flag salute 
w s conducted by Bruce Norli . Rick Landess presented the invocation. Everyone enjoyed 
t e delicious ham dinner wi stewed tomatoes and lima beans. For dessert everyone enjoyed 
t e strawberry sundjes, esp cially Lloyd Abshire. 

This evening's visitin Rotarians were as follows: Table one introduced by Don Metzger 
ere George Worth, Bob Cad r, and Len Montogo. Table two was introduced by Bruce Norlie 
nd Bill Snow, Glen Shultz, and Syl Lucina. Sitting at table three the visitors Jim Lynch, 
ob McGowan, and Gordon Ho on were introduced by Jerry Walters. The last table Hank Marsh 

introduced Hugh Netbo and Q n Myer. 
i 

The guest at the meeti. g were Paula Smith, our YES exchange student from New Zealand 
and Bob Birdseye's daughte Patty. 

EMBERS NOT PRESENT: Gil 1oss, Mick Grey, Jim Edwards, Jim Mitchell, Gary Rapaport, Roy 
llis, Ron Jonson, D.1.(, Dav_~' Bill Crowston, Lindy Robinson, Don Bowlby, Bob Gassin. 
~f;!!¥¥@~iJ.Tfu .eo lected income from the following: Jerry Walters was charged 

$5.00being a trouble-maker. Stan Anderson and his Rotaryann Polly are celebrating their 
16th anniversary on the 20th of April. This anniversary cost him $7.00. Marv Hasty also is 
ce1ebrating an anniversary with his wife Rose on the 15th of April. Vice President Jim 
gave him a break of $7.00 since the 15th is tax day. Lloyd Abshire was fined $2.00 for 
having been written up in the District governor's newsletter, which was written by Jim 
Pattersqn. Lloyd was al s_Q_._ctharged for the rent on his chair, which he is keeping for Claude 
Alexander_ .. The rent on.-the hair was $20.00. Jim Patterson donated $7.00 for his child
ren•S-activities. Rick Landess paid a total of $3.00 for his children and public school's 
week. And, finally, George Boggs gave $5.00 for his Liberal son Kevin, who was published in 
the Chico News and Review. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
A new fund raiser was disc ssed. It was proposed that Rick Landess would run a Marathon if 
he received $1,000 in pled es. 
The evening's raffel winner was Jim Patterson. 
Let's all support our District Govenor.·Garrie at the MGM Grand in Reno for the District 
Conference on April 27-29th. 
Election of two new Board,of Directors on April 23rd. 

I 

District Assembly - June 23, 1984. ··--Butt's Lake Planning Retreat - June 29-30. 

Bill Smith introduced the speaker Dr. Gene Dezalella. Dr. Dezalella spoke on the 
11 Chic9 Industrial Medical ~in~c and The Urge~t Me~ical Center':· He talk~d abou~ the 
benefits of the new way of ed1cal treatment in this area. Chico Industrial Medical · 
Clinic is the only industri 1 clinic north of Sacramento. They assist e~ployers pre-
employment interviews and i 

1
dustrial emergency care. . 

The walk in Urgent Center is open from 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. This.center can save 
patients 75 to 50 percent savings on emergency room care. It also can save up to 50 per
cent less than a private physician. The new type of health care to the·north state is 
worth some thought. 
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RO\mY ROTARIANS SUBMERGE SOUND SYSTEM 

MARSH & BOWLBY RETURN FROM TRAVELS 

SOFTBALL GAME ~JITH OROVILLE 

ANOTHER EXCELLENT PROGRAf·1 

PUTNEY STREET REPORT 

Secretary: Dan Davis 
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich 

OUR NEW SOUND SYSTEM flunked the test tonight ALICE, no one could hear much of anything. Every- -
one talked simultaneously for the first hour of the meeting. With NO BELL and NO GAVEL, PRES. 
GREG could not ring the meeting to ORDER, and the gang was exceedingly GARRULOUS tonight. 
Speaking of GARRULOUS, DG GARRIE & ALICE are presiding at The D1STRICT CONFERENCE in RENO, and 
by the time you read this, you should be THERE. EDMISTONS, HOTHEMS, GEO. BOGGS, JIM PATTERSON 
& our EXCHANGE STUDENT, PAULA SMITH, will represent DURHAM. A reception for the STARMERS in 
their f·1GM SUITE will be hosted by the DURHAM CLUB-- before dinner FRIDAY. A presentation from 
all of us to the STARMERS will basically communicate to our DG that we are very PROUD of them. 

!~.~-~!:~ i':ft.RSH was back from the HAWAII HONEYMOON, paid up a $150 IOU-- which covers the recent 
wedding, the HAWAII trip, the GRINDER, and we should have.ru!lg a bell for HANK, but alas, the 
BELL is now experiencing HARD \JEAR (that's a clue, dummy, PAY ATTENTION). DON BOWLBY is back 
from a fling across the PACIFIC. Hope to have them report at a meeting when it will be quiet 
enough to hear what they have to say, and thanks for the check, HANK. 

FRED ALLAN of OROVILLE got involved in a discussion-- as to whether ROGER RECK, OROVILLE PRES. 
or GREG SCOTT, DURHAM'S little DYNAMITE, is the SHORTEST. ROGER, as you may know, is a 
REVEREND, and a METHODIST no less. JOHN WESLEY, illustrous Englishman who was number one 
METHODIST back in the 1700's, was even shorter than ROGER or GREG. As was said of a 6 ft. 
lad whose father was a MIDGET, the lad was a BLOCK off the old CHIP. (Pay attention, ALICE) 
Anyway, JOHN WESLEY stood TALL in the PULPIT, so ROGER at least has some pretty good company 
with "STATURE OF NO LIMITATION" so to speak. The pigeons don't bother the statues of little 
people, because they are so low to the ground, that the cats keep the birds away. Just another 
example of how LITTLE PEOPLE TAKE NO CRAP, PIGEON or otherwise. MEANWHILE, back at the dis
cussion, as to which PREZ is the shortest-- DURHAM ROTARY and OROVILLE ROTARY will have a 
SOFTBALL GAME MAY 14-- details later-- at which time this question of HEIGHT will be settled 
once and for all ..... apparently some money is being wagered .... 

BILL DH1PSEY WON THE RAFFLE-- a prize supplied by ROY ELLIS from one of his ENGINEERING 
SUPPLIES STORES •... 

JUDGES FOR THE DURHAM PICNIC QUEEN'S CONTEST: GORKY THOMPSON, DON BOWLBY, ·and HANK MARSH. 

BILL DEMPSEY wi 11 be the MASTER OF CEREMONIES at the QUEEN CONTEST. 

PRES. GREG announced the MAY 7 DAVIS ROTARY FLY-IN 

JIM LYNCH announced that PRES GREG would need a ladder to mount SMIDGET, the world's SMALLEST 
HORSE, and when GREG finally figures that out, JIM LYNCH .will probably get fined plenty. 

Jif.1 BLACKWOOD, RED·BLUFF ROTARIAN: PAUL HARRIS FELLOW, a CPA with an impressive career record, 
and an equally impressive community service record, presented the program: "ANOTHER LOOK AT 
Ar·1ERICA" We indeed had a look at slides taken by the BLACKWOODS ·an an extensive trip. Jif.1' S 
dad was an ARchitect, and the slides of homes reflected awareness born of that association and 
influence. We saw the homes of the Minnesota MAYOS (of CLINIC FAME), FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT, 
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ROBERT TODD LINCOLN, PRESIDENTS GARFIELD, MCKINLEY, COOLIDGE, JEFFERSON, FDR, & FRANKLIN 
PIERCE •.• MARK TWAIN, HARRIET BEECHER STOWE, JEFFERSON DAVIS, JOHN NANCE GARDNER (VP under 
ROOSEVELT) ... we saw COBBLESTONE HOUSES, HARVESTS of RED PEPPERS, COTTON, and other CROPS ...• 
FALL C0.40RS along HIGHWAYS which captured the GLORY & GRANDEUR of GOD'S GREATNESS (some 
alliteration there, ALICE). It was a GREAT SHOW ..•. with commentary that was precise & very 
effective~ THANKS, JIM, THANKS, BILL, for -a FINE SHOW •.••. 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT··--- has it 1 s own BANK ACCOUNT. Oepos ited to date: 

$100 from Farrell Hamilton 
10 Raffle Prize from Jim Patterson 
30 Firewood, Gwen Grant 
30 Firewood, Sumner-Gallaher 

100 American Legion, Durham Post 

We have $1,000 earmarked from PRES. GREG, board approved, for the project. We anticipate 
receiving $2,400 from the BIKE PATH FUND, and are hoping for $1,000 contributions from the 
EXCHANGE CLUB and PTS of the DUSO. We a 1 so hope·."'the ROTARY PRESIDENT ELECT wi11 ask for 
$1,000 for this community service project during his term, and that the RICK LANDESS MARATHON 
will raise at least $1,500. This amount should get the drainage pipe &·drop inlets installed, 
and get us all the way into the GUTTER. FRIDAY, JUNE 15, and SAT. JUNE 16, we hope to do the 
DRAINAGE Part of the work. SPECIFIC PLANNING is now underway. We have custom cut {by 
CLAYTON KETTELL) BLACK WALNUT FIREWOOD-- last call-- at $60 a CORD (a genuine bargain) you 
pick it up-- at the AQOBE CHURCH parking lot. (we deliver for $90) 

~ 

PROSPECTIVE MEMBER 

CARL HERMES has been proposed for MEMBERSHIP in DURHAM ROTARY. If no objections (in writing, 
to SECRETARY DAN DAVIS) are received in 10 days, he will be inducted into membership. 

UPCOMING PROGRAMS: 

APRIL 30: 
MAY 7 
MAY 9 
MAY 11 
MAY 12 
MAY 14 
JUNE 23 
JUNE 25 

KAREN ROBERTSON reports on her year in AUSTRALIA 
5 CANDIDATES for SUPERVISOR will speak ... 
QUEEN FLOAT DECORATION at DEMPSEYS, refreshments by EDMISTON· 
QUEEN'S CONTEST . 
DURHAM PARADE & PICNIC 
SOFTBALL GAME WITH OROVILLE ROTARY ••••• 
DISTRICT ASSEMBLY - NEW OFFICERS AND BULLETIN EDITOR IN WOODLAND ..•.. 
DEMOTION 
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SOFTBALL GAME WITH OROVILLE POSTPONED 

DEMOTION JUNE 25, TRAINING FOR NEXT YEAR: DISTRICT ASSEMBLY WOODLAND, SATURDAY, JUNE 23 

CORRESPONDENCE ON BELL 

PRES. GREG GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 

EXTRA! EXTRA! THERE WILL BE A MEETING OF DURHAM ROTARY MONDAY, MAY 14, AT MEMORIAL HALL. 
· WINNIE WILL SERVE HAM.---,=;:fE-..OROVILLE OLDSTERS" COULD NOT COME UP WITH A SOFTBALL TEAM for 

this week--- so the game has been put on HOLD .. ~. PRES. GREG and VP JIM will attend OROVILLE 
ROTARY MAY 14 to personally set forth a challenge to our neighbors to the EAST ... The extra 
time will allow us to ROUND UP MIDGET MEASURING EQUIPMENT to settle the question of who has 
the littlest PRESIDENT. 

JUNE 25 -- the event you have been waiting for all year .... DEMOTION of LITTLE GREG .... VICE 
PRES. JIM wi 11 be promoted to EMPEROR... DAN DAVIS, 11 GLUE 11

-- our SEC. -- moves up to VP, DALE 
DAIGH becomes TREAS., and BRUCE NORLIE will take another turn at SECRETARY .•.• JUNE 23-
DISTRICT ASSEMBLY AT WOODLAND-- BRUCE NORLIE will be in SWEDEN .... but we hope all the other 
officers can be at this big TRAINING EVENT ... e DG GARRIE, and his REP. GEORGE BOGGs·will be 
working at this event •.. We hope LINDY ROBINSON, BILL SMITH, and DON BOWLBY--- our able 
DIRECTORS, will plan to attend .... THE COMPETITION for ROWEL EDITOR has narrowed to TWO-
unless someone else puts in a protest of discrimination-- we need to get our TEAM geared up-
RAY MEIGHAN and the PRES ELECT hope to confer with the DIRECTORS SOON to CONFIRM the AREAS of 
SERVICE they will head up. TENATIVELY, we are considering BOWLBY for CLUB SERVICE, LINDY R. 
for COMMUNITY SERVICE, and BILL SMITH for VOCATIONAL SERVICE. We must name a DIRECTOR-- to 
head up INTERNATIONAL SERVICE. 

CORRESPONDENCE WAS RECEIVED AS FOLLOWS: 

Greg Scott (Alias the KING), President 
Durham Rotary 
Durham, CA 95938 

DEAR KING: 

We have your bell and your gavel. They are healthy and alive at this time. (the pictures 
prove that). (Pictures were enclosed. ED) 

If you don't send $50 to P.O. B. 66, Durham, CA 95938, by May 14, 1984, we will turn your 
bell into screws and your gavel into sawdust. (A sample of which is enclosed in the bag). 
Then we wi 11 give the screws and the sawdust to the OROVILLE ROTARY CLUB. Signed, SAM THE 
SAW and FRED the FILE. 

PRES. ELECT JIM socked DAVE ERICKSON $5 for the above-- DAVE denied any·involvement-- but 
admitted he had not warned generally against the use 6f his P.O. Box so it cost him ..... 

DON BOWLBY and his lovely ROTARY ANN VALERIE were at the meeting, after .serving on the panel 
of JUDGES for the QUEEN of the DURHAM PICNIC & DANCE. The BOWLBYS celebrated their anni
versary APRIL 23, and for a SONG ... DON very graciously paid $10 .... ATTABOY DON.-. And 
thanks to the BOWLBYS for serving a~ JUDGES .... 

DWIGHT BRINSON declined a SONG, but paid $7 for his BIRTHDAY .... 
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STAN ANDERSON was on an interesting trip (to MARYLAND, south to PANAMA & area) and presented 
the club with two FLAGS of CLUBS where he made up .... THANKS FOR THE FLAGS STAN and for the 
$10 .... we will get a little longer report on your trip in the near future ..... 

PRES. GREG goes to HOLLYWOOD& .. GREG will be on VACATION the next few weeks-- he plans to 
be back for the new ROTARY YEAR when he will be SONG LEADER, and promises to try to make it 
for his DEMOTION ..•. anyway, he is going to HOLLYWOOD to promote production of an ALBUM ... 
various suggested titles: MORTICIAN ROCK ..•. CHACON AFTERSHOCK .... SHORT CIRCUIT •..... 
I could go on, but I won'to .. 

MEANWHILE .. e. back at the MEETING .... PDG GENE RIDEOUT won the RAFFLE ..•. a large can of 
ALMONDS .... but he forgot to pick them up .•. we'll hold them for you GENE •••.• 

BILL DEMPSEY reported receiving a letter from LILLIAN NATALI, our EXCHANGE STUDENT from 
BRAZIL ..... seems like the POLITICAL climate in her part of the world has produced a lot of 
STRESS and problems for LILLIAN and her family. Remember that we should count our BLESSINGS 
when we live in AMERICA, and say a prayer for LILLIAN and her family. 

PROGRAM: 

FIVE SUPERVISORAL CANDIDATES spoke for an allotted time each. INCUMBENT BERTHA MOSELEY, 
HENRY MCCALL, ED MCLAUGHLIN, STEVE FREDERICKS and LANCE SMITH. It is encouraging to know 
that five responsible citizens are willing to serve in our government, and that they can 
join together civilly on one occasion. We appreciate their time, their interest, and their 
appearance at Rotary. The club is sending $10 to each of the five candidate's favorite 
charities. Thanks to MIKE WACKER & BILL SMITH for continuing to provide us with good 
PROGRAMS. 

The ABSHIER and JESSEN families sent a note of appreciation to us for the club's expression 
of sympathy in the loss of LLOYD'S MOTHER, AMANDA. 

ROY ELLIS is going to NEW ORLEANS-- have a wonderful time ROY and we'll recognize the trip 
later ....•. 
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u~ORGE BOGGS IS NOW DR, GEORGE BOGGS 
CHRIST'! RINEHART TO CAMP ROYALE 
PUTNEY STREET PROJECT MATERIALS ORDERED 
CLAUDE ALEXANDER CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY 92 
MEETING NOTES 

Secretary: Dan Davis 
Treasuser: Al Lotspeich 

GEORGE BOGGS, in TEXAS, successfully completed the oral defense of his doctoral dissertation, 
which means his DOCTORATE will be awarded later this yearo CONGRATULATIONS GEORGE, and CONGR
ATULATIONS ANN--ANN did the TYPING-- a HUGE job in itselfo••· 

CHRISTY RINEHART will be Durham's student at CAMP ROYALE for a week beginning JUNE 16 ... 
ELMERTTA BROWN, DURHAM HIGH FACULTY MEMBER, will be on the STAFF ... These TWO ladies give 
DURHAM OUTSTANDING REPRESENTATION at the ROTARY LEADERSHIP TRAINING CAMP. CHRISTY will be a 
senior next year and has an impressive record in scholarship, athletics, and leadership .... 

PUTNEY STREET --We are in the process of ordering about $4,000 in pipe for drainage, frames 
and grates for DROP INLETS, and other materials to complete the DRAINAGE phase of the project.· 
We are now recruiting the workers for JUNE 15-16. RICK LANDESS MARATHON- We are now listing 
sponsorso .... CLAUDE ALEXANDER, whose name is synonomous with DURHAM ROTARY, celebrates 
BIRTHDAY 92 MAY 220 CLAUDE is our club's FIRST PAUL HARRIS FELLOW, the long time publisher 
of our ROSTER, PAST PRESIDENT, 30 years of perfect attendance ... anc· the list goes on. HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY, CLAUDE. 

BOB BIRDSEYE will be EDITOR, assisted by RICK LANDESS, this coming ROTARY YEAR. CONGRATULA
TIONS, new ROWEL EDITORS, and after the voluminous work of GA~RIE STARMER, and and the present 
EDITOR, the clean lean style you put forth will be highly welcome. AIN'T THAT RIGHT, ALICE? 

PRES. GREG is off to HOLLYWOOD, on vacation.a. 
ROY ELLIS IS back from NEW ORLEANS, had a wonderful time, paid $20.00 •.. thanks, ROY ... JIM 
PATTERSON paid $10 for son JOHN'S election to DH S student body VICE PRESIDENT, and for a 
hoped for 4o0 GPA. EMMETT COON confessed that his GRANDSON TIM WAGONER was a member of the 
DHS BASEBALL TEAM, the nine that capped a great year with the TOC CROWN, thanks for the $5 
EMMETT .. - DAN DAVIS claimed he was completely guiltless--and observing the 4-way test at all 
times-- and was promptly slapped for $20, boy the PREACHER who noted the ABSURDITY of that 
claim-- thanks for the $20 DAN, and in all fairness, DAN is a great SECRETARY, and we decided 
to let him help the club financially--IN & OUT PHOTO is the place to go, etc •.•. 
CLINT GOSS has a birthday 6-1, and daughter, TAMMY, graduating from SACRAMENTO STATE-
THANKS for the $25--CLINT! We have many who are BELL RINGERS- Where's the.BELL? 
DAVE PASTOR presented the program--on the BLOOD BANK. Many of our members have given blood, 
and we have helped save lives. It ~pkes 5-7 minutes to give blood. The blood is good for 
35 days, and can be separated into 4· partso Our BLOOD BANK needs about i,ooo donors per 
month--and in APRIL distributed 1,500 products. EXPENSE of blood is incr~ased by the tests 
necessary to detect AIDS, HEPATITIS, SYPHLLIS, destructive antibodies ••••. one needs to be in 
good health to be a donor. It takes two months before one can repeat as a donor--JIM ANDERSON 
of PARADISE has donated 19 gallons, LEE GARNER of DURHAM has donated 11 gallons ...• A family 
can be protected by a person donating once a year regularly--a kind of "insurance" in case 
you need the services of the BLOOD BANK for any member of your family. You can also reduce 
the COST of services received-- by donating in the name of your local COf11111Unity unit.--and 
allowing that backlog of"credit" to be applied to the account of· someone who receives BLOOD 
BANK PRODUCTS. It was and INTERESTING PROGRAM ..• thanks to DAVE PASTOR far· presenting it, 
and to BILL DEMPSEY for scheduling the talk •.•• DAVE was aksed to name his favorite cnarity 

,. 
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in order that we might send them $10-- and he listed the PUTNEY STREET PROJECT .... THANKS DAVE! 

NEXT WEEK:. MONDAY, MAY 28 MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY 
JUNE 4 JU~GE RUTHERFORD, SPEAKER 
JUNE 23.~ISTRICT ASSEMBLY, WOODLAND, ALL MEMBERS URGED to attend, 

INCOMING OFFICERS need to attend~ 
JUNE 25 D~MOTION OF PRESc GREG -
JUNE 29~30 BUTTE LAKE PLANNING RETREAT 

ECHO LAMBERT IS IN THE HOSPITAL" OUR PRAYERS AND BEST WISHES FOR his speedy recovery. 

AMONG OUR MANY MISSING: 

808 BIRDSEYE, DEL BIRDSEYE, NELS ANDERSEN, GEORGE BOGGS, DON DOWLBY, DWIGHT BRINSON, BOB EXCC~~D, 
BILL CROWSTON, JIM EDWARDS, LOUIE EDWARDS, JIM ERRINGTON, MICK GREY, RICK LANDESS, AL LOTSPEICH, 
HANK MARSH, TOM JUAQUIN, HARVEY JOHNSON, PAT MURPHY, JIM MOORE, JIM MITCHELL, GILMOSS, BRUCE 
NORLIE, LINDY ROBINSON, GENE RIDEOUT, GREG SCOTT, GARRIE STARMER, LEROY WOOD. 

NOT ALL THE ABOVE ARE EXCUSED ATTENDANCE, although some are. 25 attended this meeting, a 
good meeting-- but any of you above would have made it a better meeting. Your home club 
ATTENDANCE is appreciated and encouragedo 

VISITING ROTARIANS: 

DICK BEATTY, PARADISE PRESIDENT 

TED SEARLE, CHICO 

RUSTY BEAUCHANE, CHICO 

BOB BRAMLAGE, OROVILLE 
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THE BELLS ARE RINGING FOR ME AND MY PALS 
THREE (3) SCHOLARSHIPS TO BE AWARDED 
RAY MEIGHAN HAS A NEW JOB 
PUTNEY STREET PROJECT GATHERS MOMENTUMo .... 
LETTER FROM DG GARRIE 

Secretary: Dan Davis 
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich 

BELL RINGERS ($100 or more in recognitions) before tonight's meeting: NELS ANDERSEN, DAN 
DAVIS, BILL DEMPSEY, BOB EDMISTON, JIM ERRINGTON, ROY ELLIS, AL LOTSPEICH, HANK MARSH & 
JERRY WALTERS. (TOTAL: 9) 
BELL RINGERS after tonight's meeting: 
ALL the above, plus GEORGE BOGGS-- assessed $33 for his DOCTORATE and KEVIN'S 4-H lamb, 
purchased by DURHAM ROTARY at $364-- (and KEVIN is to be commended for writing a THANK YOU 
letter to DURHAM ROTARY-- a very nice and quite prompt effort, KEVIN) also DON BOWLBY-- who 
paid $5 just to hear those chimes~~RICK LANDESS-- $11 for DURHAM HIGH SENIORS testing out 
the HIGHEST across the board among ALL BUTTE COUNTY SCHOOLS-- quite an honor for DURHAM 
HIGH-- nice write up in the E-R.DALE DAIGH-- paid $26.40 for his ANNIVERSARY-- to reach the 
$100 mark .... BRUCE NORLIE, PEG & ERRIN are leaving for SWEDEN to bring ERIC home, and to 
visit for one month--- thanks for the $15 BRUCE for your anniversary-- we'll talk about the 
trip later ...... JIM PATTERSON paid $1 for squealing on RICK LANDESS,:_a·nd reached bell ringer 
status ..... LOUIE EDWARDS became a double bell ringer with a $250 contrtbution to the 
SCHOLARSHIP fund ..• ROY ELLIS also is a double chimer-- with $125 beyond his previous 
giving-- also for our SCHOLARSHIP FUND.o•• (TOTAL: 16, including two double chimers) 

OTHER RECOGNITIONS .... GENE RIDEOUT, $5 for handing in a makeup from FOLSOM LIONS CLUB ... 
shame on you GENEe••• DON METZGER, $10 for a birthday song .. oo EMMETT COON .•. $10 for TIM 
WAGONER'S HOMERUN which won a game played at BIGGS (a three run homer) EMMETT is TIM'S 
proud GRANDFATHER ..•. CARL HERMES, our baby ROTARIAN, who has perfect attendance, and perfect 
HOME CLUB attendance (a good start CARL), was presented his MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE and paid 
$5 ..... BILL DEMPSEY was heckling the PRESIDENT and paid $5 .... Other recognitions were 
assessed for two tables having NO VISITING ROTARIANS .... 

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS to be awarded at FRIDAY, JUNE 3, DURHAM HIGH GRADUATION .... A third 
scholarship will be given this year-- one more than our usual two presentations, three 
scholarships of $500 each-- the third award is made possible by special gifts from LOUIE 
EDWARDS AND ROY ELLIS as listed above. LOUIE and ROY have long been deeply involved in 
ROTARY YOUTH WORK and we commend them for this latest significant CONTRIBUTION •... 

RAY MEIGHAN has a new job with MERVYN'S .... you can bet that MERVYN'S is going to have a 
good employee ... RAY gives 100% in ROTARY and in whatever he does. We were looking for a 
fourth DIRECTOR for next Rotary Year, and RAY has accepted the position. He will head up 
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE. At the moment, RAY is helping'. us get organized for the coming year 
and has spent quite a few hours with the incoming PRESIDENT, sharing from bis considerable 
experience. Your help is genuinely appreciated RAY, and publi~ally acknowledged. By the 
way, you are only $37 short of being a BELL RINGER and GREG asked me to asK you to bring 
your check book next meeting. 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT gains MOMENTUM ..... 

This week, DURHAM ROTARY takes out a permit from BUTTE COUNTY to do the ac~ual work .•. $2,900 
has been donated from the BIKE PATH FUND ... we are receiving $1,000 this week from PTS, 
another $60 has come in from the sale of firewood ... o DAVE JEFFRIES will help· us with the 
CURBS AND GUTTERS .... GRATES & FRAMES for the DROP INLETS have been ordered at a cost of 
$1,1440800 .•. Concrete pipe cost is estimated at $1,117.240 ACP Pipe-- 24! feet ... will 
cost at least $1,500-- and if we go to a heavier pipe it will be about $2,100. Unfortunately, 
thP. cost has increased significantly in just the past 6 months. DAVE WILSON will give us 
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experienced professional help on constructing and pouring the DROP INLETS~ We have received 
advice from our District 516 insurance representative regarding workman's compensation 
insurance for workers who are non-Rotarians, and who are not working at their regular line 
of work on the project. PG&E has been contacted in order to locate underground gas pipes 
prior to excavating for the drain pipe. We still are looking for one more experienced worker 
to frame drop inlets and one experienced back hoe operatore••· All in all, things are going 
well, and we are aiming at June 14-15-16 as the dates for the drainage work to be completed. 
(RICK LANDESS MARATHON AUGUST 4. Boosters needed, $1.00 per mile) 

LETTER FROM GARRIE .... our DG GARRIE wrote a very nice thank you letter to the club for the 
certificate presented by GEORGE BOGGS at the DISTRICT CONFERENCE and for the reception 
hosted by DURHAM ROTARY in the STARMER SUITE at MGM. 

JUDGE ANN RUTHERFORD of CHICO-DURHAM MUNICIPAL COURT, presented a program on several aspects 
of her work. Jury selection procedures have changed-- the computer is given 40,000 names 
provided by the OMV ..•. Farmers can request duty in months other than harvest, and account
ants can request duty other than the months of tax season •.. Those who have personal 
reasons for not wanting to serve, may ask for, and receive, an opportunity to share those 
reasons privately •..• Judge Rutherford gave a lot of information on traffic ticket work, 
drunk driving cases, and the breakdown of the $690 minimum assessment for drunk driving. A 
lot more people in CHICO are arrested for DRUNK DRIVING than in OROVILLE, but OROVILLE has a 
lot more DRUNK PEDESTRIANS being arrested. We also heard how to estimate how much beverage 
produces what blood level, and that only time reduces that alcohol blood level ..•• an inter~ 
esting program, with a very lively question and answer session .••. JUDGE RUTHERFORD is to 
be thanked for the interesting program and also for applying the $10 the club made available 
for her favorite charity to our scholarship fund. 

A BOARD MEETING followed the regular meeting. 

$75 was voted to DURHAM LITTLE LEAGUE for our ROTARY BILLBOARD: 
We bought two 4-H sheep at the fair. 
Plans are being developed to encourage attendance and to increase membership. 
GEORGE BOGGS urges all officers and as many other ROTARIANS as possible to attend the District 
Assembly. DG GARRIE, GEO. BOGGS, JIM PATTERSON & DON BOWLBY are planning to attend. ROTARY 
ANNS are also welcome and are encouraged to attend-- WOODLAND HIGH SCHOOL, 9 AM through 
noon-- June 23. 

JUNE 25 -- GREG'S DEMOTION 

JUNE 30 -- BUTT LAKE PLANNING RETREAT 
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GREG SCOTT ARRESTED DURING MEETING 
VICE PRESIDENT INSULTS LOUIE EDWARDS 

JUNE 11, 1984 

DON BOWLBY GETS HIS CLUB SERVICE AREA ACT TOGETHER 
FIFTEEN GUESTS, SCINTILLATING SENIORS, GLITTERING GRADS FROM OHS •.••• 
JIM MOORE SCHEDULED TO SPEAK NEXT WEEK 
PUTNEY STREET PROJECT WORK BEGINS THIS WEEK 
NEW SOUND SYSTEM A-OK, EVEN WITH FAN & KITCHEN NOISE 
DISTRICT ASSEMBLY, DEMOTION, BUTTS LAKE RETREAT •.•• Y'ALL COME 

To the shock and consternation of DURHAM ROTARIANS, high school guests, and VISITING ROTARIANS, 
LT. DICK BRUSH of the SHERIFF'S DEPT. arrested PRESIDENT GREG SCOTT right at the PODIUM ••... 
handcuffed him, led him off ... seems GREG was ·indicted by the GRAND JURY for GRAVE ROBBERY, 
that's SERIOUS, ALICE •... apparently one of his clients had elevator shoes, and well .... you 
can guess the rest •...• tell tale or tall tale evidence did GREG in or up or ..... . 

OUR VICE-PRESIDENT, pressed into service without warning, seemed rather rattled, and tried to 
EXTORT $48 from JIM EDWARDS for his daughter KIM'S graduation, settled for $25-- didn't even 
bother to introduce KIM .•. which her father had to do •... and worst of all DIDN'T ACKNOWLEDGE 
that KIM is the GRANDDAUGHTER of LOUIE ... you can bet we haven't heard the end of this one .•• 
KIM was editor of the yearbook, among other commendable activities at OHS. 

DON BOWLBY, recently elected DIRECTOR, last week accepted the CLUB SERVICE AREA RESPONSIBILITIES •. 
and his recruits for committee chairmen are as follows: 

ATTENDANCE COMMITTEE: BILL DEMPSEY 
CLASSIFICATION COMMITTEE: RAY MEIGHAN 
CLUB BULLETIN: BOB BIRDSEYE 
MAGAZINE & MAGAZINE MONTH: STAN ANDERSON 
MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT & MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE: RICK LANDESS 
ROTARY INFORMATION: GEORGE BOGGS 
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS: RICHARD HOTHEM 

.... A DYNAMIC GROUP with a lot of promise ... DON has called for the first meeting of the 
above CLUB SERVICE COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN for next MONDAY, JUNE 18, after the regular ROTARY 
MEETING.... Y'ALL attend, Y'HEAR? And thanks, DON, for the great START. .... 

ALICE, remind GARRIE that we have shifted PROGRAMS, PUBLIC RELATIONS, and FELLOWSHIP ACTIVI
TIES to the VICE PRESIDENT ... I know as DG he will notice that these SLOTS are not in their 
usual spot under CLUB SERVICE .•... and also ...• HE (GARRIE) volunteered to oversee the 
scheduling of PROGRAMS for the club in 84-85. The PRESIDENT-ELECT has a club assembly 
scheduled for JULY 2 ..... and is eagerly anticipated the outstanding programs for the rest of 
JULY which by this time should have been scheduled ..• Now I don't want to NAG, AL1CE, so if 
you do, I might not be forced to •... 

FIFTEEN (15) RECENT (JUNE 8) GRADUATES of OHS were our GUESTS OF HONOR: CHRIS BARRIS, DAVID 
CARLSON, ERIN DANKER, KRISTY DANKER, KIM EDWARDS, LARAE EICHER, BRYAN HEDRICK, PHILIP 
HEITHECKER, MIKE KOSSOW, DANIEL OCAMPO, MIKE PUSTEJOVSKY, JESSIE QUEZADA,-LISA SHIRLEY, BRAD 
THENGVALL, DALE TITUS, and TERI WHEELER shared some $12,000 in scholarships with seven· other 
honorees who were unable to attend. Of special interest to DURHAM ROTARIANS were the three 
students who won $500 (each) ROTARY SCHOLARSHIPS: CHRISTY DANKER, JESSIE QUEZADA, and DANIEL 
OCAMPO. Each of the students were introduced by PRINCIPAL DON MCNELIS, and each made a state
ment of where they were going to school, and the goals they have before them~ The three ROTARY 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS thanked us. ELMERETTA BROWN, OHS counsellor, and CAMP ROYALE STAFF MEMBER, 
accompanied the group. We all agreed that this was a fine group of young people, and DURHAM 
ROTARY is proud to be associated with our Durham schools and to offer encouragement to all our 
OHS graduatese 
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PUTNEY STREET WORK - D~~NAGE PIPE INSTALLATION and DROP INLET CONSTRUCTION is underway •..• 
RICK LANDESS is in tra1n1ng for a MARATHON run as a FUND-RAISER (Aug. 4). 

We turned on our NOISY AIR CONDITIONER FANS, and the KITCHEN HOOPLA could also be heard. BUT 
the NEW· SOUND SYSTEM ALLOWS US TO HEAR. CREDIT PRES. GREG for this .•..• 

JIM MOORE to speak JUNE 18. BIG JIM, PP, and one of our better fund raisers (he h&d an out
standing financial year as ROTARY PRESIDENT) will be on hand to present a program on INVESTMENTS. 
(Hint to PRES. GREG---- if JIM invests $58 .more (moore) in Rotary this year,· he will be a 
BELL RINGERo••·· 

AND BY THE WAYo ••• GREG did talk the sheriff out of a night in jail--- returned to complete the 
meeting ••. HANDCUFFED to the LONG MISSING BELL ••.• and wonder of wonders, he still had the 
bell in his possession when he went home .•• NO GAVEL, HOWEVER .•••... 

AND, ALSO ..•. 

RAY MEIGHAN, our member whose ROTARY ENTHUSIASM IS CONTAGIOUS, was honored tonight by a special 
placque from DG GARRIE STARMER for RAY'S SERVICE ABOVE SELF in heading up the committee that 
investigated the possibility of a NEW ROTARY CLUB in the area. RAY'S good work did not result 
in the chartering of a new ROTARY CLUB, but his intelligent efforts may have sown seeds that 
will eventually transform the ARTIC SQUALL which seems to have prevailed in this matter just to 
north of here. RAY was also allowed to contribute $37 for his new job at MERVYN'S .... which 
makes RAY a BELLRINGER .••.•.• 

LLOYD ABSHIER, asked for $10, kicked in $20, and is a BELLRINGER plus $10 ..... thanks, LLOYD .... 
MIKE WACKER, whose NEW BUSINESS is VIDEOTAPE & FILM RENTALS, paid $10 ..... . 

WALT MAZEN, the CHICO DOC who delivered PRES GREG, once again was allowed to pay $1 in atonement 
or celebration, depending on your viewpoint.... · 

OTHER VISITING ROTARIANS: 

BILL GAVEN, ED. ADM., all the way from SITKA, ALASKA (BILL was formerly a DURHAM ROTARIAN, 
and we welcome his return visit & exchange of flags) 

DAR MEYER, SEC. INVEST., WILLOWS 
MONTY EAST, ELEC. POWER, PARADISE 
CHARLES LEWIS, BANKING, YUBA CITY 
and in addition to WALT MAZEN, GEN. PRACT., of CHICO, listed above, these additional CHICO 
ROTARIANS: 

JACK BRIGGS, CC ADM. 
CHARLES PRIDDY, CONST. RESIDENTIAL 
STAN GRAY, PROPERTY MA'NAGEMENT 
RALPH CROSBY, CARPET RETAIL 
MILT BOYER, COM. COLLEGE ADM. 

WELL, ALICE, it has been nice, but we are going to have to stop keeping in touch this way. As 
you know, we are approaching a terminal sentence, so to speak, in the writing of the ROWEL ••••. 

REMEMBER THESE IMPORTANT DATES: 

SAT. JUNE 23-- DISTRICT ASSEMBLY AT WOODLAND-- several have signed up to go, LET'S fill a 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE and get a bunch down there ••••. 

MON. JUNE 25-- LADIES NIGHT •••. DEMOTION OF GREG 

FRI-SAT., JUNE 29-30---- BUTTS LAKE RETREAT--Y'ALL come, FISH & FELLOWSHIP 
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JUNE 25, 1984 

FI NAL EDITION EDITED BY JIM PATTERSON 

GREG'S GAVEL RETURNED, GREG IS A BELL RINGER 

JERRY WALTERS BECOMES A DOUBLE BELL RINGER 

BOB BIRDSEYE BECOMES A BELL RINGER 

PRES. GREG'S ADMINISTRATION IS LAID TO REST 

GREG ENDED HIS TERM IN STYLE, with BELL & GAVEL. JERRY WALTERS put in another $26-- to 
become a DOUBLE BELL RINGER. BOB BIRDSEYE paid $20 .. . . SON BOB graduated-- won a scholarship, 
PATTI married, BOB has a new job, and various other items--- anyway, BOB is a BELLRINGER 
once again . ... 

After STAN ANDERSON was charged $3 for having no VISITING ROTARIANS at his table, and ot her 
mi scellaneous $1 acknowledgments-- GEORGE BOGGS came in with a GUN, the BOGGS GANG t oo k ou r 
f ea r less leader out back, and after the sounds of SHOTS brought him back in a CASKET . 

GR EG was really "laid back" and hi s TERM was reviewed by all kind of ODD BALL COMMENTARY- 
orc hestrated by PP RICK LANDESS . . . some of the commentary : (by the "BROTHERS") : 

JIM EDWARDS : 

BILL SMITH: 

JIM ERRINGTON: 

HANK MARSH : 
BILL DEMPSEY: 
RAY MEIGHAN: 
DAN DAVIS : 

MIKE WACKER: 
BILL DEMPSEY: 
GEORGE BOGGS : 
LI NOY ROBINSON : 
STAN ANDERSON : 
DON BOWLBY: 

After GREG'S TERM, DURHAM ROTARY is still primarily known fo r 
it IS food ,, • 
On wha t he liked best about GREG: "When GREG sat beside me, 
he never blocked my view. " 
As a fo rmer expert on material for the TALLOW WORKS, JIM dec ided 
GREG didn't qualify for pickup . 
Presented GREG with the book: PET CEMETERY. 
Hit GREG wi t h a custard pie . 
Hit GREG with a series of VAUDEVILLE JOKES 
Told about withholding the final $10 GREG owed on an IOU . . . from 
his meal payment . . . . making GREG a BELLRINGER. 
Sprayed GREG with seltzer water 
Hit GREG with a piece of pie . .. 

-r"f Could find no HEART in GREG in which to drive a stake . .. ~ 
Presented GREG with some BUZZARD EGGS . .. raw, over the head . .. 
Presented GREG with some balloons-- GREG gave EMMETT some balloons . . . . 
sprayed GREG with LYSOL in an attempt to hold down the odor .. . 

RICK LANDESS: dumped a cream pie on GREG 
KAREN BIRDSEYE: sang a song: POOR GREG (JUD) is dead . . . a candle lights hi s head, 

etc . . . (from the production: OKLAHOMA) .. . nice!· 
DEL & PAULA BIRDSEYE: presented GREG with a flower and a napkin . . . ~ 
JERRY WALTERS & HARVEY JOHNSON gave a cow bell to GREG, REMOVED from a recently 

deceased bovine . .. 
DON METZGER presented GREG with a relic of an OPTIMIST CLUB that died . . . .. 

and finally we placed a chair at the casket beside GREG for RIGOR MORTIS t o set in . 

SEVERAL ROTARY ANNS graced t he meeting: PAULA, KAREN, NANCY, SOPHIE, LORETTA, POLLY , KAY, 
ANN, VALERIE , JACKIE, ANITA, BETH, BERNICE, SHARON, ROSE, JANET, BARBARA, DARLENE & HATTIE. 
A table of VISITING ROTARIANS were also present. . 
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JIM PATTERSON read an impressive list of ACCOMPLISHMENTS during GREG'S TERM, the new SPEAKER 
SYSTEM and MICROPHONES for MEMORIAL HALL which enable us to hear . . •. THE PUTNEY STREET 
PROJECT .. • tree trimming by PG&E and the ASLPUNDT TREE EXPERT COMPANY (about a $2,500 
projec t) plus about $5,700 raised to da t e to fund the drainage portion of this project ... we 
awarded 3 $500 scholarsh ips, sponsored a CAMP ROYALE student, had a DISTRICT GOVERNOR this 
yea r from our club, i nvolved ourselves in all community events (and helped fund them all), 
enjoyed ROTARY EVENTS: TRI CLUB PICNIC, HARVEST FESTIVAL, CHRISTMAS PARTY.'.. received & sent 
forth YES students • ... and the list goes on .. . • 

GREG was always a "GOOD SHOW" at the PODIUM, and t he club appreciates his sense of humor and 
his abi l i ty to keep the meetings enter taining . 

GREG acknowledged the good support he had thi s year from his HARD WORKING SECRETARY: DAN 
DAVIS has been an excel1ent ROTARIAN all year, backi ng up his PRESIDENT. DALE DAIGH was 
always there to sell meal tickets all year long, wi t h EMMETT COON his backup whenever DALE 
could not be there . MIKE WACKER worked hard at providing EXCELLENT PROGRAMS. JERRY WALTERS 
did the TRI-CLUB-PICNIC with several willing co-wor kers • . . . . . The ROWEL was published each 
meeting a11 year, with BOB BIRDSEYE providing dependable backup for the regular editor .... 
BOB & KAREN BIRDSEYE also did yeoman work on t he HARVEST FESTIVAL .. . it takes a lot of 
hard work to complete a ROTARY YEAR, and generous f inancial backing by our members .... PRES 
GREG thanked each and al1 for helping in so many ways) .• .. AL LOTSPEICH kept the financial 
records and made sure we filed all required fo rms on time . . . GEORGE BOGGS for excellent 
district and conference work, RON JOHNSON as greeter , RAY MEIGHAN for work on ROTARY EXTENSION ... 

TEN nice table flower arrangements (by MARV HASTY) were gi ven as RA FFLE prizes. MIKE WACKER 
won the LAMB, t he big prize . . .. ORCHIDS wer e presented to DARLENE SCOTT and NANCY PATTERSON .... 

THUS another ROTARY YEAR HAS come to a close ..• THE BELL & GAVEL were passed to the INCOMING 
PRESIDENT who has locked them in a SAFE PLACE and has installed a WALTER'S DETECTION ALARM ..... 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

JULY 2 (NEXT MONDAY) CLUB ASSEMBLY 
JULY 9 An outstanding program to be announced . 
JULY 16 CAMP ROYALE REPORT BY CHRISTY RINEHART & ELMERETTA BROWN (LADIES' NIGHT) 
JULY 23 DR . RONALD BECKER and two or three associates - CHICO OPEN HEART SURGERY TEAM 
JULY 30 WERNER SCHWARTZ-- A FRESH NEW LOOK AT ROTARY FOUNDATION 

DG GARRIE STARMER is our PROGRAM CHAIRMAN for 84-85 and he is doing an outstanding job. 

OTHER dates to mark on our calendars: 

SEPT. 10 DG ADRIAN MENDES VISIT 

SEPT . 12 TRI CLUB PICNIC 

OCT . 14 HARVEST FESTIVAL 

DEC . 17 CHRISTMAS PARTY 

DUES ARE DUE . 

DURHAM ROTRAY DEPENDS ON YOUR ATIENDANCE. ATTEND YOUR HOME CLUB. MAKE UP MISSED MEETINGS , 
PREFERABLY IN ADVANCE . THANKS FOR BEING IN VOLVED . 
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JUNE 18, 1984 

DEMOTION PLANS -- LADIES NIGHT-- ALL NEXT MONDAY-- the 25th •...• 

RV to WOODLAND •.... 

ROSTER, CALENDAR, BUDGET COMPILATIONS ALL IN PROCESS •... 

JIM MOORE SHINES 

• 
Dan Davis 
Al Lotspeich 

WELL ALICE, it's almost demotion time .... seems like only yesterday that GREG climbed on his 
milk carton and made like NAPOLEON before he hit Russia, and here we are about to help him 
have his WATERLOO •.. 

TIME FLIES when you are HAVING FUN .... DEMOTION .•.. the 25th ... TURKEY dinner, custard pie, 
some of which will be served for dessert .... PP RICK LANDESS is doing his best to keep the 
DEMOTION within the bounds of good taste ... but with JIM MOORE and GEORGE BOGGS as co-workers, 
and BOB EXCUSED EDMISTON lurking in the shadows, it is anybody's guess as to how this thing is 
going to go •... 

RECREATION VEHICLE to WOODLAND •... hopefully you will get this edition BEFORE our SAT DISTRICT 
ASSEMBLY in WOODLAND. The PRESIDENT-ELECiwill be in SACRAMENTO all week-- and will join the 
group at WOODLAND •.• but we hope to gather the rest of the crew into a RECREATIONAL VEHICLE 
for the trip-- contact BILL DEMPSEY, RICK LANDESS, DON BOWLBY, or DAN DAVIS .... we hope as 
many as possible will attend, especially our.newer members, in order that we can all learn 
more about ROTARY, and how to WORK TOGETHER .... 

LINDY ROBINSON is getting our new ROSTER together, the 1984-85 CALENDAR is in the making, AL 
LOTSPEICH is providing us a CPA'S view of GREG'S year, one source of information for our 
BUDGET for the coming year •... 

ELMERETTA BROWN, bless her heart, wrote a nice thank you letter to our club for the scholar
ships we recently awarded to deserving graduates, and referred to the EDITOR as PRESIDENT of 
the club NOW. GREG nearly had APOPLEXY and socked the PREACHER for double the roll of one 
dice, $8.---rf certainly is nice that ELMERETTA appreciates quality .... 

LEROY WOOD is now an ADMINISTRATOR and is "OUT OF JAIL" so to speak-- and he had such a wonder
ful time in a recent GOLF TOURNAMENT that he more than doubled GREG'S $20 recognition, gave 
$50 and became a BELLRINGER ... good for you LEROY. 

JIM MOORE reported lots of good news-- a NEW HOME, trips to HAWAII, ARIZONA, and he was puffing 
on that symbol of prosperity-- a HUGE CIGAR .•. BIG JIM kicked in $58 plus $2, {$60) to become 
a BELL RINGER) WELCOME BACK, JIM, and thanks for the boost to our treasury .•.. 

JERRY WALTERS & KAY went to PORTLAND'S rose parade-- riding horses, purchasing a few more-
and returning home-- but JERRY has the GRINDER-- and it saved him a bundle ... 

BILL SMITH paid $5 for this JUNE 21 birthday ... 

THIS WEEK-- Three (3) raffle winners, $5 each: BOWLBY, MOORE & DEMPSEY 
NEXT WEEK-- We'll raffle off a LAMB ...•. 

THE PROGRAM •.. JIM MOORE was introduced by DAVE ERICKSON •.. and gave an interesting talk on 
making money on the STOCK MARKET, BULL or BEAR .••. 

With antedates about JESSIE LIVERMORE, JOE KENNEDY, and HELEN REBINSTEIN, and with opinions 
about certain realities about today's economic pressures and banking realities, triggered by 
the aftermath of mideast oil money influx and subsequent outgo to third world borrowers ..... 
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in short, we have a mess on our hands. The BRITISH POUND is now worth $1.27 US ..• I can 
remember it was worth about $5 when I visited England in 1960 ... We enjoyed a question 
and answer session ... Thanks to JIM for the program, and to DAVE for scheduling same ... 

DURHAM ROTARIANS present: ABSHIER, BOWLBY, COON DAIGH, DAVIS, DEMPSEY, L. EDWARDS, ELLIS, 
ERICKSON, GOSS, HASTY, HERMES, LANDESS, MARSH, MEIGHAN, MOORE, PATTERSON, SCOTT, SMITH, 
WACKER, WALTERS, & WOOD. 

ABSENT: ANDERSON, BOGGS, CROWSTON, EDWARDS J., GRAY, HOTHEM, JOHNSON, LOTSPEICH, METZGER, 
MITCHELL, MOSS, NORLIE, ROBINSON, STARMER. 

BUTTS LAKE RETREAT - JUNE 29 (FRIDAY) and JUNE 30. Phone LINDY ROBINSON for information. 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT - PIPE is now purchased, we hope to complete the laying of the pipe 
in JUNE - the area is now marked for digging. 
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A NEW YEAR 

GOOD LU CK, PRESIDENT JIM 

THE FIRST ~EETING OF THE 1984-1985 ROTARY 
YEAR got under way with President Jim in 
Command . Jim asked Del Birdseye to lead the 
flag salute. Then Jim's guest Father 
fkDermondy did the invocation . We had an 
excellent roast pork dinner prepared by 
Winnie. 

INTRODUCTIONS were started off by Ron Johnson 
who in troduced Ellis Chamberl in from Oroville . 
The second tab 1 e was introduced by 1·1i ke 
Wacker . The visitors were Ray Schimel and 
Dr . Horning of Chico and Dar f·1yer from 
Wi11ows. The third tab1e was introduced by 
Don Metzger. The visitors were Rusty 
Beauchane, Gordon Hooton and Bob Foster, all 
of Chico. Also at this table was Gordon Duff 
from Paradise. The fourth table was intro
duced by Rick Landes s and the visitor was 
Andre Grieco from Chico . The head table was 
introduced by Don Bowlby. His visitor was 
Charles Soderstrom from Chico . 

THESE DURHA~ ROTARIANS were not in attendance 
and should make up if at al l possible. Gil 
f·loss, Garrett Starmer, Jim Mitchell, Jim 
Edwards, Ne l s Andersen, Dale Daigh, Bill 
Smith, Al Lotspeich, Jim Moore, Hank Marsh, 
Roy Ellis, Bill Crowston, Lloyd Abshier, 
Leroy Wood, Jim Errington and Greg Scott . 

PRESIDENT JI~ started hi s half ·hour with a 
warning to t he club that the club's treasury 
is in need of a transfusion of dollars. 
Pres . Jim then proceeded to call on Louie 
Edwards and asked about his and Imogene's 
anniversary on June 12th . Loui e said that 
Greg had mi ssed the event so Jim col lected 
$10 .00 for 52 years. 

JIM THEN CALLED on Bruce Norlie and inquired 
about his and Peggy's trip to Europe. Bruce 
said t hey had a great trip which included 
the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Germany and 
Denmark . This tri p cost only $25 .00 

PRES IDENT JIM t hen called on Rick and asked 
about t he error i n t he communicator on the 
amount of our Rotary scholarships . They 
were reported to be for $400.00 instead of 

the correct amount of $500 .00 . Seeing as how 
Jim is on the board of directors for P.T.S. 
he paid $1 .00 of Rick's $10.00. 

AT THIS POINT IN TIME Jim told us about a new 
program he is going to try . This program is 
a member can buy immunity from recogni t ion 
for the year from Jim for the amount of 
$125 .00. Bruce Norlie thought this was a good 
idea so he bought immunity from Jim for the 
$125.00. 

AT THIS POINT we held the raffle and guess who 
won the first drawing . You guessed it, it 
was our PRESIDENT . Don Bowlby donat ed the 
prize and it was a nice pen mounted on a big 
cow chip . Congratulations on winning, Jim. 

AT THIS TIME we went into our program for the 
night and it was a club assembly led by Jim 
and Don Bowlby . Jim pointed out that this 
is the club' s fortieth year and that he and 
George Boggs are going to do a history of 
the good works that the club has done over 
the last forty years. 

Jim also pointed out that we have 47 
meetings a year which amounts to 70 .5 hours 
or into 3,525 man-hours in Durham's Rotary 
year. Rotary Internationa l President wants 
each member to invite another person to join 
Rotary and to emphasize attendance . The 
goals Jim has set for our club are: New 
Members, Increased Attendance, Get informa
tion from Rotary Anns and include them more 
in the club. Garrie Starmer i s going to do 
the job of program chairman, this i s a big 
job and he needs help in finding good programs . 

THE BOARD MEETINGS wiJl be held the second 
Wednesday . . Lunch 12:40 to 2:00 at t he Oak 
Tree Reat. , Durham Hi gh ·School Sept. t hrou gh 
May. The July 18th meeting and the August 
15th meeting will be held in Chico . 

· · vernor will attend Durham 
o Se em er ~Qt The Tri-Club Picnic will 
be on Sept~m er 2th 

A COMP LETE CALENDAR of coming events will be 
out this month along with a new roster. 



• i 
AT THIS TIME JIM gave the mike ~o Don Bowlby : 
who introduced his Club Service Committee. : 
We then discussed some of the ideas for. next .: 
year. The person who wins the raffle p~ize : 
will be responsible for the next week's ·I 
prize. It was suggestehd and appdrovefdtthhat i 
we have a drawing at t e very en o e , 
meeting for ten dollars and if the member 'l 
is there he wins, if not the money will be 
left in the pot and added to the next week. : 
All members' names will be in the drawing. I 
This is hoped to improve attendance and· dis- : 
courage early leavers. : 

DAN DAVIS, who was our Secretary last year, 
suggested that we bill for meals and dues 
by the month. With this method it is felt 
that we will be in a better financial 
position with our meals. ·There were only 
two months this last year that we did not 
have to pay for meals that were not used. 
We have a guarantee with the cook for 
forty meals a night and most nights we 
don't have enough members and visitors to 
cover the guarantee. It is hoped that 
this new idea might help attendance along 
with the meal problem. If a member misses 
at Durham and makes up at another club he 
can get his meal refunded or applied to 
the next month. 

AT THE OFFICERS retreat Lindy Robinson 
donated $35.00 to make him a bell ringer for 
last year. Thanks Lindy for the donation. 

AT THE CLUB RETREAT last Friday and Saturday 
Past District Governor Garrie donated 
$100.00 for the 1983-84 year making him a 
be 11 ringer. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Any.t.f~ng tha.t you ~eil.oW& would .Uke 
to .& ee in the pa.peJL, plea& e .& end to me 

at_ 3156 BuJc.cllck Road, Chi..co, CA 

IT WAS SUGGESTED that all early leavers 
should go up to the President and the 
speaker and excuse himself for leaving 
early. 

WE HAD TWO NICE THANK YOU 1 S from two of 
our scholarship recipiants. They were 
Kristi Danker and Jessie Quezada. 

JULY 3rd 

we will start 

on the PUTNEY 

STREET 1 project! 

T H A N K S G R E G, F 0 R A 

GREAT YEAR 

LAST YEAR 

-
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THE SECOND MEETING of the new Rotary year 
was called to order by Pres. Jim with the 
flag salute led by Clint Goss and the invo
cation by Rick Landess. Winnie served 
another excellent meal of pork chops, maca
roni salad, sliced tomatoes, and pork and 
beans with ice cream for dessert. 

WE HAD A LARGE group of visitors tonight and 
Leroy Wood started off the introductions bl' 
introducing Dick Howard of Paradise, Hugh 
Nesbit, Len Monaco, Mick Hicks all of Chico. 
Hank Marsh did the introductions at the next 
table and the visitors were Bob Grose, 
Barry Noland of Oroville, and David Schmit 
of Chico. The third table was introduced by 
Don Metzger and the visitors were: Andy 
Price of Gridley, Roger Williams, Randy 
Johnson, and Bob Gilzean all of Chico. The 
fourth table was introduced by Dave Erickson 
and the visitors were Mark Von Hottendorf of 
Chico, Don Blackstock of Oroville and Bob 
Roach of Chico. The fifth table was intro
duced by George Boggs and the visitors were 
Bill Carlson, Cy Weagle both of Chico and 
Dar Myer of Willows. 

PRES. JIM INTRODUCED his guests, Gale Fisher 
and Gale's friend Howard. Both Gale and 
Howard have been working on the Putney 
Street project that was started this last 
weekend. 

DURHAM ROTARIANS NOT IN ATTENDANCE: 
Emmett Coon, Bill Crowston, Dale Daigh, Jim 
Edwards, Mick Gray, Al Lotspeich, Jim 
Mitchell, Jim Moore, Gil Moss, Lindy Robinson, 
Greg Scott, Mike Wacker and Carl Hermes. : 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

THE PRESIDENT'S HALF 
HOUR was pretty short this 
evening because he has spent so 
much time working on the drainage 
system of the Putney Street project. 
Pres. Jim ca 11 ed on Ne 1 s Andersen and~~~ 
asked Nels where he has been. Nels 
told us he has been in the mountains for 
awhile where it is cool. Jim clipped Nels for 
a buck. While Jim-was getti"ng four do·llars 
out of Rick Lantless this reporter was trying 
to get caught up on his notes and missed the 
reason for the recognition of Rick. Next 
Pres. Jim called on Jerry Walters and asked 
Jerry if he remembered the question that 
Jerry asked Jim last week. Jerry said he did 
remember and Jim said that it would cost 
Jerry ten dollars for disturbing the meeting 
last week. Jerry then proceeded to thank Jim 
for having a Ladies' night to help him and 
Kay celebrate their wedding anniversary. Jim 
then promptly collected fifteen more dollars· 
from Jerry for the anniversary next week. 
Jim next called on Leroy Wood and asked about 
his anniversary and Leroy claimed that his 
wife forgot all about their anniversary so 
Jim said that that leaves more for Leroy to 
donate to the Club. Leroy donated two 
dollars a year for a total of twenty four 
dollars. Don Bowlby claimed that he was 
slighted last week because he didn't get a 
chance to buy immunity from fines for a year. 
Pres. Jim and Don negotiated for awhile and 
they arrived at a price of one hundred and 
twenty six dollars for complete immunity for 
the· year. 

CLUB SERVICE COMMITTEE REPORT 
The Club Service Committee met after the 

meeting tonight, Stan Anderson is going to 
start a Rotarian quiz next month so read your 
Rotarian. Bill Dempsey js going to c'all those 
who missed tonight. 



NEXT WEDNESDAY JULY 11 is a work day on 
our Putney Street projecto This coming 
Saturday, July 14th will also be a work dayo 
With these two work days we will get all the 
pipe for the storm drains i·n •.. 

BOB BIRDSEYE REPORTED on the work that 
was already done this last weekend and on 
Monday. We started on the project on Friday 
and located the gas main that runs close to 
the project. Those who wo~ked on the wee~
end were: Bob Birdseye, Jim Patterson, B1ll 
Dempsey, Gale·Fisher and Gus· Gore's grandson 
David. Bob Bultema also helped arr Saturday 
afternoon. On Monday we finished laying the 
first 194 feet of pipe. Those who worked 
this day were: Jim Patterson, Bob Birdseye, 
Don Metzger, Gale Fisher and his friend 1 

Howard, Bob Bultema and Marvin Killingswortha 
As you can see we are getting some good sup
port from other people in the community on 
this project. 

The Durham Exchange Club also donated 
to the project a sum of $500.00. 

The raffle winner tonight was Jerry 
Walters and he won four pounds of almonds. 
What happened to your donation Jim. Jerry 
is supposed to bring the raffle prize next 
week. 

-·· ...-.-. - --- --- -NEXT WEEK is-1.ad-i-es' Nigb!:" 
. "Consider a 36-ftour vaGation - you Can 

Afford The Time And Money. 11 Speaker is 
Susan Hengst, Recreation Advisor. 
Board Meeting will be held at Perkes at noon 
on the 18th of July. 

Following the meeting on the 30th the Inter
national Service Committee will meet. The 
program on this night will be based on 
International Service. 

• 

sented ~ - ~ 
---t>y 

~Garrie 
Starmer 

THE PROGRAM WAS ~·· I 
a film made for Ill.A ~ 
Rotary Internationa\llr;iei fl \ '<!ff . 1 l I I 
by the Berkeley Club and o~, 
donated to Rotary International by ~UUtfl 
the Berkeley Club. This film was made 
by Johnnie Seagle, a Berkeley Rotarian who 
is 83 years old and was a professional film 
makero This film is about Rotary's Secre
taret at Evanston, Illinois. This film gives 
you a brief view of what the secretaret in 
Evanston does for us as member clubs, and 
for Rotary International. 

Besides the office at Evanston, there 
are six branch offices all over the world. 
Some of the functions are: publishing maga
zines and phamphlets, keeping up on all 
clubs club officers and member· addresses, 
handling all of Rotary's scholarships and 
grants through Rotary Foundation. Help~ng 
club districts and regions with all their 
international projects and giving suggestions 
on other types of projects that clubs can 
do. This was a very informative film that 
was well made and we give our thanks to the 
Berkeley club for making this film available 
to Rotary. 

DON•T FORGET! 

NEXT WEEK 

JULY 16th 

LADIES' .NIGHT 
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HALF 

HOUR $$$$ 

President Jim started 
his fun and games by 

( Ei\ir;;a 11 i ng on Jim Edwards 
and asking Jim how 

things were going. Jim said 
hat the other clubs were doing fine and 

waiting on Durham's lead this year. Pres. Jim 
asked about the Comanche ride and Jim said he 
went along as part of his services to the 
riding public. Pres. Jim collected ten dollar~ 
for the ride. 

Next Big Jim called on Stan Anderson to 
give a demonstration on how the Rotary Maga
zine Quiz will work. This small demonstration 
cost Stan two dollars and Jim one. 

Nels Andersen was called on and asked if 
he read the Rowel two weeks ago. Nels re
called reading it but wanted to know what 
Jim was getting at. Jim asked about.the 
mermaid story concerning him and Bob Edmiston. 
Nels said he read the article but that Bob 
knew more than ~e did. This cost Nels two 
dollars. You can't win in this game. 

\ DURHAM ROTARY 
b 

------G\ 
BRING 

PROSPECTIVE 
NEW MEMBER 

SPECIAL REPORT 

I 

PRES. JIM REPORTED on the Putney Street 
project. Jim reported that the catch basins 
have been poured and that we are waiting on 
a. permit from the county to start on the 
street and the curbs arid gutters. 

---~ ROTARIANS WHO 

@EXT RA~@ 
George Boggs 
Da 1 e Daigh 
Bob Druley 
Mick Gray 
Ron Johnson 
Al Lotspeich 
Jim Mitchell 
Jim Moore 
Gil Moss 
Greg Scott 
Bi 11 Smith 
Mike Wacker· 
Leroy Wood 



DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY 
by 

GEORGE BOG~S 

BELL INVESTIGATION 
This will be a continuing report by 

President Jim's undercover investigator. 

July 17, 1984 -- Missing Rotary Bell 

9:31 A.M. Called Dave Erickson at his place 
of business - the Durham Hardware 
Stare. · Dave's employees said that 
Dave was busy with a custo~er and I 
would have to wait~ After waiting 
twelve minutes Dave Erickson came on 
the phone. {:43 to be exact. He had 
forgotten that I was on the phone.) 

Dave said that I had to know he 
was innocent because he was out pull
ing a pump. The fact that there was 
a simularity to lifting (pulling) 
and bell (well) if it took him 12 
minutes to make up a story like that 
one can only assume that he was stall
ing or perhaps he was telling the 
truth. 

• BELL REPORT CONT. 
10:09 Called Jerry Walters and questioned 

him about the disappearance of the bell. 
After Jerry got done laughing he sugges
ted I talk to Rick Landess. I could tell 
by his laugh that he knew nothing of the 
Ro tar y 1 s be 11 van i sh i n g . 

The program tonight 
was introduced by Rich Hothem 

he speaker was Dr. Becker 
who recently moved here to 

head up Enloe Hospital's 
open heart surgery pro
gram. 

Enloe's program is the 
only one north of Sacra

mento and south of Medford, 
Oregon. They do most all kinds of open heart 
surgery, bypasses and valve reconstruction. 

Dr. Becker gave us a brief history of 
open heart surgery and a slide show of the 
facilities at Enloe Hospital. We express our 
thanks to Rich and to Dr. Becker for taking 
time out of his busy schedule to come and 
talk to us. 

RAFFLE 
The raffle this week was won by Garrie 

Starmer and the prize was ten dollars which 
Garrie donated to the Putney Street project. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
International Committee meets next week 

after our meeting. 

Our program next week will be on Inter
national Service. The speaker will be 
Werner Schultz. 

SPECIAL THANKS 

We would like to extend a special thanks 
to Mike Wacker and Durham Video Rentals for 
making and donating the video tapes of the 
Putney Street project. 

We would like to thank Dave Erickson 
for collecting fines and especially for 
collecting from the early leavers. 
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EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

complete with molded potatoes, bisquets, 
gravy, fresh corn-on-the-cob, and sherbert 
(Winnie's finest): Gil Moss, Roy Ellis, 
Bill Crowston, Leroy Wood, Rick Landess, 
Don Metzger, Mick Grey, Jim Mitchell, Bob 
Druley, Nels Andersen, Jim Moore, Carl 
Hermes, Jim Edwards, Bruce Norlie, Dale 
Daigh, Al Lotspeich, and Lindy Robinson. 
PLEASE MAKE UP! ---
VISITING ROTARIANS INTRODUCED by Mike 
Wacker, Greg Scott and Garrie Starmer were: 
Glen Shols, Bill Snow and Don Deter (Area 
Rep) all from Chico; Al Townsend from 
Oroville, James Johnson (Harvey's son) from 
Paradise, Werner Schwarz from Richmond, Dar 
Myers from Willows and John Paul Jones from 
Citrus Heights. Ron Johnson, Bill Dempsey, 
George Boggs, Emmett Coon and Lloyd Abshire 
each paid $1.00 for not hosting a visiting 
Rotarian at their table. Bill Smith paid 
another dollar for trying to introduce Bill 
Snow even though the two Bills were not 
even seated at the same table. 

GUESTS OF ROTARIANS included Art Moore, 
guest of Bill Smith and Don Borcher, guest 
of Ray Meighan. 

HOUR 

of Jim's 

Greg Scott turned down the of fer of a song 
and paid $7.50 for his birthday. He probably 
wouldn't let anyone else bury him either. 

Bill Smith, who claimed he was wearing 
Greg's pants (shorts) was recognized for 
advertizing during the Olympics. $7.50 is 
pretty cheap for prime time, Bill. 

Jerry Walters gave a report (of sorts) on 
1 the missing bell. It seems President Jim has 

a growing file of mail and photos of the bell. 
Jerry, however, would only say that he and 
Dave Erickson were both innocent (for a change). 

Ray Meighan agreed to pay $10.00 to the 
club and $57.00 to the Rotary Foundation in 
honor of his 57th birthday, if Dave Erickson 
would sing his happy birthday song. Dave 
complied. Thanks, Ray, and congratulations. 

CONGRATULATIONS TO CLAUDE 

AND MAYBELLE ALEXANDER ON THEIR 

57TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY 

Claude and Maybelle were married 
on July 27, 1927 



PRESIDENT JIM contributed $1~ for the good 
of.the cause, but we have a little more to 
raise before the Putney Street Project is 
complete. Let's take it a step at a time 
Jim. 

Louis Edwards won the raffle and donated 
the $10.00 prize to the Putney Street pro
ject. Thanks, Louie. 

Hank Marsh lost $30.00. That' right, 
Hank, you won the Progressiv~ Raffle for 
which you must be present to win. Next week 
the prize will be up to $40.00. 

BELL 

REPORT 

BY 

Talked to 
Robert Birdseye. Th 
only facts he cou is wh n the 
Rotary Bell was miss1 g whi e he was Presi 
dent. He recalled very iv"dly how they 
tried to return the bell nd he goofed and 
Chico Rotary wound up wit the bell. This 
didn't help your cause much unless he was 
trying to tell you something if you read 
between the lines. 

July· 24; 1984 
3:00 P.M. 

Questioned Don Metzger and like Robert 
Birdseye he could only remember other years, ' 
other times the Rotary Bell has disappeared 
and the unexpected ways it decided to 
reappear. Canned, with the help of the 
police, and it tried real hard in a pumpkin. 
This leads me to believe that the· Rotary 
Bell has a mind of its own. 

I will continue to question suspects 
until the culprits are apprehended. 

PROGRAMS 

UP 

Next week Al Darby will talk to us all 
about professional football coaching. Al is 
the son of Hugh and Winnie Wells. 

• PROGRAMS COMING UP (cont.) 

A~gust 13, 1~84 the program will be by 
Sue Sm1th, Superv1sor of the Chico Community 
Hospital's Burn Unit. The program will be 
on the Chico area Burn Center. 

August 20th, the program will be by 
Pete La Velle, a Durham Artisan. Pete will 
speak on Stained Glass, Its History and Uses. 

THE PROGRAM TONIGHT was presented by ~Jerner 
Schwarz, last year's outstanding Rotarian 
and the year's District Governors' Team 
Coordinator. 

Werner presented an excellent program 
on the Rotary Foundationo Werner showed a 
short film on the foundation activities and 
t~en filed questions. Werner displayed both 
his mowledge and his quick wit. 

The Rotary Foundation, soon to be the 
World's largest foundation provides educa
tion~l scholarships, group study exchanges, 
special grants, and grants for the Health 
Hunger ~nd Humanity Program. Last year, the 
foundation collected $19 million dollars for 
these programs. Foundation funds are inves
ted so that $1.02 is spent for every $1.00 
collected the year before. 

This year we will be visited by a Group 
Study Exchange Team from India. They pla~ 
to be in Durham shortly before the District 
Conference. 

The Rotary Foundation depends on our 
co~tr~butions. Now may be the time to begin 
th1nk1ng about a Paul Harris Fellow award. 

Thanks to Werner for bringing this 
program to us. 

DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY BY GEORGE BOGGS 
LOSING THE ROTARY BELL is a long stand

ing tradition of the Durham Rotary Club. Six 
years ago, President Bob Birdseye commissioned 
Bob Druley to track down the culprit(s) who 
stole the bell. Clues began to pour in by 
mail. One letter from Santa Rosa read only 
"Ding?" The following day, a second letter 
arrived from Fort Bragg with "Dong" as its 
message. Over the next few weeks mail poured 
in from all over the country. 

Over the years, the bell has turned up 
sealed in cans, glued in logs of firewood 
locked in cages, and frozen in large blocks 
of ice. Let's see how President Jim gets 
his back. 

During Bob Birdseye's year as president 
in 1977-78 the Rotary Club put up the Durham 
Community signs located along highway 99 at 
the Durham exit. 

NEW MEN MEAN NEW- IDEAS~ ·New ideas mean 
an improved club. Increased manpower for 
club activities means a better club, one 
that benefits the club, and the community. 

There are hundreds of qualified men 
out there--just waiting to be invited into 
Rotary. Find them. Invite them. Enroll 
them. 

THIS ROWEL IS COMPILED BY GEORGE 
BOGGS IN THE ABSENCE OF BOB BIRDSEYE. 
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THE MEETING OF AUGUST 6, 1984 was ca 11 ed 
to order for the fourth week without the 
official bell. President Jim rang a small 
church bell that he keeps in his pocket. 

The flag salute was led by George Boggs 
and the invocation was given by Pres. Jim. 
Winnie served a very nice roast pork dinner. 

The introductions were done by: Hank 
Mars.h, Mike Wacker, Dave Erickson and Roy 
Ellis. The visitors were from Chico: Bob 
Mattson, Norm Auston, George Roney, Don 
Deter. The visitors from Oroville were 
Co.rk Marr and George Wirth. 

We had three guests of Rotarians this 
evening. They were: Larry Reynolds (guest 
of Lindy Robinson) Susan Hanks (guest of 
Garrie Starmer) and Herb Jergentz (guest of 
Jim Patterson. 

The following Rotarians were absent 
and we appreciate their making up: Jim 
Edwards, Harvey Johnson, Rick Landess, Al 
Lotspeich, Jim Mitchell, Jim Moore, Gil 
Moss, Greg Scott, Bill Smith, Leroy Wood, 
Carl Hermes. 

IIJnJYRn~ ~ BOARD. MEETING 
} 'WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15th 

~~· /z at. noon at.· Don Bowl by 1 s 
~· 1 

• offJce,.936 Mangrove 
·p1aza (B.B&V Ins . .) Bring 

a brown bag lun~h. All 
R0tarians are invited. to · 
attend 0 NEXT WEEK 1 S PROGRAM 

for August 13th will 
be presented by the Burn Center at Chico 
Community Hospital. The speaker will be 
sue Smith, the Supervisor of the Burn Unit. 

THE PUTNEY STREET PROJECT is going 
well. The Durham Exchange Club with the 
help of Don Metzger and Bob Birdseye got 
all the old bl~ck top removed last weekend 
and we are in hopes of getting the street 
graded and the base rock laid so we can 
start on the curbs and gutters. 

PRESIDENT'S 
HALF HOUR started 

out with Jim asking 
Nels Andersen to 

identify a fellow 
member in a picture that 

Jim was holding. Nels identified Dale Daigh 
and estimated the size of the fish that Dale 
was holding as weighing 30 to 35 pounds. The 
fish really weighed 22 pounds. Dale paid 
$30.00 for his six week trip to Alaska. This 
was the first vacation that Dale and Eva Mae 
have taken together in thirty five years. 

George Boggs and Anne celebrated their 
15th anniversary this week. George donated 
$15.00 for the occasion. Bill Dempsey went 
on his tenth Jeepers Jamboree this last week
end. Bill had a little more trouble this 
year than in the past, but he had a great trip. 
Bill paid $15.00 for his trip. 

Stan Anderson held his first quiz on 
Rotary Magazine. Stan first called on Garrie 
Starmer and asked about the article on Page 40 
by President Carlos Cansco. Garrie couldn't 
remember the answer so he paid two dollars. 
Stan then moved on to Lloyd Abshier and 
asked a question on what anniversary is 
coming up in 1985. Lloyd wasn't sure so he 
paid $2.00 and Stan moved on to Don Metzger 
and asked the same question. Don was only 
off five years, so he paid two dollars. The 
correct answer was 80 years. 

The third question was .on the vital 
statistics on Page 41. The question was how 
many members we have in Rotary. Lindy, 
Marvin and Hank were asked but they didn't 
know the answer was 951,000 members so they 
all paid $2. 00. 

Additional Active Membership offers excellent 
potential for club growth. Is there a 
business or professional associate in your 
firm--or another firm--who is service 
minded? 



JIM JOHNSON (HARVE 'S SON , ho was a 
visitor at last week's meeting presented the 
program on March 9, 1976. Jim's topic was 
titled, "All Lawyers are Shysters". Jim 
said that most people don't trust lawyers 
because of the people they represent and the 
fact that they don't sell a tangible product 
that you can see or touch. Jim went on to 
say that on the average, lawyers are no 
better or worse than the people in any other 
profession. (What do you think, Hank?) 

Jerry Walters was president in 1975-76. 
Does anyone remember whether Jerry ever lost 
the Rotary bell? At least he wouldn't have 
been the prime suspect that he usually is. 

August 1, 1984 
7:40 P.M. 

Talked with Hank Mar 
about the missing Rotar 
Bell. Hank swore that he kn w nothing 
about the bell. Being that Hank is an 
attorney and attorneys are given distinct 
credit of knowing right from wrong, I took 
him at his word. 

August 2, 1984 
9:10 P.M. 

Interviewed Dale Daigh as soon as I was 
able to get a word in edgewise, as he was 
busy telling me about his trip to Alaska. 
I was able to get past the big one that 
didn't get away and asked if he knew any
thing about the missing bell. Dale said 
that the last time he saw the bell it was 
attached to Greg Scott. 

ROY ELLIS WON THE FINALE raffle this 
week. The prize amounted to $40.00. 

* * * 
The new-style businesses that come into our 
community mean fresh classifications, and 
this means more men with new ideas who can 
be invited to join our club. 

• 
THE PROGRAM THIS 

WEEK was introduced 
by Herb Jergentz who 
was coach and P.E. 
teacher for thirty 
years at Durham Hi~-__.. .. -
School. Herb 
introduced one of h 
former students, Al 
Darby, who is a coach 
with the Oakland Inv 
in the U.S.F.L. 
footba 11 1 eague. 

Al is a 
graduate of Chic ~ 
S~ate and was.a i · 
teacher for seven y before going into 
coaching. Al's first coaching job was. with 
a semi-pro team in the Marysville-Yuba City 
area. Al coached them for four years and 
took them to the national championship two 
years in a row. Al and nine of his team 
members were then hired by the Invaders to 
play in the USFL. 

Al was hired as an offense coach,· · 
coaching the tightends and receivers. Al 
has had that job for two years and now is 
in scouting and is hoping to get back into 
the coaching. 

Al hopes that some day he will be able 
to coach in the NFL. We thank Herb for 
bringing this fine program to our club and 
showing us what a small town boy can do. 

YOU'RE GETTING OLD 

..... Your little black book has only names 
ending in M.D . 

..... Your favorite part of the newspaper 
is 11 20 years ago 11 

..... You sit in the rocking chair and 
can't get it going. 

. •... You're 17 around the neck and 42 around 
the waist and 110 around the golf ·course. 

..... Your back goes out more often than 
you do. 

...•. You know all the answers but nobody 
asks you the questions. 

. ... taken from Stripped Gears 

More members mean increased manpower for 
greater service, and greater service ·creates 
a greater community awareness of Rotary. 
This awareness, in .turn, attracts more pros
pective members to our club, resultfns in 
further service potential. The cycle ~enefits 
our club and the community it serves. 

Our club must recognize that there are busi
ness and professional men in our community 
who should be Rotarians but are not. Increas
ing our club's membership can bring many 
advantages, including a more vital fellowship 
and expanded manpower for service. 
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AUGUST 13; 1984 

THE MEETING OF AUGUST 13, 1984 was 
called to order by Pres. Jim with a small 
CHRISTl·1AS BELL. George Boggs 1 ed the flag 
salute and the invocation was by Marv 
Hasty. 

THE VISITORS WERE INTRODUCED by Emmett 
Coon, Rick Landess, Don Metzger, Bi 11 
Dempsey and Dan Davis. The visitors from 
Chico were: Norm Austin, Andre Greico, Don 
Deter, Bob Gilzean, Gordon Hooten, Charles 
Priddy, Roger Williams, Dave Kyser. The 
visitor from Oroville was Dick Chamberlin. 

THE GUESTS OF ROTARIANS were introduced 
by Jerry Walters, Bob Gilzean and Dave 
Erickson. Bob's guest was Bill Thompson, 
Dave's guest was his son, Mark, Jerry's 
guest was Mike Lewis. 

d' -
_.. __,,,.-

president. 
The President's half hour started out real 
slow for Big Jim. Jim called on Ron Johnso~, 
Rick Landess and Greg Scott to announce their 
anniversaries, which fall in next week. They 
took the option of paying their recognition 
next week. Jim called on Clint Goss and 
collected $10.00 for his new (to Clint) 1964 
Ranchero pickup. 

Jim then went on a witch hunt trying to 
locate his bell. He called on Jerry Walters 
and asked if Jerry knew anything about a bill 
for flying the bell around. Jerry said all 
;1e knev1 was the bill was approximately 
.. :_,~u0. 'J. This cost both Jerry and Dave five 

dollars apiece. Don Metzger also got involved 
in the discussion and it cost him $2.00. 

JIM GAVE A REPORT on the attendance for 
July and it was down to 76% -- the lowest 
for Durham in many years. Jim then asked 
Jim Edwards to report on makeups locally. 
Jim said that Paradise meets Thursdays at 
noon and Oroville Monday at noon. Jim said 
the clubs have good meetings and are friendly 
but the food isn't as good as our own. 

BOB BIRDSEYE, DON METZGER, RAY MEIGHAN, 
GEORGE BOGGS, and JERRY WALTERS all paid 
an additional $2.00 for giving Jim a bad 
time about the bell. Bill Dempsey won the 
drawing and collected $10.00. 

JIM REPORTED on the Putney Street 
project. With the help of Clint 
Goss on Don Murphy's grade~ 
and Don Metzger supplyin 
the tracks and leaders, 
we excavated the 
street in preparati 
for the base rock and 
curbs and gutters. We 
have raised approximate..,_~~, 
$7000.00 and have spent 
around $5,500. This leaves 
with around $1000.00 in the 
fund and we need to raise 
another $2500.00. 

"Progress demands growth;" said a past club 
And he is right. While "growth" brings to 
mind many aspects of Rotary expansion, one 
aspect--internal extension, or membership 
growth--best assures Rotary's future. 

Our· club, like most clubs, must grow in 
membership at least ten percent a year to 
offset normal attrition. Thus, real growth 
requires a continuous, concerted effort on the 
part of all our members. 

Ideally, our club should end the year with 
more members than it had at the beginning. 



THE PROGRAM THIS WEEK was 
introduced by Dan Davis. 
Our speaker was Sue 
Smith. Sue is the · 
supervisor of nursing 
at Chico Community 
;1emori a 1 Hospi ta 1 's 
Burn Unit. Sue has been 
here in Chico for about 
a month coming from 
Texas. Sue has a Masters 

• 

Degree in burn treatments. She is one of 
only three with this degree in the United 
States. The burn unit has six beds with 
room for six more if needed. Chico's burn 
unit treats 60 to 90 patients a year. This 
is the only burn unit in California north 
of Sacramento. Sue gave a few do's and 
don'ts in first aid for burn victims. The 
new idea is to put cool water on the burn 
or regular shaving cream. Do not use ice 
directly or any oil or grease. Any burn 
that covers more than 30% of the body is 
considered to be a severe burn, and the 
patient should be hospitalized. Our thanks 
to both Sue and Dan for this fine program. 

1984 

Report on continuing investigation of 
the missing Rotary Bell. By Beth Metzger 

August 12, 1984 
3:15 P.M. Talked with Jerry Walters 

again about the missing bell. 
He said he was sure he knew 
what Jim suspected his involv
ment in the missing bell was 
and again he assured me of his 
innocence. Being that he 
opened the store after it was 
closed to talk to me and it 
was SUNDAY, he had to be tell
ing the truth. 

August 13, 1984 
5:31 P.M. Interviewed Greg Scott. He 

said that he had been spend
ing Monday evenings with his 
kids because he had been work
ing so much and he missed them 
After a story like that, that 
goes right to the old heart, I 
scratched him from my list of 
suspects. 

August 13, 1984 
5:50 P.M. Talked with George Boggs on 

the phone. He didn't have 
much to say but in the back
ground I could hear Ann say
ing, "She had seen the bell 
under a table". This caught 
me by surprise and after I had 
thought for a minute I aske9 
George, "What was she doing 
under a table?" Her reply 
11 NO COMMENT". 

Over eleven years ago 
(April 23, 1973), 
two of our own 
members proved that the 
best programs are often found close to 
home. Bill Dempsey led off with his 
portion of the program, "Nuts to You 11 

describing his business - almond hulling. 
He gave us a brief history of the almond 
harvest and processing: the way it is done 
today and the changes he expects in the 
future. (Did your predictions come true, 
Bill?) 

Harvey Johnson followed Bill with, "There 
Wi 11 Never Be Another Ewe 11

, actually a 
brief outline of the part sheep raising 
plays in America's agricultural program. 
Harvey also gave us an insight into his 
desire to preserve things of historical 
value in our community. 

Arley Howsden was President of Durham Rotary 
in 1973. A major community service project 
that year was the purchase of a new fire 
truck for the Durham Volunteer Fire Depart
ment. Durham Rotary contributeq in excess 
of $1000.00. 

* * * 
The final drawing for the night was done by 
Bill Dempsey and Don Bowlby's name was 
drawn. Don wasn 1 t present this week so 
the prize will be $20.00 next week. 

* * * 
HOW TO KNOW YOU'RE GROWING OLDER 

Everything hurts and what doesn't hurt, 
doesn't work. 

The gleam in your eyes is from the sun 
hitting your bifocals. 
You feel 1 i ke the n1 ght before, and you··· 

haven't been anywhere. 
Your little black book contains only names 

ending in M.D. 
You get winded playing chess. 
Your children begin to look middle aged. 
You finally reach the top of the ladder, 

and find it leaning against the wrong 
wall. 

You join a health club and don't go. 
You begin to outlive enthusiasm. 
You decide to procrastinate but then never 

get around to it. 
You're still chasing women, but can't 

remember why. 
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AUGUST 20, 1984 

DALE DAIGH GIVES $500.00 for PUTNEY seems that Ivan had similar troubles with a 
STREET! According to President Jim, the wandering beli ear1y in his term. However, 
donation will keep the project solvent he got it back by paying $10.00 after only 
through gutter and curb construction. In • one week of absence. His advice--to Jim was 
fact, we are now within $2000.00 of financing to pay for the bell •s return. Can you 
the whole project. Thanks, Dale. We all imagine advising a preacher to pray? Dan 
appreciate this generous contribution. Davis was recognized to the tune of $25.00 

BOB EDMISTON LOSES $20.00o That 1 s right, 
Bob, your name was drawn as winner of the 
must-be-present-to-win lottery. Next 
week's prize will be $30.00. Meanwhile, 
Carl Hermes walked away with $10.00 after 
winning the weekly raffle. 
LEAST WE BEGIN TO THINK that President Jim 
is just giving money away, he did levy a few 
assessmentso Carl Hermes paid $2.00 for 
forgetting his badge. This isn't a capital 
offense, Carl. Even past district governors 
occasionally forget. PDG Garrie Starmer 
paid $1.00 for no badge, $1.00 for a family 
picture that found its way into President's 
Jim's hands and $1.00 interest. When Jerry 
Walters saw that everyone else was being 
fined for not having badges on, he got up 
from the table and went to get his. Presi
dent Jim let Jerry get by with this, 
allocating $2.00 from a previous fine for 
this indiscretion. 
BILL DEMPSEY RECEIVED a well deserved thank 
you for lending his dump truck to the 
Putney Street crew. However, Bill didn 1 t 
get off that easy. He and Lynn will be 
celebrating their twenty. fifth wedding 
anniversary on August 25. .Bill contri
buted $10.00 as a down payment pending the 
development of celebration plans. Let's 
hope they include more than just the 
almond harvest, Bill. Rick and Janet 
Landess will also be celebrating an anni
versary on August 21. This one makes their 
nineteenth year of marital bliss. Rick 
gladly donated $14.00 for the anniversary 
and $1.00 for having no visiting Rotarians 
at his table. 

Don Bowlby, who was sitting with Rick, 
got off scott free because he had purchased 
immunity earlier in the year, a circumstance 
which President Jim will, no doubt, grow 
to regret. Don believes that Jim is not 
making enough of an effort to ·\re.iiJl!.5/e. · 
the bell. In fact, Ivan Sohnrey, guest of 
Dave Erickson and president of the Durham 
Exchange Club, was on hand to give Jim 
advice on how to hang on to the bell. It 

for advertising - of sorts. It seems that 
Dan complained that the l~test Putney Street 
project photograph~s were really not developed 
by him because they did not have his stamp on 
the back. Jerry Walters presented evidence 
to the contrary, saying that the package was 

1 definitely from Dan•s store. Dan did admit 
that the quality was up to his standards. 
Maybe they went "in and out" of Da·n 1 s store 
before he noticed. 
PDG GENE RIDEOUT IS BACK looking as good as 
new. The only thing missing was the cigar. 
It seems that Gene gave them up to maintain 
his youthful vigor. Thanks for the $10.00, 
Gene. Jim Errington mailed in a contribution 
of $100.00, making him a bell ringer early 
in the term. Stan Anderson contributed 
$50.00 for the Putney Street project. Thanks, 
Stan and Jim. 
THE BIG EVENT OF THE NIGHT was the steak and 
champagne dinner served to Dave Erickson, 
Jerry Walters, Don Metzger, George Boggs, 
Ray Meighan, Paul Selchau, and guests, Dave 
Stephens and Ivan Sohnrey. While the rest 
of the house enjoyed Winnie's famous ham 
dinner with stewed tomatoes, lima beans, 
macaroni salad, fresh baked bread and ice 
cream, this select crew dined on rib steak, 
baked potatoe, green salad with artichoke 
hearts and champagne, topped off with 
multi-layered chocolate cake and ice cream. 
The table was covered with a fine linen 
table cloth and napkins, fine china, crystal, 
and silver. Dave traded his true value 
hardware suit for a coat a.nd tie. No one 
seemed to know exactly what was being cele
brated except that Dave gave a fine speech 
about living in a free country and being 
falsly accused of a crime by th~ president. 
The invited guests found,. however, that 
while the country may be· free, the dinner was 
not. Each paid an addi~ional $5.00. 
THEN CONFUSING ACTIVITIES all started with a 
f~ag salute.led by Roy Ellis and an invoca
tion delivered by President Jim. Remembered 
in Jim 1 s invocation was Dwight Brinson and 
Gene Rideout. Emmett Coon·said Bert Strong 
is in Crestwood. 



ROWEL 2-2-2-2-2 • 
VISITING ROTARIANS were introduced by. Ray 
Meighan, Roy Ellis, Carl Hermes, Bill Smi.th 
and Jim Pattersono Visitors were:. Stan: 
Gray, Andre Grieco, Stan Thompson, Roger 
Akers, Bob Allen, Bob Nicholson, Dick Newman, 
Jim Ledgerwood, and Paul Selchau from Chico; 
Da~ Meyer from Willows; and Donald Sto Clair, 
George Wirth, and Dave Edwards from Orovillec 
Ray Meighan introduced his guest, Dave 
Stephens, who is in the storage container 
rental businesso Dave Erickson introduced 
Ivan Sohnrey, President of the Durham 
Exchange Clubo Emmett Coon announced that 
Bert Strong is resting comfortably in Crest
wood Convalescent Hospital. Visitors are 
welcomeo 
THE PROGRAM FOR THE EVENING was presented by 
Pete Lavelle, Manager of Feather River Wood 
and Glass in Durhamo Pete gave a very inter
esting and informative slide show on stained 
and etched glass including design, construc
tion, techniques, color methods, and styles 
through the historical periodso Pete and the 
group at Feather River are true artists and 
craftsmeno We can~e proud that they are in 
Durham a 

THE FOLLOWING ACTIVE DURHAM ROTARIANS need to 
make up for tonight's meeting: Bob Birdseye, 
Bill Crowston, Jim Edwards, Ron Johnson, 
Hank Marsh, Jim Mitchell, Jim Moore, Gil Moss, 
Greg Scott, and Leroy Wooda 

DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY by GEORGE BOGGS 

It was eight years ago that PDG Garrie 
Starmer held the gavel (not necessarily the 
be 11 ) as President of Durham Rotary Club a 

One evening (November 22, 1976), our present 
president, Jim Patterson delivered a stirring 
classification talko Much to the relief of the 
members who expected some advice on what not 
to drink at the Christmas party, Jim stuck to 
his scripto It is reported that Lloyd Abshier 
insisted that Jim's talk had to be kept clean 
and that Dwight Brinson managed to stay awake 
during the sermono The talk was very informa
tive to those members who always wondered 
just what a preacher dido 

It was during Garrie's year as president 
that the Durham Rotary Club donated a display 
of historical pictures of early Durham to the 
Durham Branch of the County Library where 
they remain on displayo Bob Birdseye.was 
both Vice President and ROWEL editor in 
1976-770 At least he finished off one of 
those jobso 

HOW TO KNOW YOU'RE GROWING OLDER 
Your mind makes contracts your body can't meet. 
A dripping faucet causes an uncontrollable 

bladder urgeo 
You know all the answers, but nobody asks you 

the questions., 
You look forward to a dull evening. 
You walk with your head held high trying to 

get used to your bifocals. 
Your favorite part of the newspaper is 25 years 

ago todayo 
You turn out the light for economic rather 

than romantic reasonso 
You sit in a rocking chair and can't make it 

go. 

• I 
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• BOARD MEETING - July 18, 1984 
I 
I 

·ATTENDING: Jim Patterson, Bill Smith, Lindy 
· Robinson, Garrett Starmer, Bruce Norl ie, 

Don Bowlby, Ray Meighano 
Bruce Norlie was directed to review records 
on Paul Harris members and sustaining mem
bers particularly Jim Errington, Garrett 
Starmer and Ray Meighano Payments will be 
made to bring up to dateo 
Dale Daigh was requested to establish a simple 
bookkeeping system to separate Rotary Founda
tion Scholarship, etco 
The Board discussed the club policy toward 
Paul Harris Fellowship awardso It was decided 
to review the budget for determination of 
amount to be donated to Rotary Foundation 
during this yearc 
It was again expressed that everyone in the 
club needs to concentrate on increasing our 
membership, 

BOARD MEETING - August 15, 1984 
ATTENDING: Jim Patterson, Dan Davis, Don 
Bowlby, Dale Daigh, Bruce Norlie, Ray Meighan 
and Jerry Walterso 
The minutes were read and approved. 
The treasurer's report was read: 

Checking $220a00 
Money Market 3000000 

Obligation: 
Scholarships 
Paul Harris 

Available 

$3220000 

$1500000 
$1200.00 
$ 500000 

We will continue to guarantee 40 meals per 
week with Winnieo Through September until 
we determine final membership statuso 
Bruce Norlie reported on attendance records 
which were 76% attendance for Julyo Bruce 
was directed to write letters to those that 
missed two or more meetings in July. 
Don Bowlby submitted Rick Farley for member
ship, the classification was set as Dairy 
Farmer and the application was passed to 
Rick Landess for membership review. 
The tri-club picnic was discussed and Jim 
will work with Jerry Walters on Durham's 
participation in the program. 
The Board then discussed the district 
governor's visit and the board of directors 
wi·l l meet with the -governor September 10 - · 
at 4:30 P.Mo at Durham Memorial Hall. All 
committee reports must be submitted to Jim 
by August 22, 1984. 

* * * * * * * 
Explain the story and programs of Rotary to 
prospective members through the RothrY 
Basic Libraryo An examination of t 1s new 
publication--the best source on Rotary in 
prinJ:--could be an important factor in a 
man's decision to become a member of our 
club. 
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AUGUST 27, 1984 

THE MEETING OF August 27th was called to order 
by Preso Jim Patterson, the flag salute by 
Bill Smith and the invocation given by 
George Boggs~ Visitors at Ron Johnson's 
table were: Ray Carol, Roy Despain, Gordon 
Duff and Dick Howard. Don Bowlby introduced 
Hugh Nesbit at his table. Mike Wacker intro
duced his table with no visiting Rotarians 
and paid $2. Sitting at Mike's table and 
paying one dollar were: Bob Birdseye, Delbert 
Birdseye, Marv Hasty, George Boggs, Roy 
Ellis and Dan Davis. Nels Andersen paid $2 
for introducing George Wirth. 

Introduction of Guests: 
Don Bowlby's guest - Dr. Donald Heithecker 
George Boggs introduced his brother-in

law Sebastian Wheatmar. 

PRESIDENT'S HALF HOUR: 
ANNIVERSARlES: 
Ron Johnson - 14 years -- $15.00 
Lloyd Abshier - 45 years -- $20000 
Nels Andersen -- 46 years -- $40.00 
Lindy Robinson paid $7.00 for a nice picture 
in the paper on August 27th. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND DATES TO REMEMBER: 
Our next meeting date is September 10th. 
District Governor Adrian Mendes will hold 
Club Assembly. At 4:30 officers and board 
members will meet at Durham Memorial Hall. 
At 7:00 all members will meet for our regular 
meeting. After this meeting Jim and Nancy 
would like to invite members and Rotary Anns 
to the social hall of the Durham Community 
Church for refreshments at 8:30. Our com
munity's historian Jan Holman will be the 
guest speaker. Plan to come and enjoy the 
eyening and welcome our District Governor. 

* * * 
The Tri-Club Picnic will be held on Sept. 12th 
on a Wednesday. All Rotarians and their 
ladies and guests are cordiaTly invited to 
come. Tickets are now available at $7.00. 

* * * 
On September 19th the board meeting for the 
club will be held. at the O"ak Tree Restaurant 
at noono 

* * * 
The 5th Annual Durham Harvest festival and 
Arts and Crafts Fair is October 14th. Look 
forward to a great day. Food, fun and crafts. 

PUTNEY STREET PROJECT: 
WE ARE NOW laying base rock and pouring 

curbs and gutters. Will finish them this 
week. The telephone company has moved the 
pole that was in the way. 
DONATIONS INCLUDE: 

Sixty dollars -- Women's Club 
Jack & Doris Lucas made a donation 
Dan Davis is donating film and processing 

.: for the project. 

LINDY ROBINSON won the prize donated by Dan 
Davis. 

GARRIE STARMER INTRODUCED our speaker tonight 
who was John Holhouse from Tansania East 
Africa. 

Mr. Holhouse is head master in a school in 
East Africa. He has founded a trust to 
help teach young Africans and to help them 
to improve their st~ndard of living. At 
this time Central and East Africa are exper
iencing a drought and famine beside the 
civil wars. 

Mr. Holhouse is traveling across the United 
States trying to raise money to educate the 
people so they can help themselves. The 
trust is called 11 The Moringa Trust". It 
is being set up in Texas as a charity. 

DAN DAVIS won $30.00 in the final drawing 
of the evening and donated the money to 
Putney Street project. 

DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY -- by George Boggs 
On August 11, 1980, the members of the 

Durham Rotary Club finally met LULU, a cute 
little rabbit. The idea was that the Durham 
Rotarian with the poorest attendance for the 
month would have the privilege of taking 
Lulu home and entertaining her for the month. 
This lucky Rotarian would have to bring her 
back one month later or pay the damages. The 
problem arose when it was discovered that 
four Rotarians (Gil Moss, George Hacke, Carl 
Selkirk, and Steve McNelis) all tied for the 
distinction of having the most absences 
without makeups. To solve this problem (one 
rabbit & four Rotarians), President Geo~ge 
Boggs decided that Lulu would go home with 
the lowest bidder. These lucky Rotarians all 
bid up to $42.00 before Geor.·ge Hacke jump7d 
way out in front with a bid of $75.00 saying 
he didn't want a rabbit for a month. 
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DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY (continued) ROTARY INFORMATION - by George Boggs 
Then both Carl and Gil went to $43.00 and 
Steve won the rabbit, (the lucky guy). That 
same evening, Bob Millar, Ray Meighan and 
Bill Crowston were inducted into the Durham 
Rotary Club. 

When did it all begin, this idea of Rotary? 
And Where? At the turn of the century, 
Chicago., Illinois was a booming ~ity of two 
million peopre·. Respectable ~usinessmen . 

, struggled to overcome corruption and survive. 
The 1980-81 year brought a couple of firsts to 
Durham Rotary. Lynn and Bill Dempsey, 
Jacqueline and CTint Goss, and Karen and 
Bob Birdseye acted as host families to our 
very first youth exchange student, Lilian 
Natali from Brazil. Laurie Johnson was 
scheduled for a year in France and Tom 
Dempsey for a month in France. Matt 
Pustijousky was selected by Roy EfTTs' com
mittee to be our very first Rotary Camp 
ROYAL participant. Bill Dempsey and his 
crew constructed the first batch of cement 
picnic benches for the parkn Bruce and 
Peggy Norlie and their crew made a succ~ss 
of the first annual Durham Harvest Festival 
and Crafts Fair. 

That same year, Durham Rotary acted to 
coordinate the annual community parade, 
picnic and dance thanks to Jerry Walters, 
Bob Birdseye, Bill Dempsey and Bill Crowston. 
Bob Birdseye and his crew staffed the annual 
Haunted House exhibit and the club provided 
$175.00 in funds to support the annual com
munity children's party. Bruce Norlie began 
the fund drive and collected over $500.00 
for the community bicycle path. The club. 
donated $500.00 to the Durham Volunteer Fire 
Department for the purchase of a needed 
emergency electrical cable. Louis Ed~ards 
and his committee selected two deserving 
young Durham High School graduates for scholar~ 
ships of $400000 each. Garrie Sta~mer and 
Jim Errington were named Paul Harris Fellows. 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

One day, a young man from Vermont came ~o 
Chicago. Before settling down to practice 
law he worked as a salesman, cowboy, news
pap~r reporter, and actor. His name: Paul 
Harris. 

At 37 years of age, the young lawyer learned 
that a big city could be a lonely place. He 
telephoned his friends. "Let's recapture the 
friendliness of the small towns we used to 
know," Paul Harris said, "and try to help 
each other. Let's form a club". So fo~r 
friends did, and in a small Chicago business 
office, Rotary was born. As their numbe~s 
grew, they began to meet each week. Their 
aims were to make friends, to help each other 
and to exchange business among themselves at 
a time of fierce economic rivalry. But, 
self-interest would never have held them . 
together for long. A higher purpose - service -
would. One day they called at a doctor's 
home to announce one of their first acts of 
community service - the gift of a horse to 
replace one that had died. 
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SEPTEMBER 17, 1984 

PRESIDENT JIM PATTERSON opened the September 17 
meeting with his very own bell which he 
promptly chained to a chair. The flag salute 
was led by Jerry Walters, the invocation by 
Ron Johnson. 

GUESTS at Table One were introduced by Emmett 
Coon -- they were: George Wirth, Oroville and 
Gordon Duffy, Paradise. Mike Wacker intro
duced his guests at Table Two, Art Latton, 
Paradise, Ron Griffith, Colusa. Hank Marsh 
at Table Three introduced Dick Howard, 
Paradise and Dan Cargil, Chico. Roy Ellis at 
Table Four introduced Dar Myers of Willows 
and John Johnson of Gridley. At the Head 
Table were K. Padar, Kanpur, India; John 
Burghardt, Chico and Paul Selchau of Chico. 

GUESTS OF ROTARIANS were Dr. Padar (George 
Boggs);Gregory Duff (Gordon Duff, Tim Pool 
(Lindy Robinson), Cecil Russ (Jerry Walters), 
Bruce Norlie brought Peggy, Eric and Paula 
Smith. 

PRESIDENT'S HALF HOUR: 
Garrie Starmer 1 s new grandson - $5.00 

Jim Mitchell - $10.00 for new Toyota 
$ 5.00 for both Oregon State 

football games. 
Bruce Norlie was exempt from fines concern

ing the article in paper about Norfied Door 
Co. 
George introduce K. Padar again and Dr. Padar 
told a little about his club and city. 

Ray Meighan donated $100.00 and Rick Landess 
donated $50.00 for Putney Street. Rotary 
worked on the street Saturday cleaning up the 
sidewalk area on the East side. 
Emmett paid $5.00 for his grandson playing 
football. 

Bruce Norlie introduced tonight's program. His 
son Eric was the speaker. August 2nd Eric 
left to Seattle and then to Sweden by the 
Polar Route. Eric stayed with the Greens who 
life in Stockholm. They have two sons and a 
daughter. Eric took four trips to Norway to 
visit relatives and also went to Leningrad, 
Russia with another exchange student. Erick 
also took a trip to Spain just before he came 
home. The main thing he learned was Swedish 
in school. Eric took a science course in 
school which included math and life science. 

Closing Raffle - Harvey Johnson was drawn. 
He wasn't present so next week the drawing 
will be worth $20.00. 
NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM: Bill Porter, Christie 
Rhinehardt, Elmeretta Brown. All will 
speak on Camp Royal. 
REMEMBER STH ANNUAL DURHAM HARVEST FESTIVAL 
OCTOBER 14th. ARTS & CRAFTS FAIR. 
After the meeting Peggy Norlie was over
heard asking Pres. Jim where the bell was. 
He said that his precious bell was chained 
to the chair. Peggy then asked Jim where 
the chair was. So it goes, the bell that 
is. Pres. Jim got dinged again. 
ROTARY INFORMATION - by GEORGE BOGGS: 

Of all of the 940,000 members in Rotary 
throughout the world today, the most impor
tant man in Rotary is you, the individual 
Rotarian. You are expected to take an 
active part in club projects, to attend 
weekly meetings, to serve on committees, and 
to help find new members. In Rotary, every
one has a job, whe~her it is planning weekly 
programs or writing the weekly newsletter. 

Rotary 1 s membership is unique. You 
represent your vocation in Rotary. Men 
from many businesses and professions make 
Rotary a select group, inclusive of all 
interests in the community. Through voca
tional service, Rotarians work to promote 
ethical standards in business and the pro
fession. 

Community service projects provide mem
bers with the satisfaction of working 
together to improve the life for all com
munity members. Your job is to help find 
the needs of the community .and then to pro
vide the leadership to ·get the job done. 

Rotarians are also men of peace, 
striving to build good will and understand
ing among nations. Th~ough international 
service, you can support youth exchange, ! · 

awards for study overseas, and projects 
which provide help to a ·communlty in a 
developing land abroad. Tha promotion ·of 
world understanding and elimination of 
human suffering are noteworthy goals of 
Rotary. · 

These are the four avenues of Rotary 
service: Club, Vocational, Community, and 
International. They are both avenues and 
opportunities for you. ·to participate in 
Rotary. Like many things in life, the 
rewards you get from your Rotary membership 
depends upon the amount of effort you put 
into it. Take advantage of opportunities 'to 
serve & to gain full sat.isfaction. frani your 
membership. . ' 
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SEPTEMBER 24, 1984 

PRESIDENT JIM CALLED the meeting of Septem
ber 24th· to order with his trusty frying 
pan. Don Metzger led the flag salute and 
Pres. Jim gave the invocation. 

BILL SMITH, SITTING AT table one introduced 
Mike Hicks of Chico and George Wirth of 
Oroville. Bill was clipped of $2.00 for 
calling George a Past Paul Harris Fellow. At 
table two Don Metzger introduced Bob Allen 
of Chico. At Gene Rideout's table Gene 
introduced Pete Peterson, Norm Austin, Glen 
Sha 1 s, Walt Mazen, Andre Grei co -a 11 ·af Chi co 
and Dave Edwards of Oroville. Gene then 
paid $10.00 for a great grandson. Dar Myers 
of Willows was introduced by Clint Goss at 
table four. 

.JERRY ·WALTERS DION 'T KNOW what Gene Rideout 
announced and paid $5.00 for his hearing 
loss. 

RICK LANDESS INTRODUCED HIS guest, Noel 
Buehler, Principal of Durham Elementary 
School. 

GEORGE BOGGS A TRANSPLANTED Ohioan was rec
ognized for $7.00 because Ohio State won 
two in a row. Jim Patterson also went to 
Ohio State and put in $5.00. Thanks, George 
and Jim. 

LLOYD ABSHIER WENT TO the coast two weeks 
ago and picked abalone and got ~is limit. 
Thanks, Lloyd for the $10.00. 

* * * * 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
DEL AND PAULA BIRDSEYE celebrate their 51st 
anniversary Sept. 29th. 

BILL CROWSTON missed two meetings, rolled the 
dice and had to pay $20.00. 

WE'RE DOING BETTER on keeping up our atten
dance. It was 88%, up from 76%. That is an 
average of three misses per.meeting. We can 
do better. Let's go! 

JIM EDWARDS PAID $5.00 for his team's loss 
this week. Jim's school is the University 
of California at Davis. Jim also paid $5.00 
for buying his daughter a car. Thanks, Jim. 

BRUCE NORLIE IS SENDING out postcards to 
members who are absent at the meetings as a 
reminder to make up. This should help 
boost our attendance percentage this month. 

DAVE ERICKSON ANNOUNCED that E. G. England 
had a by-pass operation and is doing well. 

DURHAM ROTARY MADE HISTORY at this meeting. 
Jim's bell was returned in record time 
only being lost a week. However, we don't 
know what the little bell went through 
before it was·found on a park bench and dis
covered by the drunk who slept there. He 
was nice enough to return the bell even 
though he was not· sober: The drunk was none 
other than Wayne Edmin~ton, a·farmer Durham 
Rotarian and sen of· Bob. Jim was happy te 
have his bell with him again. 

DONATIONS FOR P~TNEY STREET: 
Ron· Johnson 
Pat Murphy 

$50.00 last week 
$100.00 

MARV HASTY WON the raffle -- two packs of 
film. That's 12 rolls. Happy picture 
taking, Marv. 

THE PROGRAM: 
RAY MEIGHAN INTRODUCED Bill Porter, 

chairman of the Camp Royale C0mmittee. Bill 
explained what Camp Royale is all about and 
what goes on during the session. Camp 
Royale is a gathering of the best high 
school juniors to further develop their 
leadership abilities. Christy Rhinehardt 
was chosen as our representative from Durham 
High. Elmeretta Brown from Durham High was 
a public speaking counselor for Camp Royale 
this year. Thanks, Ray, for inviting Bill, 
Mrs. Brown and Cristy and letting us know 
how Camp Royale works. 

FINAL DRAWING: 
ROY ELLIS WON the drawing but·wasn't here so 
the kitty will be increased to $30.00 next 
week. · 

*************************~**************** 
DON'T FORGET. DURHAM HARVEST 

FESTIV~L 

OCTOBER.14th 
******************************************* '· 
ROTARY INFORMATION by GEORGE BOGGS 

At our la.st meeting,. Ray Meighan infor
med us that we would be hosts to a visiting 
Group Study Exchange {GSE) team from India 
this spring. GSE is a.n educational activity 
of The Rotary-foundation~. and . .as. such, it 



• ROTARY INFORMATION by GEORGE BOGGS (conto) 
offers a unique person-to-person opportunity 
for the promotion of better understanding 
and friendly relations among peoples of the 
world. The program provides trav~l grants 
for the exchange teams of young business 
and professional men between paired districts 
in different countries, enabling them to 
study the institutions and ways of 1 ife of 
their hosts and to develop personal acquain
tance and exchange ideas. A team usually 
consists of five non-Rotarian business or 
professional men and a district governor 1 s 
representative. 

Reciprocity is a key to the GSE program. 
Over a two year period each of the paired 
districts must send and receive a team. Thus, 
the district which sends a team one year is 
required to host a team from its paired dis
trict in the following year. A district 
selects a team of outstanding young persons 
between the ages of 25 and 35, who represent 
a cross section of businesses and professions 
in the district, and sends them to a district 
in another country for a study program of not 
less than four weeks nor more than six weeks. 

A GSE award covers the transportation 
costs from the port of departure in the send
ing district to the port of entry in the 
receiving district. Meals, lodging, and 
travel of the group while in the host dis
trict are provided by local Rotarians. Each 
individual is responsible for personal ex
penses, clothing, and insurance. 

The receiving district is responsible 
for preparing a comprehensive study program 
and for hosting the team from the paired 
district during its visit. A well planned 
itinery is an essential part of the GSE and 
must be designed to provide for significant 
educational experiences. While the final res
ponsibility for the detailed itinery rests 
with the district governor and the GSE sub
committee of the district Rotary Foundation 
committee, much of the planning must be under
taken by the individual clubs and much of 
the effectiveness of the program depends 
upon them. 

A comprehensive view of the country 1 s 
economy is gained by the team through visits 
to farms, factories, and places of business. 
There are opportunities for discussion with 
business and professional men on business 
techniques and labor relations. 

Team members visit governmental and 
legal institutions to see government and law 
at work. They visit schools and colleges 
in order to observe and discuss the country's 
educational system. They are given the 
opportunity to see how the needs of youth, 
the aged, the indigent, and the infirm are 
me_t .. They_.study place~;_ of historical, __ cul
tural, and scenic interest, and are given 

- opportunities to observe and study cultural 
activities and religio~s life, and participate 
whenever possible in the recreational life 
of the people. 

A host district must make sure that team 
members feel completely welcomeo Their 
accommodations, whenever possible, are in 
the homes of Rotarians, thus allowing them 
to personally experience and share in the 
family lifestyle of their hosts. 

We should keep these purposes and sug
gestions in mind as we look forward to the 
visit this spring of our guests, the CSE 
team from India. 

• DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY - by GEORGE BOGGS 
Eleven years ago (October 8, 1973), 

Durham Rotarians were taken back into history 
into the 1930 1 s by program presenter, Dave 
Daigh, Dale 1 s sono Dave shared with the 
club, through words and pictures, a several 
thousand mile trip he recently made in_ a 
11mint condition 11 Model 11A11 Ford. The long 
trip, across the United States and Canada 
would have been quite a feat in any car, 
but in a Model 11A11

, pulling a trailer, it 
must surely be some kind of record. 

In 1973-74, Arley Howsden was presiden~ 
of Durham Rotary. Marv Hasty served as 
vice-president. Gil Moss was immediate 
past president. Jim Patterson was secretary 
treasurer, and Bob Druley collected the 
money as sergeant-at-arms. During the· 
1973-74 Rotary year, Durham Rotary honored 
two local Durham High School students with 
$200.00 acholarships; donated over $1000.00 
toward the purchase of a new fire truck for 
the Durham Volunteer Fire Department; sup
ported local 4-H, Boy Scouts, Little League, 
the Sheriff 1 s Toy Drive, and the annual 
Durham Picnic and Paradeo 

MORE DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY - by GEORGE BOGGS 
On February 7, 1969, President Jim 

Edwards received a letter from the Rotary 
Club of San Bernardino informing him that 
their club and the Colton Rotary Club were 
spon~o.ti.ing a new body of water, Lake 
Rota·ry, .. , in the San Bernardino Mountains. 
Their request was for us to send them a 
small qottle of water from a lake, stream, 
or river in the general vincinity of our 
club. That bottle and many others were to be 
emptied into Lake Rotary at a dedication 
ceremony scheduled for May 10, 1969. 

It didn 1 t take Durham Rotary long to 
respondG By February 19, Harvey Johnson 
had a bottle of Butte Creek water on the 
way. Harvey couldn't resist including a 
1 i ttl e hi stori ca 1 commentary. 11 The water 
we are sending comes from Butte Creek where 
gold dredging was going on until 1940. Much 
mining was done here starting in 1850. I 
have be~ame .. acqua·inted with many old timers 
and have hea·rd many enj oyab 1 e stories. 

The first hydro-electric plant in the 
state was built on this creek before the 
days of the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. 
and (was) operated by the father of a good 
friend of mine. 

Butte Creek heads in Butte Meadows, 
remains of ghost towns along the route are 
Whisky Flat, Boone Yard Flt, Hell Town, 
Centerville, and Diamondville. 

During the 1968-69 Rotary year, Jim 
Edwards was preside.nt, Bill Dempsey·was
v1ce president, and EchOl:ambert served as 
secretary-treasurer.~iff Dochterman 
was District Governor. Durham Rotary 
awarded two scholarships, donated money for 
poppy seeds for Oroville Dam, supported 
local 4-H activities, built the Queen's 
float for the Durham parade and erected a 
sign at the junction of Durham Highway and 
~oute 99. Bob Druley ~nd Gil Moss w7re 
inducted into membership, and Gene Rideout 
was ranted senior active status. 

**CLUB ASSEMBLY -- OCTOBER 8TH** 



HERE ARE THE CATAGORIES ST~ OPEN FOR CLASSIFICATION FOR N~MEMBERS. 
TO ROTARY AND LET'S INCREASE OUR MEMBERSHIPSo 

INVITE A FRIEND 

Abstract & Title Insurance 
Accident Insurance 
Accounting 
Agriculture Extension 
Air Conditioning Service 
Ammunition Manufacturing 
Architecture 
Auctioning Service 
Automobile Retailing 

Baking Retailing 
Banking 
Bookkeeping 
Books Retailing 
Bottle Gas Distribution 
Boxes Manufacturing 
Brick Manufacturing 
Broadcast Station Service 
Building Construction 
Bus Service 
Building Materials Retailing 
Building Maintenance Service 

Carbonated Beverage Bottling 
Carpentry 
Cash Register Distribution 
Cattle Raising 
Chamber of Commerce 
Children's Homes 
Civil Law 
Criminal Law Practice 

Data Processing 
Denistry 
Dairy Farming 
Drugs Retailing 
Department Store 
Dry Goods Retailing 

Education, Commercial Schools 
Education, Secondary 
Education, Primary 
Education, Sports 
Education, University 
Electric Supplies Retailing 

Farm Machinery Retailing 
Fire Fighting Equipment Retailing 
Farming-------
Feed & Grain Retailing 
Frozen Food Locker 
Fruit Growing 
Fruit Packing 
Fuel Oil Distributor 
Farm Chemicals Retailing 

Garage Service 
Garment Cleaning Service 
Gas Station 
Government Administration 
Grain Elevator Storage 

Hairdressing, Women's 
Hos pi ta 1 s 
Hotel 
Household Furniture Retailing 

CLASSIFICATIONS COMMITTEE 
DURHAM ROTARY CLUB 

OPEN CLASSIFICATIONS 

Ice Reta i1 i ng 
Insurance, Fire 
Insurance, Life 
Iron & Steel Manufacturing 

Jewelry Retailing 
Judiasm 
Janitorial Service 

Law Practice 
Libraries 
Loss Prevention Retailing 
Lumber Retailing 
Livestock Feeding 

Machine Shop Service 
Masonry Construction 
Meat Retailing 
Men's Clothing Retailing 
Motion Picture Theatre 
Musical Instrument Retailing 

Newspaper Publishing 
Nurseries, Retailing 
Nursing Homes 
Nuts-Edible, Retailing 
Nuts-Edible, Processing 

Office Equipment, Rental 
Office Equipment, Retailing 
Oil Burners, Servicing 
Optometry 

Painting & Decorating 
Physician & Surgery 
Portable Storage Bldg. Rental 
Plumbing Service 
Photography 
Postal Service 
Poultry Retailing 
Printing 
Public Safety (Police Service) 

Radio Repair Service 
Railroad Transportation 
Real Estate Agency 
Refined Oil Products Retailing 
Restaurants 
Resorts 

Sand & Gravel Distribution 
Savings & Loan Co. 
Sheet Metal Working 
Shoe Retailing 
Stationary Retailing 

Taxicab Service 
Truck Terminal 
Telegraph & Cable Service 
Telephone Service 
Television Repair Service 
Title Service 
Transfer & Storage 
Variety Store 
Window Glass Retailing 
Welding Service 
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OCTOBER 1, 1984 

THE OCTOBER 1st meeting was called to order 
by President Jim Patterson. Harvey Johnson 
led the flag salute, and Rusty Beauchane 
gave the invocation. 

INTRODUCTION OF VISITORS: 
At table one, Bill Crowston introduced Rusty 
Beauchane. Table two had four visitors: , 
Richard Chamberlain and Dave Edmonds both of 
Oroville; Bob Foster of Chico. All were 
introduced by Marv Hasty. At.Table Three 
Lindy Robinson introduced Cy Wiggle, Dave 
Davis and Bob Bramly all of Chico. At the 
head table Pres. Jim introduced Tom Dimas 
of Paradise. 

PRESIDENT'S HALF HOUR: 
DEL AND PAULA BIRDSEYE celebrated their 51st 
anniversary Sept. 29th. Del gave a dol~ar 
a year for $51.00. That's pretty special 
to this reporter who could be related to 
them. 

ROY ELLIS CLAIMS two stores and a walnut 
orchard and was happy to give up $25.00. 

WALTER LEROY WOOD DONATED $10.00 for his 
birthday September 16th. Thanks Leroy and 
it's good to have you back after your · 
surgery and back trouble. 

GARRIE AND ALICE STARMER are on page two 
of the district newsletter. Garrie paia 
$5.00 for that item. 

REPORT ON PUTNEY STREET: 
The county paved the street last week 

and will stripe the center and mark the. 
crosswalks this week. Sidewalks are to be 
poured Wednesday. 

DONATIONS TO PUTNEY STREET: 
Did you know that Durham Rotarians have 

donated approximately $4000.00 to date: 

Garrie Starmer· $5.00 
Mick Wacker $100.00 
The high school student body is donat-

ing $500.00. That's great! ~ 

NEXT WEEK: .. 
Garrie Starmer will bring next year's 

District Governor, Jack Phew, to speak to 
us at our club assembly. 

THE FIXED DRAWING: 

There had to be some shady dealing 
going on when Bill Crowston drew his own 
winning ticket, a gift certificate of $10.00 
donated by Mike Wacker to Durham Video. 

OUR PROGRAM: 

George Boggs introduced our speaker, 
Tom Dimas who is the founder of Career Day 
at Butte College. Tom has been with Butte 
College for 12 years and explained what goes 
on at the Butte-Glenn Career Day held in 
April of each year. Tom started the Career 
Day ten years ago and invited high school 
students from all Butte-Glenn schools. 
Career Day is set up by an··· arena type pro
gram with all the main four year colleges 
and a lot of the local Rotarians participating 
and donating their professional skills in 
explaining their business. Mainly students 
are helped to select a career and are guided 
toward goals and studies in their chosen 
fields. Thank you, George, for bringing 
Tom to speak to us. 

DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY by GEORGE BOGGS 

Let's turn back the clock eight years 
to the evening of-October 14, 1976. Rick 
Landess was inducted into the Durham Rotary 
Club by Pat Murphy and sponsored by Dwight 
Brinson. Rick was then the "new Durham 
Elementary School Principal 11

, having just 
moved here from the peninsula. 

Joe Richter reported that with the 
addition of Rick, Durham Rotary counted 
eight teachers among its membership. He 
did include Jim Patterson in his count as 
a "teacher of a 11 good anct forgiveness." 
Keep that in mind, Jim, when you dish out 
your fines. 

The program for October 14 was introduced 
by Bob Druley and presented by Jim Edwards. 
Jim's topic was horse endurance riding, 
reportedly the fastest ·growing sport in the 
U.S. - It still hasn't overtaken football, 
Jim. · 

P.D.G.· Garrie Starmer was president in 
1976, having succeeded ._Jerry Walters. Bob 
Birdseye was vice-president and Rowel editor. 
Jim Patterson was secretary-treasurer, and 
Lloyd Butler served as Sergent-at-Arms. 
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ROTARY INFORMATION - by GEORGE BQGGS: 

The Group Study Exchange reported in 
last week's Rowel is but one of the many 
activities of your Rotary Foundation. The 
basic purpose of the Rotary Foundation is 
to promote international understanding, 
good will, and peace in practical, realistic 1 

terms. Special Grants and grants for the 
Health, Hunger and Humanity (3-H) program 
are made throughout the year to support 
international charitable projects sponsored 
by Rotary clubs or districts. Scholarships 
and Group Study Exchanges are awarded· 
annually to gifted men and women both to 
further their education and to hone their 
ski 11 s as effective "ambassadors of good 
wi 11 11 in countries other than their own. 
Exposure to the life and customs of the 
study country through the guidance of 
Rotarian hosts and their families results 
in camaraderie and lasting friendships that 
help realize the Foundation's goal of 
furthering international understanding. 

Rotary Scholarships cover all necessary 
travel, living and educational expenses for 
one academic year. Men and women who either 
reside or study in a country that has a 
Rotary club may apply. Applicants must have 
an outstanding educational (and, if required, 
professional) record. Normally, no Rotary 
Scholar may receive remuneration for employ
ment during his or her year of study abroad. 

The five types of Rotary Scholarships are: 
o Graduate Scholarships 
o Undergraduate Scholarships 
o Vocational Scholarships 
o Teachers of the Handicapped Scholar

ships. 
o Journalism Scholarships 

Each Rotary district is allocated one 
Scholarship. Rotary districts that have 
outstanding per capita contributions to the 
foundation are granted additional awards, 
as are those districts in the world's devel
oping nations. Each district may also sub
mit one extra application for each of the 
Vocationa., Teachers of the Handicapped and 
Journalism Scholarships, which are judged on 
a competitive worldwide basis. 

One outstanding feature of the Scholar
ships program is the Scholar's extensive 
contacts and opportunities for cooperative 
service with Rotarians in the study country 
and, after his or her return, with Rotarians 
back home. 

Each year The Rotary Foundation makes a 
number of Special Grants to support various 
educational or charitable projects of 
Rotary clubs and districts that benefit 
non-Rotarians in other countries and thereby 
further international understanding. The 
sponsoring club or district must agree to 
contribute substantially to a project before 
the ~1d of the Foundation is ~ought. Some 
recent examples of funded proJects are the 

• 
transport of handicapped athletes to parti
cipate in the Tokyo International Skill 
Contest for the Disabled, the· addition by 
Americans of an agronomist to the staff of 
an agricultural research station in Hon
duras, the establishment of eye clinics by 
Australians in many villages in Bongladesh, 
and the sending of volunteer teachers from 
England to Kenya. 

To commemorate the 75th anniversary of 
Rotary's founding in 1905, Rotarians 
throughout the world contributed more than 
U.S. $7 million in 1978-80 for the Health, 
Hunger and Humanity (3-H) program to improve 
health, alleviate hunger, and enhance human 
and social development as a means of advan
cing international understanding, good will 
and peace. 

Examples of 3-H projects funded thus 
far are on immunization effort to eradicate 
polio among Fillipino infants, a plan to 
alleviate malnutrition in Guatemala and the 
sponsorship of Rotary volunteers to refugee 
camps in Asia. 

II # # # 

"SHARE ROTARY. To be strong in service to 
people, a club must grow. A club's only 
resoruces are Rotarians. To serve the 
needs of morepeople, we need more Rotarians. 
I ask each of you: Do you know one man in 
wham you have confidence and who is not now 
a Rotarian? I know you do. I am asking 
you to propose this person for membership 
in Rotary. 11 

There was only one Rotarian who was NOT 
proposed for membership and that was Founder 
Paul Harris. 

One of the great privileges you have as a 
member of our Rotary club is the right to 
propose a new member. 

HOW TO KNOW YOU'RE GROWING OLDER: 

You remember today, that yesterday was your 
wedding anniversary. 

You just can't stand people who are intolerant. 
The best part of your day is over when your 

alarm clock goes off. 
You burn the midnight oil after 9 P.M. 
Your back goes out more than you do. 
A fortune teller offers to read your face. 
Your pacemaker makes the garage door go 

up when you watch ~: pretty girl go by. 
The little gray haired lady you help across 

the street is your wife. 
You get exercise acting as a pallbearer for 

your friends who exercise. 
Yau have too much room in the house and not 

enoug~ in the medicine cabinet. 
You sink your teeth into a steak and they 

stay there. 
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OCTOBER 8, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

THE OCTOBER 8th meeting was called to order 
by Pres. Jim who also gave the invocation. 
The flag salute was led by Rich Hothem. 

VISITORS BY TABLE: 
Dar Myer and George Wirth both of Orovi 11 e 
and Jim Vernon of Chico were introduced by 
Jim Edwards. 

Hank Marsh introduced Fred Montgomery of 
Chico . 
Stan Grey of Chico was introduced by Gil 
Moss. 

Garrie Starmer then presented Jay Gibson of 
Chico and Jack Pugh of Berkeley. Jack is 
the District Governor elect. 

GUESTS: 
Don Bowlby introduced his guest Roy Carring
ton. 

PRESIDENT I$ 

HALF 

HOUR: 

- Moss was 
fined $25.00 

for an anni
\~ ~ versary and 
~11\ for riding his 
:.new horse in the 

Commanche Ride. 

<:::.:::> Gil and Marsha celebrated 
their 22nd year of marriage July 7th . 

Jim Edwards was recognized for advertising 
his trade with a comment about Gil's horse. 

Garrie Starmer paid $5.00 because Stanford 
beat UCLA 23 to 21 . 

Ray Meighan was also caught for doing a 
little advertizing and paid $5 . 00. 

PUTNEY STREET 

We have completed our 
main community project namely Putney Street. 
Our club members should be very proud that 
such an enormous project has been completed 
through their efforts as well as total com
mitment from the community. 
Total cost of this project was $12,300.00 and 
we need only $2,100.00 to finish paying for 
the street. 

The latest contributions include a gift from 
Barbara Maggi in memory of her father Sid 
Green. Other contributors include former 

, Durham Rotarian Fred Montgomery, Jerry Walters 
($217.00) and Gil Moss ($100.00). As the 
Rowel goes to press only $1575.00 is needed. 

P R 0 G R A M * * * * * * 

Jack Pugh, District Governor Elect is 
looking for members to do District Committee 
work. 

From our club, Garrie Starmer is working 
on Rotary Foundation for the district. 

Ray Meighan is working .on the student 
exchange program and the Businessmen's 
Exchange Team program . . · 

R U L E * * * * * 
The fact is that 30% of the club atten

dance should be at home meetings in a six 
month period. That means 7 or 8 meetings in 
six months should be at your home club. 

Unexcused absences will be fined accord
ing to the roll of the dice. 



• 

be in full swing 

Sunday, October 14th, 

c:ome out and enjoy 

the 
day!! 

When the sultan entered his harem 
unexpectedly, his wives let out a terrified 
shreik. 

Gently massaging the trick knee of his 
beautiful, curvaceous patient, the doctor 
inquired: 11 What's a joint like this doing 
in a nice girl like you?" 

Final Raffle Tonight: Emmett Coon was 
· not here and missed the $40~.0.0& .. Next_ 
week's drawing will be $50.00 

Next Week's Program: 

For all you offroad nuts, Jeff Lindsay 
of Mountain Goat Cycles will be speaking. 

... 
THE HAUNTED HOUSE WILL 

OCTOBER. CLINT GOSS 

AND BRUCE NORLIE WILL 

HEAD IT UP THIS YEAR. 

Ann Boggs has 
opened a word processing 

business working 
out of her home. Ann 

specializes in 
letters, term 

papers, and 
reports 

MEAl TICKET PROPOSAL 

We are going to consider a new meal 
ticket program. ·Active members will be 
billed for their meals one month in 
advance. Excused members will pay as 

they attend. If a member misses and makes up, 
he will be able to collect the missed meals 
money back at the next meeting he attends at 
home when he presents a make-up. If the member 
misses and does not make-up he will forfit the 
money. 

The club will also bill its members twice 
a year for dues. 

This will go into effect Jan. 1. 
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OCTOBER 15, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

The October 15th meeting was called to 
order by Pres. Jim Patterson. Bob Edmiston 
1 ed the flag sa 1 ute and Ron Johnson gave 
the invocation. 

VISITING ROTARIANS: 

From table one George Boggs introduced Tom 
Britton of Oroville and Willard Dryer from 
Los Angeles. Mike Wacker introduced the 
following from table two: Bob Robinson of 
Sacramento, Gordon Hooton and Jim Thomas 
both of Chico. Leroy Wood sat at table 
three and had no visitors. Did he get away 
with that. Bill Smith introduced Bill 
Snow. Both Bill Smith and Jerry Walters 
paid $2.00 for the fact that Leroy didn't 
have visitors. 

PRESIDENT I$ 
HALF HOUR 

Hank Marsh was ~ 
socked for $100. 
The resons inc 
Hank i s a Davi s 
graduate, trip to 
Hawaii, trip to 
Mendocino, he is on the ~ 
Board of Directors of Chic D @t 
State Al umn i , and now is .. 6 • i l 
County School Attorney. - () ·,_-no.-

Jim Mitchell paid 
$25.00 for Oregon Stat 
beating Cal. 

Lindy Robinson 
also went to Oreg 
State and donated 
$25.00. 

George Boggs paid 
new businesso 

Bob and Del Birdseye each paid $5.00 for 
Bobby Birdseye making Student of the Phase 
and collecting $10.00 to his credit. 

Jerry Walters was fined for advertising 
but Pres. Jim volunteered to pay his fine. 
Don't let this become a habit Big Jim. 

Jim Edwards paid $4.00 for the Davis 
win over Chico State. 

Durham High won its football game 45 to 
O and cost Rick Landess $4.00. What 
happens if they lose? 

It seems that Bob Edmiston forgot and 
took his badge home and lost it, then found 
it in his suit pocket. That cost Bob 
$50.00. Now Jim, quit badgering him. 

REPORT ON PUTNEY STREET: 
Donations keep pouring in: 
Emmett Coon's Good Sams 
Abshier Blacksmithing 
Bob Robinson visiting South 

Sacramento Rotary 
Leroy Wood - winner of raffle 
Rick Landess 
Rotaryann Bernice French 

REPORT ON DURHAM HARVEST FESTIVAL: 

$100. 00 
$100.00 

$ 20.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 25.00 

This year's event was termed a success 
netting around $900.00. The turnout was 
good despite the cold north wind, which made 
the displays in the booths precarious. 
Rotarians really came out to help and face 
the weather (thanks to Big Jim it wasn't 
raining). Now a big thanks to the following 
helpers who made this year's fair possible: 
Bruce Norlie for marking out the previous 
day and for set up so early that cold 
morning, and for Roy Ellis who donated all 
the posters. All others who helped: Rick 
Landess, Lindy Robinson, Rich Hothem, Mike 
Wacker, Don Bowlby, Clint Goss, Jerry Walters 
and Jim Edwards. Thanks again, Bob. 

N 0 T E ! 

Dr. Leavenworth won $100.00 in groceries 
donated by Jerry Walters! 

T H E P R 0 G R A M * * * * * --- -------
Bill Smith introduced our speaker Jeff 

Lindsey, the owner and manufacturer of the 
Mountain Goat Mountain Bikes built by his 
company here in Chico. He makes other types 
of bikes besides the Mountain Bike. They 
make tandem bikes {bicycles built for two) 
and a line of racing bikes. These are special 
order and made for the individual. Thanks, 
Bill, for bringing Jeff. here for us. 

NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESSES: 
Jim Mitchell 
1301 Sheridan #15 
Chico, CA 95926 
893-9012 

Bert Strong 
2801 Cohasset #230 
Chico, CA 95926 
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OCTOBER 22, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

The October 22nd meeting of Durham Rotary 
was called to order by Dan Davis in the 
absence of Pres~ Jim Patterson who is 
attending a minister conference in Santa 
Cruze Dave Erickson led the flag salute 
and Ray Meighan gave the invocatione 

INTRODUCTIONS BY TABLE: 

int~~~~~~ 
Orovi 11 e. 

Don Bowlby introduced Guy Folstol from 
table four. Don also introduced his guest 
Steve Stiegero 

\ 

ACTING PRESIDENT'$ HALF HO : 

ANNIVERSARY: 
_ __,..,reg & Darlene Scott 

August 18th their 5th 
Greg paid $10.00 

BIRTHDAY: Stan Anderson, October 25th. 
Stan donated $10000 for being 72 years 
and having the birthday song. 

We'll get Bill Dempsey's birthday on the 
day next Monday. Also, Bill is selling 

wood from his ranch and will donate the pro
ceeds to Putney Street. More information 
next weeke 

Bruce Norlie was fined $20e00 for his trip 
to Boston. 

Makeups: Dice rolled for fines: 
Dave Erickson $ 7.00 
Rick Landess 7o00 
Bill Smith 5o00 
Greg Scott (2) lOoOO 
Leroy Wood (2) 12.00 

Jerry Walter's jokes cost him $5.00o 

REPORT OF THE HAUNTED HOUSE: 
Clint Goss, chairman, wants help 

setting up Monday and Tuesday night 
at six. On Wednesday, Clint will 
need help in the haunted house 
doing various goulish deeds. 

* * * * 
COMING UP: 

OCTOBER 29th -
BRUCE NORLIE will 

talk on Norfield 
Manufacturing. 

REMEMBER: 
NO MEETING NOVEMBER 12th!! 

* * * * * * 
THE PROGRAM: 

This month's program .chairman Bill Smith 
introduced Jim Flood, a Paradise Rotarian, 
owner and general manager of radian station 
KRIJ in Paradise. Jim told us about a new 
satalite radio system which broadcasts radio 
live via satalites. 

KRIJ is a country western station serving 
an area in the Sacramento Valley from Woodland 
to Red Bluff on the north and south and from 
the Sierras to Coast Range~ east and west. 
The country music that ·;s broadcast on KRIJ 
is transmitted by satalite from the mid-west 
and the local advertising and news are dubbed 



PROGRAM - (continued) 
into t his program from t he satalite. Thanks, 
B"l1 , for inviti ng .Jim to present h.i s 
popula r stati on . Incidental ly KRIJ donat ed 
its ai r ways to announce our Dur ham Harvest 
Fest ' val . 

* * * * * 
The attendance drawing was won by Jim 
Er r ington . Jim couldn 1 t be here so next 
week the pr ize will be $20 . 00 . . 

The raffle drawing was won by Bruce Norli e 
(two packs of Kodak film) . 

Did you know: The first Issue of the Rowel 
came out on December 12, 1946 . 

Some workers figure that thei r time is wor th 
money whether they do anything with it or 
not. 

A wise salesman stops long enough to let the 
buyer give him an order . 

An Angler's Prayer: 

God grant that I may fish unt il my 
dying day . 

And when it comes to my last cast, 
I then must humbly pray 

When in the Lord's safe landing net, 
I'm peaceful ly asleep; 

Then i n His mercy I be j udged as good 
enough t o keep . 

. - - ·---:::--- --=-~ 
"Wha.t do you mea.11, 'The. Jc.oa.d'.6 
Paved all. .the wa.y? ! '" 

* * * * * * 

Bi 11 Dempsey 

and 

DURHAM ROTARY HISTORY - ~y GEORGE BOGGS 

In 1966-67, the Durham Rotary Club 
admitted Bill Dempsey and re-admitted Bob 
Edmiston to membership·. Bob had a 1 ready 
served Durham Rotary as president, so we 
knew what we were gett ing. Officers that year 
were Jim Errington as president and Mel French 
as secretary . Dwight Br inson, who served as 
sergeant at arms changed his classification 
from indoor recreation to bakery products 
wholesale. Seems pret ty compatible since 
eating bakery products is good indoor recrea
tion . 

Duri ng the 1966-67 Rotary year , Dur ham's 
monthly attendance never dropped below 93%. 
Wha t year did Monday night football begin? 
Among the projects t hat year was the award of 
two two-hund red dol lar scholars hips to a 

girl and a boy from the Durham High School 
graduating class . In a letter signed by 
Louis Edwards, Howard Sohnrey, and Mel 
French, it was poihted out that the factors 
fo r selecting the c~ndidates were not 
based on scholastic achievement alone, but 
other items such as need, ambition, 
citizenship, willingness to cooperate, 
characterand participation were considered. 

Jn 1966-67 Durham Rotary reached the 
400% plat eau in its contributions to the 
Rota ry Foundation. The plateau percentage 
was calculated at a cumulative contribution 
of $40.00 per member since the club began. 

* * * * * * 
ROTARY INFORMATION - by GEORGE BOGGS 

One way a club member can contribute 
to t he worthwhile activities of the Rotary 
Foundation is by becoming a Paul Harris 
Fellow. This fellowship is truly a mark 
of distinction. Any individual who con
tri butes, or in whose honor or memory is 
contr ibuted, $1000 to The Rotary Founda
tion of Rotary International, within a 
twelve mont h period, is recognized as a 
Paul Harris Fellow. 

Each person (male or female) who 
receives this recognition is present ed 
with a commemorat ive certificate, a medal 
and lapel pin are also given to men so 
recognized , and a medellion on a chain 
and a broach are presented t o women . 

For t hose members who cannot contr i
bute the full $1000.00 in a one year 
per iod, the Paul Harris Sustaining Member 
destinction is available. Any person is 
recognized as a Paul Harri s Sustaining 
Member who makes, or in whose honor 'is made, 
an initial contribution to the Rotary 
Foundation of $100. 00, or more, with the 
stated intention of becoming a Paul Harris 
Fellow within 10 years by donating the · 
balance of the required contribution. At 
the time the contributions, reach a total of 
$1000 .00, the person will be recognized as 
a Paul Harris Fellow. 

All contrib~tions made under these plans 
are automatically credited to the Rotary 
club to which the person belongs or is 
affiliated. Durham Rotary Paul Harris 
Fellows include : Claude Alexander, Gene 
Rideout, Charles Schab (deceased), Mel 
French (deceased), E. G. fngland, Bob Edmis
ton, Harvey Johnson, Lloyd Abshier, Garr ie 
Starmer, Jim Errington, Ra;>' Meighan, Alice 
Starmer, and ·Bobbi Meighan. 
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OCTOBER 29, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

President Jim Patterson called the 
October 29th meeting to order with the ring 
of the bell, followed by the flag salute 
led by Mike Wacker. Pres. Jim offered the 
invocation. 

VISITORS: Art Layton from Paradise, Dar 
Meyer from Willows, Rick Rickenback from 
Oroville, and Tim Thomas, Dick Horton, and 
Don Deter, all of Chico, were introduced by 
Bi 11 Smith, Jerry Wa 1 ters, Mike Wacker, Bi 11 
Crowston, and Hank Marsh. 

The following Rotarians missed Winnie's 
fine roast beef dinner (complete with mashed 
potatoes and gravy, green beans and beets): 
Gil Moss, Don Metzger, Roy Ellis, Jim Mitchellt 
Bob Birdseye, Carl Hermes, Rick Landess, 
Dave Erickson, Ron Johnson, Don Bowlby, and 
Leroy Wood. Please made up fellows. 

Dan Davis told us about his recent trip 
to visit relatives in Colorado. Although 
Dan's In and Out Photo developed all of the 
trip pictures, Dan left the picture-taking 
to his mother. It seems that Dan's ex-wife 
got the camera in the divorce settlement. 
Thanks for the $20 contribution, Dan. 

Dale Daigh brought back banners from 
Kansas and Texas and a razorback s'f:Q.tue 
from Arkansas. It seems that Dale· attended 
a class reunion. Dale matched Dan's $20.00 
donation. 

Birthdays were celebrated by Tom Jbaquin 
{80 years), Harvey Johnson (86 years), Louis 
Edwards {77 years), PDG Garrie Starmer {69 
years), Pat Murphy (70 years), Jim Errington 
(69 years), and Bill Dempsey (50 years) - a 
real youngster. Bill paid $10.00 for a 
happy-birthday song. Louis paid $10.00 for 
no song. PDG Garrie, who prefers to say he 
is celebrating the 28th anniversary of his 
44th birthday, asked for a song from District 
Governor Representative Don Deter. Don paid 
$7.00 not to sing. Garrie gave $20.00 for 
his recent trip to Mexico to attend the 
Rotary goodwill conference and for attending 
his high school reunion the week before. 

Paradise Rotarian Art Layton got caught 
up in the giving spirit and contributed 

$10.00 for his trip to the Smokey Mountains 
in Tennessee. Pres. Jim promised to pass 
the word along to the Paradise President. 
Congratulations to Loretta and Lindy Robinson 
on their 8th anniversary. Lindy thought 
that and his weekend trip to watch the Oregon 
State football game was worth $10.00. 

Bill CroW$ton was recognized to the tune 
of $23.00 for his twenty-third anniversary 
with wife, Virginia. Bill just returned 
from serving as best man at his brother-in-law'~ 
wedding (his third). Maybe you can tell him 
how to make it last, Bill. 

Greg Scott quickly volunteered $1.00 for 
forgetfing 'his badge. Good thinking, Greg -
it could have been a bit more expensive. 

President Jim announced that the Putney 
Street project is now paid-in-full. The 
latest contributions came in from Jim Edwards 
($25.00 at the pancake breakfast and Rick 
Landess. 

Jay Gibson, a Chico Rotarian, sent along 
a letter (commending Durham Rotary for the 
Putney Street Project) and a check for $100.00. 

Greg Scott and Dar Meyer bought two cords 
of wood, contributed by Bill Dempsey, for 
$210.00 to add to the Putney project. Dar 
wants his delivered in May or June. Can you 
handle that, Bill? Dan Davis would have 
bought a cord, but his ex-wife got the fire
place along with the camera. 

Bernice Abshier has the distinct honor 
of having contributed the last 57¢ to put 
Putney over the top. It seems that President 
Jim bumped into Bernice at a certain grocery 
store (thanks for the $10.00, Jim) not in 
Durham. 

Ray Meighan announced the November 
programs. November is Rotary Foundation 
month, so the programs will emphasize the 
Foundations activities. 
November 5 - Father Savu Jacob, a Rotary 

fellow from Malta. 
November 12- Holiday, no meeting. 
November 19- Bob Mortell, GSE team member 

Japan 



November Programs (cont.) ~ 
November 26 - Dick Moore, volunteer with the 

3-H programo 
December 3 - Paula Smith, Durham's Youth 

Exchange Student. 

Don Deter won the $10.00 raffle prize. 
Bob Edmiston lost $20.00o That's right, Bob. 
You won the must-be-present-to-win raffle. 
Next week's $30e00. 

THE PROGRAM: 
Bill Smith introduced fellow Durham 

Rotarian, Bruce Norlie, who presented a pro
gram on Norfield Manufacturing. Although 
Norfield is a low-profile company it is the 
world '·s largest manufacturer of machinery for 
making pre-hung doors. Bruce, who holds his 
Mechanical Engineering degree from CSU, Chico, 
is Norfield's General Manager. Dick Horton, 
also in attendance, is the President. 

The company was started by Bruce's 
father 25 years ago. They now have 60 
employees and make machines that range in 
price from $1500.00 to $80,000. Their most 
expensive machine can produce a door every 
35 seconds. 

Bruce presented a very well done infor
mational video tape describing the company 
and then discussed the process his company 
used to develop its recent five-year plan. 
Bruce recommends The Next Economy by Paul 
Hawken for readers who need to project future 
trends. 

Every business should look at where they 
are going. A five-year plan is a statement 
of what the business is and how it should 
operate and grow. It points out both 
strengths and weaknesses. Bruce reminded us 
that there is 'always a limit to resources. 
In order to get maximum impact from limited 
resources, a business must constantly assess 
its priorities. Bruce talked about the four 
major objectives of his firm, including a 
plan to reenforce a positive relationship 
between management and employees. 

Bruce, thanks for an excellent program 
to wind up our series on vocational service. 

* * * * * * 
Haunted House 

Thanks all who helped set up and 
operate the haunted house. Also, thanks 
to Clint Goss for chairing the Committee. 
This project i.s one of _our traditional. com_
munity service projects. 

* * * * * * 

Coming soon "profiles" in Rotary. Watch for 
coming issues. 

* * * * * * 
A visitor at the golf club teed up for the 
first hole, made a wild swing and completely 
missed the ball. 

"It's a good thing I found out at the 
start." he said. "This course is at least 
two inches lower than the one I uscually play." 

Wife (angri'): "And I suppose you expect 
me to believe you came st~aight home from 
Rotary?" 

Husband: "Sure did. Just like the 
crow flies. 11 

Wife: "Yes - stopping frequently for 
a little corn!" 

# # # # # # # 

What is Rotary? If someone were to ask you 
"What is Rotary?" what would your answer be? 
Would you tell them it is a charitable 
organization just because it spends thousands 
on charity. Would you tell them it is a meal 
club just because you eat at every meeting? 

Would you tell them it is a business 
club when a great many of us practice Rotary 
in our business? 

Or would you tell them the truth that 
Rotary's main idea is to serve one another, 
the community, our nation and all other 
nations: that Rotary does not interfere 
with religion, free speech, politics and that 
it takes time and effort to be a real Rotarian. 

# # # # # # 

Mouth: The grocer's friend, the orator's 
pride., the fool 's trap.. a.nd the dentist 1 s 
sa 1 vat ion. 

# # # # # # # # 

Said one little nurse to another, 11 I 1ve 
been eating an apple a day, but that new 
doctor still chases me! 11 

Remember: Of all the things you wear, your 
expression is the most important! 

SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK~!! 



• Try the "Four Way Test" • 
MEETS MONDAY, 7:00 P. M. 

Durham Memorial Hal I 
"He profits most who serves best" 

l\V~~:A:,~ ROWltiL 
ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA • 

ADDRESS: P. O. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938 

Past President: Greg Scott 
Vice President: Dan Davis 

PRESIDENT Secretary: Bruce Norlie · 
Treasurer: Dale Daigh JIM PATTERSON 

NOVEMBER 5, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

PRESIDENT JIM CALLED the November 5th 
meeting to order with Lindy Robinson lead
ing the flag salute. Stan Anderson gave 
the invocation. 

INTRODUCTIONS: 
Marv Hasty---Hugh Nesbit of Chico 
Roy Ellis----Pete Peterson of Chico 
Don Bowlby---Paul Selchau and Stan 

Gray, both of Chicio 
Ray Meighan--Adrian Mendes, District 

Governor 

GUESTS: 
Ray Meighan---Joy Lynn McAtone 
Lindy.Robinson--Jim Paluso 
Don Bowlby---Ray Carrington and Steve 

Stagger 

PRESIDENT 1 S HALF-HOUR: 
Ray Meighan was fined for not introducing 
Adrian Mendes as a Paul Harris Fellow 
$1.00. 
Garrie Starmer didn 1 t announce that his 
daughter-in-law is a Paul Harris Fellow. 
Cost him $1. 00. 
Don Metzger was fined $89.00. The reasons 
are: New Grand Daughter weighing 11 lb. 
5ozs! Beth and Don's wedding anniversary 
November 6th, one missed meeting, the 
wonderful party at his house Saturday and 
that makes him a bell ringer. Thanks, 
Don! 
Rick donated $50.00 for Putney Street. 
Bill Dempsey also donated $105.00 for 
Putney Street. 

ANNIVERSARIES: 
Ray and Bobbi Meighan, November 6th, #31 
Congratulations both of you and thanks 
Ray for $31.00. 
Rich and Nancy Hothem celbrated their·16th 
on NOvember 2nd and Rich paid $50.00 for 
the Happy Anniversary song sung by thg-· 
entire club. 
Roy and Sharon Ellis ~n November 7th 
celebrated their 14 years and Roy paid 
$20.00. ·Thanks, Roy! 

* * * * 
Mike Wacker made up his misses which was 
recognized by the club as a great deed. 
The clubs wish and goal is to be 100% when 

the club was young and growing. We can be 
again~ 

Gene Rideout donated $100.00. Thanks, Gene! 
QUIZ FINES: 

Stan Anderson asked three questions on 
water: Mike Wacker missed #1 cost him $2.00, 
Jerry's cost him $2.00, too. Dan Davis didn't 
know his cost him $2.00. 

Bill Crowston was asked to tell the Presi
dent's goal for membership and didn 1 t know so 
cost him $2.00, but George Boggs knew the 
answer to raise the membership by one million. 
Nice going, George. 

Emmett Coon was fined $2.50 for not know
ing how many clubs there are in Rotary. Louis 
Edwards paid $2.00 for not knowing how many 
members is Rotary. Bob Birdseye didn 1 t know 
how many clubs there are in Rotary and cost 
him $2.00. Enough of that 'till next time. 
Dan Davis won the drawing of $10.00. 

THE PROGRAM: 
Father Saviour Chircop from Malta spoke 

on his life and experiences as a student and 
teacher in media communications. Born and 
raised in Malta he received his early educa
tion there earning a BA in 1977 and a MA in 
1979. He was active in school council and 
religious organizations. Since then he has 
taught in private schools and went into com
munications full-time. He has worked with 
different radio and television stations. 

He is here through the help of Rotary 
studying for another MA in communications. 
He plans to return with enough knowledge to 
work and train in the government owned medias. 

Malta was a British Colony, but is now 
a neutral country since the British left in 
1964. Father Chircop plans to continue in 
the field of media education trying to help 
people not only to become good media readers, 
but also creative media writers. 
The drawing {$30.00) at the close of the 
meeting was won by Del Birdseye who donated 
it toward the Putney Project. Thanks, Del! 
Extra money from.Putn~y will go to Children's 
Park. : 
President.Jim thanked Clint Goss and aJl who/ 
worked on the haunted house. ·· · J 
REMEMBER: No meeting on the 12th but ther~ 
will be a board meeting at noon .on Nov. 14th 
at the Oak Tree Restaurant in Durham at the 
school. 



• Try the "Four Way Test" 
• MEETS MONDAY, 7:00 P. M. 

Durham Memorial Hal I 
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• ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA 

ADDRESS: P. 0. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938 

Past President: Greg Scott PRESIDENT Secretary: Bruce Norlie 
Treasurer: Dale Daigh Vice President: Dan Davis JIM PATTERSON 

NOVEMBER 26, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

President Jim Patterson called the November 
26th meeting of Durham Rotary to order 
promptly at 7:00 P.M. with Rick Landess 
leading the flag salute and Pres. Jim giving 
the invocation. 

Visitor~: Andre Grieco, Fred Montgomery, 
Gary Griswold, Norm Austin, Bill Carlson 
~o~ Cargile, and Glen Shols (all of Chic~), 
Joined Dar Meyer from Willows and Oroville 
Rotarians George Wirth, Dick Peuchlicher 
and Barry Nolin. The introductions were' 
handled by: Don Bowlby, Stan Anderson 

.Lindy Robinson, Mike Wacker, Bruce No;lie 
and Dale Daigh. 

The following Durham Rotarians missed a fine 
pork dinner complete with grilled potatoes, 
fresh apple salad and beets: Gil Moss, Jim 
Edw~rds, Bob Birdseye, Richard Hothem, Roy 
Ellis, Nels Andersen, Jim Mitchell, Bill 
Smith, Bill Crowston, Carl Hermes, and 
Leroy Wood. Please make up fellows. 

Speaking of fellows, the head table was 
dominated by fellows (Paul Harris Fellows) 
including PDG Dick Moore (the speaker), 
Ray Meighan, PDG Garrie Starmer, PDG Gene 
Rideout, and PA (Poor Alice) Mrs. Garrie 
Starmer. Supposedly, Garrie told Alice it 
was a ladies night. That's OK, Alice, 
you're always welcome. 

Bruce Norlie reported that his wife Peg 
wondered where the $10.00 was that he 
supposedly won last week. Actually, it was 
Bill Smith who won the $10.00 prize, but 
Bruce kindly donated the $10.00 he 11 won 11 

back to the club. Thanks, Bruce, and this 
reporter apologizes for the mistake. 

And about mistakes: Don Bowlby complained 
about further inaccuracies in the Rowel. 
In particular, Don was concerned about the 
"Unique Spellings" of the names of visiting 
Rotarians. President Jim asked Don, as 
chairman of Club Service, to take care of 
the problem. We're waiting, Don. 
(Editor's Note: If anyone was offended or 
caused any embarrassment, I wish to 
apologize. If Don or anyone else thinks 
they would like to write this Rowel, let 
him come forth at this time and have a go 
at it)! 

President 1·s Half-Hour: 
Dar Meyer contributed $85.00 to the 

Putney Street project by buying a load of 
w~od from Bill Dempsey. Thanks, Dar and 
Bill for your generosity. 

~indy Robinson reported on progress at 
the Diablo Valley Power Plant. According 
to Lindy, we can expect our PG&E bills to 

. go up 7% to pay for the plant. However, 
after 5 years, rates should drop and then 
become lower than normal for the next 25 
years. Be careful, Lindy, some of these 

. guys might keep track. Thanks for the $25.00 
contribution. 

President Jim recognized Greg Scott for 
, his picture in the paper and for his fine 

community service. Greg just finished work 
on his first a 1 bum, "Weekend N·i ghts 11

• It 1 s 
sur: to be a best seller (along with Greg's 
Christmas album). Greg is unveiling the 
album at a New Year's eve celebration at 
California Park. Attendees will get a record. 
No, Jerry, you don't get a choice of records. 

_ Thanks for the $15.00, Greg. 
Rick Landess reported that the elections 

are set for December 10. 
. Don Bowlby got off free for forgetting 

his name badge. That's what inununity gets 
for you~ Don. 

Ciint Goss donated $20.00 for a sight
seeing trip that he and Jacque took to 
Vancouver, B.C. 

* * * * * 
The raffle prize -- a box of oranges 

donated by George Wirth -- was won by none 
other than George Wirth. After a little 
advertising, George let us raffle off the 
prize again. This time, Fred Montgomery won 

1 the oranges. Whi 1 e Fred was up, he con
tributed $20.00 because the 1962 Rotary side
walks (built by Durham Rotary.when Fred was 
presiden~) don't.quite match the 1984 Putney 
Street sidewalks. Thanks, Fred, for remind
ing us that Durham Rotary has a proud history 
of community service. 

* * * * * 
THE PROGRAM: Ray Meighan introduced Dick 
Moore, PDG and the first Paul Harris Fellow 
in District 516 to present a program on the 
Rotary 3-H {Health, Hunger and Humanity) 
Program. Before Dick began, he presented 
Garrie Starmer and Ray Meighan with special 



• THE PROGRAM - continued 

new Paul Harris Fellow pens designed to 
recognize their continued support of the 
Rotary Foundationo These new pens designate 
donations in increments of $1000.00. Con
gratulations, Ray and Garrie! 

Dick showed slides depicting his exper
iences with the Rotary 3-H project in a 
Vietnamese refugee center in Hong Kong. 
Dick, an MoD., and his wife, Marilyn,. 
worked in the camp administering to the many 
health problems of the refugees who are 
mainly children. Thanks, Dick. 

* * * * * 
The must-be-present-to-win raffle was 

won by Del Birdseye who was not there due 
to health problems. Best wishes for a 
speedy recovery, Delo 

* * * * * 
Club Calendar: 

December 3 

December 10 

December .12 

December 17 

December 24 
December 31 
January 7 

* 

Paula Smith, exchange student 
from Australia. 
Don Co and Pat C. - AA and 
ALAN ON 
Noon Board meeting at the Oak 
Tree - Club Elections 
Christmas Party - Family night. 
Tickets are ready ($7o50 for 
steak, $lc00 for children's 
menu-hamburger). President 
Jim promises a salad bar, 
baked potatoes, and a potluck 
dessert in addition to a gift 
exchange (details later)·. 
Santa may send an elf. 
Holiday - no meeting 
Holiday - no meeting 
Club Assembly 

* * * * 
MASCULINE AND FEMININE VERSIONS: 

He ~ Why does a woman say she's been 
shopping when she hasn't bought a thing? 

She - Why does a man say he's been 
fishing when he hasn't caught anything? 

When you have both feet on the ground you 
don't have far to fallo 

You never realize how fortunate you are 
until you enter a gift shop and see how 
many things your friends haven't sent you. 

Johnny, Now Stop That! 

"Mama, is it true that people come 
from dust?" 

"Yes, dear. 11 

"Mama, do people return to dust?" 
"Yes, Johnny, why do you ask?" 
"Well, uh ..• oif that's true, Mama, 

I just looked under my bed and there's 
someone either coming or going." 

Quote of the Week: 

12TH ANNUAL TREE 

LIGHTING ANV COMMUNITY 
CHRISTMAS PARTY. 

Sunday, Vec.embeJt 2nd 

6:00 P.M. 

.& eJtve 1t.e61t.uh
me.n.t&. Hot 

Jt.epolt.t 

Q OIL duX.y 

beoOJt.e. 6 PM 

Whoever the guy was who said, "It's the 
woman who pays and pays," it's a cinch he 
was no Rotariano 

We're Disillusioned: Our shepherd-of-the
flock, Jim Patterson is~no sheep-man. Says 
he can't tell a Suffolk Ewe from a Hydraulic 
Ram. Is that a Ram who lamented, "There 
shall never be another ewe"? 

Personality of the Week: 

This Rotarian was born in Conneaut, 
Ohio, where he was reared and educated. He 
received his BS from Ohio State University, 
his MA from U.C. Santa Barbara and his 
Doctorate from the University of Texas at 
Austin. During his career as ~ professor he 
has published several articles. He is 
currently Associate Dean of Instruction at 
Butte College. He resides in Durham with 
wife Ann and their three boys. 

Last week's Rotarian was none other than 
Dave Erickson of Durham Hardware, a True 
Value Hardware Store. 

See you next week and make my day! 



• • 
MEETS MONDAY, 7:00 P.M. 

Durham Memorial Hal I· 
"He profits most who serves best" 

.......... L 
ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA • ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ) 
ADDRESS: P. O. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938 

Past President: Greg Scott 
Vice President: Dan Davis 

PRESIDENT Secretary:. Bruce Norlie 
Treasurer: Dale Daigh JIM PATTERSON 

DECEMBER 3, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

The December 3rd meeting of Durham Rotary 
was called to order by Pres. Jim with Jim 
Edwards leading the flag salute and Pres. 
Jim giving the invocation. 

Visitors: Fred Montgomery, past pres. 
Durham, Senior Active, Chico, John Beatley 
of Sacramento, Joe Ruscio of Oroville, Barry 
Nolind and Andre Greico both from Chico, 
Dar Myer of Willows, and Daryl Kaiser of 
Chico. Introductions were from Don Metzger, 
Jim Edwards, Bob Birdseye. 

Guests: Clark Dorsey guest of Louis Edwards, 
Paula Smith, Des, Jim and Mary Jane Robert
son with Karen, and also Eric Norlie. 

Bill Dempsey brought up the fact that Pres. 
Jim was on T.V. at the Ardan parking lot. 
We assume only to announce the community 
Christmas tree lighting last Sunday. Why 
else, Jim? 

PRESIDENT'S HALF-HOUR: 
Jerry Walters is painting his property 

in Durham and Pres. Jim put in 25¢. Bill 
Smith donated $10.00 two weeks ago and 
paid another $10.00 for his granddaughter. 
Thanks, Bi 11. 

Leroy missed November 5th and rolled 
an eight for an $8.00 donation. Leroy 
went to Idaho deer hunting and bagged a 
small deer. Jim paid 25¢ for Leroy while 
Jerry matched the 25¢ and a $25.00 donation 
as Leroy put in $20.00. 

Richard Hothem donated $10.00 for his 
miss and Jim matched that with another 
$10.00. Thanks, Rich and Jim. 

John Beatley,. our visitor, put $5.00 
into the pot and Jerry matched it with 
another $5.00. Bill Smith paid $9.00 for 
his miss. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

Bruce Norlie reminds us that dues are 
due January 1, 1985, $30.00 for six months 
or $60.00 for the year. 

The annual Christmas tree lighting at 
the Community Church Sunday night was very 
nice despite the nasty weather. About 200 
people enjoyed the music and refreshments 
while the little ones talked to Mr. and Mrs. 
Santa Claus. Rotarians who served were 
Ron Johnson, Clint Goss, Lloyd Abshier, Bruce 
Norlie, Lindy Robinson, Marv Hasty, and Dan 
Davis. 

'Garrett Starmer, Program Chairman for 

the current year announces that Dan Davis 
has accepted the chairmanship for the 
programming for the month of January. 

Rick Landess reports on elections next 
week: President: Dan Davis; Vice President: 
Bruce Norlie; Treasurer: Dale Daigh; 
Secretary: Rich Hothem; Board: George Boggs, 
Roy Ellis. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
THE PROGRAM 

Our speaker was Paula Smith from New 
Zealand, our present exchange student. She 
has stayed with three Durham families, Bruce 
and Peggy Norlie, Jim and Mary Jane Robertson, 
and Jim and Joyce Mead. Paula came to Cali
fornia in January 1984 and will be going home 
this January. 

Paula shared her homeland. New Zealand 
is made up of three islands. The main 
industry is agriculture and the country 
depends largely on tourism. We all thank 
Paula very much for being with us, not only 
at our meeting but spending time with us in 
our country. Thanks, Paula, and best wishes. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
Next week's program will be by AA and Al-Anon. 
This received a fine of $4.00 for picture in 
the paper. 

The last drawing was won by Bill Crowston 
who wasn't here so next week the pot will be 
worth $30.00! 

Starting the latter part of this month we 
will be sending out meal statements for Jan., 
and we hope to collect ahead of time for meals 
as this will make our bookkeeping simpler. 
A NOTE FROM PRES. JIM: Next week we will re
ceive money gifts for our Exchange Student, 
Paula Smith, which we will present to her at 
the Christmas party. I hope to have as many 
as possible participate. · .•. Thank you, Jim. 

* * * * * * * * * * * ** 
PERSONALITY OF THE WEEK: 

This week's Rotarian still lives in the 
house in Durham which was his birthplace. He 
was student body president in 1938, served 
in the Navy, was fire chief for 20 years. He 
still lives with his girlfriend. They· have 
four children, seven grandchildren from 26 . 
years old to one year old. Can you think of 
who this might be? 

Last week 1.s Rotarian featured was none other 
than George Boggs. Next week it might ~e 
you. Nuf said: 
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_L 
ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA • 
ADDRESS: P. O. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938 

Past President: Greg Scott 
Vice President: Dan Davis 

PRESIDENT Secretary: Bruce Norlie 
Treasurer: Dale Daigh JIM PATTERSON 

DECEMBER 10, 1984 

EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE 

The December 10th meeting of Durham Rotary was called 
to order by Pres. Jim Patterson with Bill Dempsey leading 
the flag salute and Clay Castleberry from Oroville giving 
the invocationo 

INTRODUCTION OF VISITORS: 
Bill Smith - Table lo Paul Moore, Chico. 

for not introducing Paul as a Paul 
Harris Fellowo 

Dave Erickson - Table 2. Dale Sprain of 
Paradise o 

George Boggs - Table 3. Clay Castleberry 
of Oroville and another Paul Harris 
Fellow not realized by George. Cost 
George $1.00o George's other visitors 

were all from Chico: Howard Isom, O.D. 
Willhite, Gary Griswold, and Ed Masterson. 
Jerry Walters·- Table 4. Andre Greico of 

Chico, Jack Stine and Dave Edwards, 
both from Oroville. 

Head Table - No one introduced Norm Austin 
of Chico who donated $25.00 for his 
new store! 

GUESTS: Don Bowlby introduced Frank Spitre. 
Lindy Robinson presented Jim Piluso 

and Dick Donner. 

PRESIDENT'S TEN MINUTES: 
Lindy reported on the Powerhouse and 

calendars which he brought for everyone, 
cost him $10.00o Stan Anderson then quizzed 
on the Rotary magazine. One article w~s o~ 
time management and another on vac. Sc1ent1st. 
These are people who donate their vacation 
time to do work for Rotary. The center fold 
cost Lloyd Abshier $2.00, Ray Meighan $3.00, 
Jim Edwards $2.00, and Dave Erickson $2.00. 
Rick Landess conducted the election of 

officers: The res 
Dan Davis: President 
Bruce Norlie: Vice President 
Dale Daigh: Treasurer 
Rich Hothem: Secretary 
George Boggs and Roy Ellis to serve on the 
board. 
Absent Members: Roy Ellis, Hank Marsh, 
Greg Scott, Bill Crowston, Jim Mitchell, 
Gil Moss, Garrie Starmer, and Leroy Wood. 
Paula Smith, our DES, will have a money tree 
next week at the Christmas Party. Those who 
would like to donate please do. Our gift 
to Paula has already started in the amount 
of $115.00! Thanks, Rotarians! 
Don Bowlby won the first raffle $10.00. 

THE PROGRAM: 
Ray Meighan introduced our speaker, 

Don C., who is a member of AA. Don shared 
his experience as an alcoholic and what 
happened to him. Alcoholism is a disease 
which tends to demoralize and affect a persons 
mental abilities. AA is a group of people 
who have the same problem or those who are 
close to the alcoholic that help each other 
with their problems. With the help of the 
members of AA, a new member can be helped 



PROGRAM (cont.) • 
by facing the problem and asking for God's 
help and guidance. Thanks Ray and Dqn for 
reminding us of the wonderful work AA does. 

DATE: 
TIME: 
DINNER: 

* * * * * * 
ANNOUNCING THE DURHAM 

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY! 

December 17th - next Monday 
7:00 P.M. 
Steak Dinner - $7.50 
Hamburgers 1.00 

POTLUCK: Desserts 
ENTERTAINMENT: Live String Music 
GIFT EXCHANGE:' Limit of $2.50 

VISIT: 

Green bow for Men 
Red bow for Ladies 
Blue bow for Boys 
Pink bow for Girls 
By You Know Who 

* * * * * * I 

The final drawing was won by Lindy who 
donated it to the Paula Smith Fund! The 
prize was $30.00! 

NO MEETINGS ON DECEMBER 24th and 31st. 

The most utterly lost of all days is the 
one in which you have not once laughed. 

Cook: "Did they say anything about the 
cooking?" 

Maid: "No, but they prayed before they 
started eating." 

"Eavesdropping," said Adam as his wife fell 
out of the tree. 

"Currency has been leaving us so fast 
lately that we have taken to calling it 
fly-paper." ·· · · 

Beware of the man who says he isn't 
afraid of his wife. He may lie about other 
things, too. 

• PERSONALITY OF THE WEEK: 
This week's good Rotarian was born in 

Stanford UC Hospital in Palo Alto, California, 
and that's why he is so smart. He was 
educated in Chico schools after he came to 
Chico at the age of 5 years. He has three 
sisters. He served in the Army in France 
for two years and returned to run stores in 
Susanville and Mt. Shasta. He came to 
Durham in 1965 and is now raising Peruvian 
horses. He boasts six grandchildren and 
past president of Durham Rotary in 1975-76. 
Can you name him? 

Last week's featured Rotarian was the one 
and the only Lloyd Abshier. 

Take an interest in the future. That's 
where you will spend the rest of your days. 

You can be sure that if you laugh at your 
troubles you'll never run out of something 
to laugh at. 

"Will you excuse me if I bring up something 
unpleasant," said the pale green sailor, as 
he made for the starboard rail. 

In the pioneer days a man sometimes got lost 
in the woods but now the whole population 
is groping around in the wilderness. 

Think on this a while 
And try another tack: 
Give a man a smile--
You'll likely get one back! 

M E R R Y C H R I S T M A S 

and a 

V E R Y H A P P Y N E W Y E A R! 

See you at the Christmas Party. 
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BOB BIRDSEYE, our Rowel Editor, is enjoying some time off from writing our weekly bulletin 
during the HOLIDAY SEASON. Many thanks to BOB and his ROTARY ANN KAREN for all the good 
work this year on the ROWEL. This writing is by your immediate PAST EDITOR and APPRECIATIVE 
PRESIDENT. 

The CHRISTMAS PARTY is now past history. JERRY WALTERS & MARV HASTY, KAY WALTERS & JAN 
LANDESS and OTHERS (editorial catch-all) are to be commended for their hard work to make the 
event not only HAPPY, but also financially successful (WE BROKE EVEN, income covered outgo-
etc.-- may your personal finances be at least so happy) .... BOB & SYLVIA EDMISTON helped 
with the wine pouring ... BOB EXCUSED and NELS ANDERSEN were pressed into service as SANTA 
ELVES when M/M CLAUS reported in as incapacitated (rumor has it they attended a BIG BASH at 
the WALTER'S residence for DURHAM COUNTRY MARKET EMPLOYEES (the newly painted store with the 
new sign) the day before---- speaking of JERRY WALTERS, rumor has it that he invited CHET & 
PEGGY WALTERS to our party .... BETH METZGER provided the raffle prize - a frame set of Dee 
Thacker's sketches of Durham's historical buildings ...... worked CHET all evening CUTTING 
STEAKS, then refused to BUY tickets for them for our PARTY ... so we have a lot to discuss 
JERRY as the year 1985 begins and it ought to be good for the club budget ... SPECIAL GU~STS 
of the club included ROTARY ANNS BERNICE FRENCH, ELEANOR RAY, HATTIE MORGUE, and FRANCES 
OLSEN ... (FRANCES was the guest of LOUIE & IMOGENE EDWARDS, and HATTIE came with the 
PATTERSONS). MEL FRENCH did everything as a MEMBER of DURHAM ROTARY and was a PAUL HARRIS 
FELLOW, GENE RAY was a charter member, the first VICE-PRESIDENT, and the second PRESIDENT 
of the CLUB .•.. ARENT OLSEN was PAST-PRESIDENT of BIGGS ROTARY, and later a member of our 
club, and HENRY MORGUE was PAST PRESIDENT 55-56. NEW MEMBERS )to be inducted January 7) 
STEVE STAGNER, KEN LENHARDT, and ROY CARRINGTON were also present with their families ..... 

THE CHRISTMAS PARTY marks the passing of the first half of ROTARY YEAR 1984-85. 24 meetings 
are history, 24 meetings upcoming are OPPORTUNITIES for EACH of us. 

We were all saddened by the untimely death of RON JOHNSON aged 37, December 17th. 

HOME CLUB ATTENDANCE RULE. Each Rotarian must attend 30% of the HOME CLUB MEETINGS in any 
6 (six) month reporting period. The Board of Directors voted to NOT DROP members in 
violation of this rule the past six months. HOWEVER, the rule will be observed henceforth, 
beginning now. Plan to attend at least 8 meetings before July 1 in DURHAM. 

PREPAID MEALS. DUES and MEAL BILLS (where applicable) were mailed to all Durham Rotarians 
in Dece1i1ber. Response has been exce 11 ent ! SECRETARY BRUCE and VP DAN wi 11 be a 11 smi 1 es 
if we can have a 100% response before January 7. Please give our new system a chance. 
Phone DON BOWLBY or DAN DAVIS if you have questions. 

ROTARY EVENTS -- 1985 -- MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

JANUARY 7 (MONDAY) PROGRAM: HONORING PAST DG GARRIE and ALICE STARMER, INDUCTION OF FOUR 
(4) new members, return of the Bell 

JANUARY 9 (WEDNESDAY) NOON: BOARD MEETING, OAK TREE RESTAURANT, OHS - ALL MEMBERS WELCOME 

JANUARY 14 /'CLUB ASSEMBLY 

JANUARY 21 -- PROGRAM ON FILM PROCESSING: DAN DAVIS 

FEBRUARY 23 -- ROTARY'S 80th ANNIVERSARY 

MARCH 16-17 PRESIDENT'S EXECUTIVE TRAINING SEMINAR (PETS) Concord, DAN DAVIS ATTENDING. 

MAY 2-5 DISTRICT CONFERENCE, RED BLUFF ROUNOilP, Our Board is expected to vote SATURDAY, 
MAY 4 (evening) as our MEETING OF RECORD (no meeting in DURHAM May 6) in order to 
encourage all Durham Rotarians to get on the bus leased by the club to go to RED 



ROWEL 2-2-2-2 • • 
BLUFF -- we want GOOD CONFERENCE ATTENDANCE and the OUTSTANDING CLUB AWARD. 

MAY 11 -- (SATURDAY) DURHAM PICNIC ... ROTARY provides the QUEEN'S FLOAT; the MC for the 
CROWNING OF THE QUEEN FRIDAY PM, PARADE COORDINATOR .... etc .... 

MAY 20 -- (MONDAY) 40th ANNIVERSARY of DURHAM ROTARY, SPECIAL PROGRAM COMMEMORATING THE 
EVENT 

MAY 26-29 -- INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, USA SHALL THE CLUB SPONSOR 
ATTENDANCE OF DAN DAVIS? 2 

JUNE -- Camp Royal Encampment (RYLA) One DHS Junior Boy, One OHS Junior Girl to be 
selected 

JUNE -- TWO SCHOLARSHIPS to be awarded to graduating DHS Seniors 

JUNE 24-- FINAL MEETING of present administration. An orderly dignified transition is 
being planned, seeing as how this year's president is a minister, and the uncouth 
activities of the past (no matter how appropriate for some of the Past Presidents) 
would be inappropriate dor PRESENT (OFFICIALLY) PRESIDENT (EXCELLENT) that is, POPE 
James. --

We've had a great six months in 1984-- Putney Project is all complete, paid for, and demon
strates what ROTARY and the entire community can do when we all work together-- DURHAM 
ROTARY contributed $5000 towards the project, nearly $3,000 in the last six months .•• also a 
significant amount of labor, and volunteered equipment ... so BRAVO to the membership for a 
tremendous response to a great challenge .... 

The TRI-CLUB picnic netted $220 profit for the club .... the HARVEST FESTIVAL earned us about 
$750 .. o and the CHRISTMAS PARTY did NOT drain our treasury ... There are so many bell ringers 
in the club that the president can only be really nice to all members, because all contri
butions henceforth are building on an average that exceeds $100 per member. Everyone is 
assuring me however (especially JERRY WALTERS) that the membership is willing and able to 
kick in additional BUCKS to fund all our exciting projects in 1985. 

We have had solid work by our officers, and board of trustees, with a special tip of the hat 
to DON BOWLBY (Club Service) and RAY MEIGHAN (International Service). I have personally ~: 
enjoyed the ROWEL by BOB BIRDSEYE, and the history & information items by GEORGE BOGGS. STAN 
ANDERSON adds a touch of class with his monthly presentations on our ROTARIAN MAGAZINE, and 
PDG GARRIE has motivated and/or scheduled outstanding programs. We have an outstanding 
group of officers for 1985-86, so all is bright for the future. THANKS to everyon~ for 
making the first six months enjoyable for the president, please keep this trend going. 
Finally, it is reported that someone asked GENE RIDEOUT if he were a BELLRINGER. "BELL
RINGER,11 GENE snorted, "HELL, I can't even TINKLE. 11 That story may not pass the 4-Way 
Test-- but we'll check with G..EN SHOLS-- also, I've never known GENE to cuss. 

------HAVE A HAPPY 1985 ------




